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ABSTRACT
This thesis proposes a new method of computer input for capturing 
engineering workpiece profiles in the geometry creation stage of a computer- 
aided part programming (CAPP) environment. It represents an alternative 
approach differing from the (existing) input methods that rely on: a) sets
of commands made at the keyboard &/or through selection of iconic / text 
menus which are on-screen or tablet-based; b) the building up of the 
profile on a piecewise line by line and arc by arc basis.
This unique method employs pattern analysis /recognition techniques to 
capture directly the basic profile of the engineering component as it is
drawn on the digitizer tablet in a flexible manner akin to draughting at the
drawing board. A profile analysis algorithm deduces the topological 
relationship between the straight line and arc segments making up the
profile. An on-line symbol recognition package is then invoked to give
dimensional information to the newly-drawn profile. The entire operation of 
hand-drawing the profile and hand-writing the dimensions (radius, horizontal 
and vertical dimensions, angles between lines, etc.) reduces the geometry 
entry procedure to that of traditional draughting.
This more flexible method imposes on the designer relatively few rules to 
remember and thus may present a unique solution to the description of two- 
and-a-half dimensioned geometrical objects such as in the initial geometry 
definition stage of CNC machining.
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION
1.1 HISTORICAL OVERVIEW
1.1.1 COMPUTER INTERPRETATION OF SKETCHES AND DRAWING IN ENGINEERING
For many centuries, sketches and drawings on paper have provided engineers 
with a powerful means of man to man communication of the most complex 
concepts and design details on paper. In contrast, these same sketches and 
drawings cannot be directly used in man-computer communication unless the 
computer is programmed with inference making capabilities for interpreting 
drawings. The type of intelligence required for computer understanding of 
sketches / drawings can be illustrated by reviewing the information 
processing tasks a designer normally performs to communicate the basic 
outline of a simple component to a computer using a typical computer-aided 
design system. From the time the designer looks at a drawing of the profile 
and its dimensions to the time he invokes commands for the computer system 
to create the same profile, it is possible to identify a cycle of three 
tasks, namely;
TASK (a) Read and interpret part of the sketch/drawing in conjunction 
with the defining dimensions alongside that part of the profile. 
(The profile refers to the outline of the shape of an 
engineering component);
TASK (b) Code these dimensions and profile part(s) into a set of 
instructions the computer system can understand. (See Appendix
1.1 for a keyboard command sequence required to generate a shape
in one commercial system),
TASK (c) Submit these commands necessary to generate a part of the 
profile to the system in the correct sequence.
This 'command-execute' cycle is repeated after the computer has responded to 
the last set of commands, and until all profile parts have been submitted.
Each of the three tasks demonstrates the deductive ability a computer 
requires before direct interpretation of drawings by the machine can be 
realized. The interpretive part of Task (a), for example, involves the 
ability to make decisions based on the knowledge of cartesian and polar 
geometry including concepts of perpendicularity, properties of lines, arcs 
and angles, the adoption of drawing standards which lay down the acceptable 
manner in which drawings must be made and the meaning of symbols associated 
with dimensions and texts, and many other factors some of which are listed 
in Appendix 1.2. Task (b) requires knowledge to identify commands from the 
range of commands which are available to the designer at different stages of 
the interaction, knowledge on the format of the commands the computer 
accepts, etc. Task (c) often involves the co-ordinated use of input devices 
like the keyboard, mouse, joystick, digitizer tablet and function keys. The 
use of such peripherals often require the user to know about menu 
structures, more command syntaxes, constraints and communication conventions 
/protocols.
Success at programming a computer to perform all the above mentioned tasks 
will result in a system that can automatically interpret drawings which 
will in turn provide an extremely powerful automated data entry facility for 
designers. The designer will then be relinquished of the need to perform the 
error-prone and tedious tasks (b) and (c) which are currently necessary 
mainly because CAD systems generally require input to be supplied in a
manner which presents no programming problems despite inconvenience to the 
designer.
1,1.2 DIRECT SHAPE GEOMETRY CAPTURING SYSTEMS
Current research to directly utilize the information contained in a hand- 
drawing may be divided into two categories depending on whether they are 
based on drawings that have already been drawn, or on drawings that are in 
the process of being created. This research deals entirely with the second 
category where the computer is capturing data about the drawing on-line, 
i.e. while the designer is generating the drawing on a digitizer tablet.
Such research normally draws on the fields of shape analysis and pattern 
recognition techniques and have been of interest to designers for more than 
two decades. For example, since the early seventies, the Architecture 
Machine Group of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology [22] has 
experimented on the deduction of shapes from sketches. Through monitoring of 
drawing pen pressures, velocities, sequence of sketching and through use of 
information supplied by 'context', computer programs for line-straightening, 
aggregating a number of lines into one, and making other deductions were 
used to derive the intentions of the designer in terms of an output drawing. 
Appendix 1.3 describes more details of this work. However, the importance 
of the addition of the size information to the deduced profile was \UOt 
explicitly reported on although this ability is critical to mechanical 
engineering component design.
Another example is Hosaka and Kimura's work [13,14] in the field of 
mechanical engineering design. This work includes the specification of size. 
The system uses a symbol recognizer to interpret commands which are issued
by the designer in the form of hand-drawing action. The deduced commands are 
then passed onto an existing geometric modelling system GEOMAP. The work 
demonstrates that handwriting actions can be structured in a systematic way 
to produce engineering drawings and other records that can be used as
computer inputs for generating internal computer models of design objects.
The applications reported ranged from designing and manufacturing to
kinematics study of three-dimensional objects in mechanical engineering. 
Appendix 1.4 shows some inputs and outputs from this system. The procedure
which is of particular interest to the present research is that used by
Hosaka and Kimura for generating new basic component engineering profiles
where each curve, line and point have to be specified explicitly, so that
the input of a complicated description like Fig 1.1 was too tedious to make 
the system useful in any application not containing a large number of
repetitive elements.
1.2 RESEARCH PROPOSAL
1.2.1 NEED FOR PRECISE AND FLEXIBLE HAND-DRAWN DATA CAPTURING SYSTEMS FOR 
BASIC GEOMETRY DESIGN
The research here centres on the automated generation of the data-base 
decribing basic geometry shapes which can thereafter be subjected to
operations that make them into three-dimensional engineering objects. The 
main objective of this dissertation is to design a hand-drawing input system 
in the University of Surrey CAD laboratory, using a flexible hand-drawing 
procedure very close to that used in traditional draughting (outlined in 
Section 2.1), In order to make this procedure viable, the dimensions of an 
engineering sketch/drawing are used as direct handwritten commands to drive 
the system. The procedure also requires the assignment to the computer the
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FIGURE 1.1 EXAMPLE OF A COMPLEX PROFILE OF 
AN ENGINEERING COMPONENT
task of associating the dimensions with the segments (arcs and straight line 
portions) of the profile. These two requirements allow the designer the 
freedom to outline the shape and dimension the drawing just as he would on 
the drawing board. This proposed system where the precise shape description 
of a component workpiece is extracted from a hand-drawn diagram may then 
provide the facilities to explore how two-and-a-half dimension object 
descriptions as in Fig 1.2 can be captured on-line as they are drawn on a 
digitizing tablet. Future developments can then link the information 
generated to an existing Computer-Aided Manufacture system.
-- é
zto
o  T
KEY: A  Points (or nodes) on the profile.
Each node is marked by small letters,
O Points on the extremities of a dimensioning 
symbol.
— Arc centre-points
Profile line
Dimensioning line
ROTE: The " A "  and markings have been added to aid discussioti and do
not appear in the original drawing. Similarly, the dashed profile lines are 
solely for the purpose of distinguishing the profile lines from the 
dimensioning lines. Both the dashed and continuous lines appear as the same 
continuous type line in the actual drawing even though the profile lines are 
completed before the dimensioning related lines are added,
FIGURE 1.2 A SAMPLE HARD-DRAWN AND DIMENSIONED 
SKETCH ACCEPTABLE AS COMPUTER INPUT
1.2.2 PROBLEM DEFINITION
In more definitive terms, the aim of the work is to explore how it may be 
possible to deduce a compressed data-base of the form shown in Table 1.1 
(hereafter referred to as the geometry description file) from a digitized 
hand-drawn input of a workpiece profile (Fig 1.2). It appears that there 
has been no such previous research in this area of precise geometry 
extraction from a drawing which is created on-line.
In order to achieve this transformation of the hand-drawn data into the 
geometry description file, two pertinent sub-problems can be defined for 
solutions. The first sub-problem is the design of a system to capture on­
line the handwritten information concerning the profile and its dimensions 
(leader lines, angles, centre-points and dimension text). The second sub­
problem is the design of a system to utilize the captured dimensions to 
enhance the description of the profile. This process of enhancement is 
clarified in the following paragraph with reference to Fig 1,2.
Assuming it is possible to: 1) utilize the top end-points M and N of the
horizontal dimensioning symbol MNPQ and, 2) associate them with the corner 
points (a) and (b), respectively, then points (a) and (b) would have been 
explicitly defined in terms of their horizontal distances apart. This 
association implies that line (ab) does not have to be drawn precisely to 260 
units since the intelligent use of the text 260 indicated on top of the 
horizontal dimensioning symbol MNPQ gives line (ab) a precise value. 
Similarly points (c) and (b) can be defined by the vertical dimensioning
25
REFERENCE
POINTS ON SEGMENT
PROFILE TYPE X-COORDINATE Y-COOKDINATE ARC RADIUS
1 0 0
2 260 0
3 218.045 50
4 120 50
5 120 165
6 ARC 120 215
7 70 215
8 ARC 25 215
9 25 2^0
10 0 260
11 0 0
-50
45
Notes ;
(a) This file is derived from the profile of Fig 1.2. For easy reference, 
Fig 1,2 has been included at the top of the Table.
(b) Each blank entry under the "SEGMENT" column denotes a straight line 
segment unless otherwise indicated as an "ARC".
(c) The X and Y coordinates refer to the nodes of corner points defining 
the profile except where the segment is an arc in which case they refer 
to the arc centre-point.
(d) Ifhenever an arc occurs, its size is given under the "ARC RADIUS" column 
where a negative value denotes that the centre-point of the arc lies 
outside the enclosed profile.
TABLE 1.1; GEOMETRY DESCRIPTION FILE
symbol RSTU to be vertically 50 units apart and points (h) and (a) to be 260 
units apart vertically, etc.
The fact that the horizontal and vertical dimensioning symbols resemble the 
letters "E" and "I" respectively and that the dimensioning text consist of 
mainly alphanumerics like "260" and "RIO" seem to suggest that a symbol
recognizer data capture system may be of practical help. The first
assumption mentioned in the preceding paragraph further suggests that the 
symbol recognizer will have to yield information on the value of the 
character recognized, (eg, "H", "I", "1","2", etc.) and in addition make
available information on the points like M and N on the dimensioning symbol 
MNPQ of Fig 1.2. The second assumption made in the preceding paragraph 
suggests that the captured data of the profile will have to be further 
processed so as to ascertain the position of the corners on the profile, 
such as points (a), (b), (c) and (d). Hence the need for a profile analysis 
package to aid in the enhancement operation.
1,3 OUTLINE OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM SOLUTION
1.3.1 DEFINITION OF THE PHASES INVOLVED,
This dissertation proposes a new five-step solution to the problem of 
obtaining a geometry description file from a hand-drawn draughting procedure 
at the digitizer tablet, namely:
PHASE 1 Collect in a flexible manner the coordinate data on the hand-
digitized workpiece outline at the digitizer tablet.
PHASE 2 Extract segments (restricted to straight lines and circular arcs) 
from the coordinate point data from PHASE 1. The method of 
extraction is fundamental to the field of pattern analysis.
10
PHASE 3 Read in the dimensions from the digitizer-tablet using a character 
or symbol recognition program. The main function of this phase is 
to decipher alphanumerics and deduce the type, size and location 
of the dimensions provided by the designer.
PHASE 4 Associate these dimensions from Phase 3 with the profile segments 
from Phase 2.
PHASE 5 Re-organize the description list from Phases 1 and 2. This process 
of obtaining the complete geometry description data file by means 
of the use of dimensions is called "dimension-driving." From this 
new description list, a fully dimensioned engineering hard-copy 
with a co-ordinate file listing output can be generated as a 
confirmation that the correct data has been captured.
The first two phases generate a preliminary topological list which give the
connectivity relationships among the segments. In order to obtain the list
in Table 1.1, further compaction of profile data, coupled with a means of 
adding numerical precision to line lengths, angles, starting and ending- 
points of arcs, etc., is necessary. This is achieved in phases 3 - 5 .  Fig
1.3 gives a diagrammatic sketch of the same solution in the form of a 
computer with three sets of software program packages. The first set relates 
to the capturing and analysis of the profile to give a diskette file 
containing a description of the profile in a continuous list of arcs and
straight lines, ie, a topological file. The second set relates to the
capture of the dimensions with a suitable information content regarding 
their type, size and location. The last set relates to the compilation of 
the results from the first two sets by associating the dimensions and the
profile segments with the aid of a knowledge base of rules relating to 
engineering drawings and their dimensions.
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1,3.2 DEVELOPMENT OF THE SOLUTION
Phases 1 and 2 are dealt with in Chapters 2 and 3. Chapter 2 presents a 
method for the on-line acquisition of data on the profile of the engineering 
component and the subsequent reshuffling of this data into a continuous list 
of straight line segments. Using a curve-fitting algorithm. Chapter 3 
analyses the list of segments and produces a file describing the topology of 
the segments that make up the workpiece in terms of arcs and straight 
lines. Phases 3 to 5 are covered in Chapters 4 to 7. Chapter 4 reviews the 
state of art in respect of symbol recognizers while Chapter 5 describes the 
proposed design of an on-line symbol recogniser appropriate to capturing and 
interpreting numerals and other symbols used for dimensioning a drawing. 
Chapter 6 outlines the implementation of a software prototype of this 
proposed symbol recognizer and presents some results from the prototype. 
Chapter 7 discusses how the graphic entities identified in Chapter 3 may be 
associated with the dimension text outputs from Chapter 6 to give a more 
complete description of the sketched drawing and recommends that this 
approach of association be pursued as further research in order to create 
the final geometric description file. Chapter 7 also concludes by outlining 
further developments that will enhance the system but which are beyond the 
time frame and scope of the present work. It also discusses various 
implications of the present work on the field of engineering drawing 
interpretation and the philosophy of hand-drawn geometry data capture 
systems in Computer-Aided Design systems.
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1.3.3 SCOPE OF THIS STUDY
Owing to the constraints of project time the scope of this proposed
solution has to be restricted to the following:
(a) the designing and implementation of the software tools for
acquisition of data regarding the profile and the subsequent analysis 
of the data, i.e. Phases 1 & 2,
(b) the designing and implementation of the symbol recognizer within an 
acceptable performance margin, i.e. Phase 3,
(c) a discussion towards how the graphic information and dimension text 
information may be utilised to obtain the geometry description file 
through Phases 4 & 5. Some work has been done in design and program 
coding for these two phases. However, the total conceptualization of
this stage is still incomplete and will have to be the subject of a
future report.
1.4 HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE CONFIGURATIONS
The present research is based on the following hardware configuration:
(a) ACT Sirius 8086 microprocessor-based, micro-computer with 256k RAM 
and 2 floppy disk-drives giving 1.2 Mbytes total capacity. The 
operating system is MS-DOS. The Sirius microcomputer is hereafter 
referred to as the host computer,
(b) PLUTO graphics processor with a SWORD colour monitor. This processor 
is run interlaced to give a resolution of 640H X 5767 pixels. This 
is connected to the host computer via a RS232 link.
(c) Digitizer-tablet with GTCO output format and switch-selectable baud- 
rates. This is connected to the host computer via a RS232 link. The
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model is the DIGI-PAD 5 with an inking stylus.
(d) ACT CITOH dot matrix serial impact printer model 1550,
(e) WATANABE WX4636 A3 sized plotter.
Fig 1.4 gives a diagrammatic sketch of the hardware link-up with all units
(b) to (e) connected to the host computer (a). The host computer has two 
original RS232 ports and a third which comes with the PLUTO graphics 
processor. All software is run in the compiled form of Microsoft BASIC 86 as 
the interpreted language is lacking in speed and requires too much memory.
H O S T
C3232
fLUTo GRAPHICS
PROCESSOR____
GRAPHICS fjSmZER
FIGURE 1.4 SYSTEM HARDWARE LINK-UP
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Chapter 2
ACQUISITION OF THE COMPONENT PROFILE
This chapter reconstructs the normal procedure used by a designer at a 
drawing board for creating a paper copy of an engineering drawing and uses 
that procedure as a guide for designing a computer-based acquisition system 
using a stylus pen at a digitizer tablet. The details of such a workable 
computer acquisition system are then presented.
2.1 ANALYSIS OF DRAWING PROCEDURE
2.1.1 A TYPICAL DRAWING PROCEDURE
This Section examines the order which a draughtsman would typically follow 
in generating a complete drawing at the drawing board. Each stage in the 
order will be explained with reference to a simple component shape sketched 
in Fig 2 .1.
The first stage of the procedure is to make a freehand sketch of the 
suitable views as shown in Fig 2.2, Views shown are in the third angle 
projection. The second stage is carried out on the actual drawing paper and 
consists of the addition of faint box outlines and main centre lines. Care 
is exercised at this stage to ensure that the different views of the drawing 
are well spaced out (Fig 2.3), The third stage may include finishing the 
curve lines using a radius aid and springbow compasses. The hole centre 
lines (if present) are also marked (Fig 2.4). The fourth stage blends in the 
straight lines to curves and completes the finished outline including any 
hidden details (Fig 2.5). The final stage consists of removing the drawing 
construction lines by an eraser. The addition of the dimensions, text in the
17
FIGURE 2.1 SKETCH OF A SIMPLE BRACKET
FIGURE 2.2 Stage I: FREEHAND SKETCH OF SUITABLE VIEWS
(on a piece of scrap paper)
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FIGURE 2,3 Stage 2: ADDITION OF FAINT BOX LINES AND
MAIN CENTRE-LINES
FIGURE 2.4 Stage 3; FINISH CURVE LINES AND
CENTRE-LINES19
FIGURE 2.5 Stage 4: BLEND IN STRAIGHT PORTIONS TO
OBTAIN FINISHED OUTLINE
X-y Z E R O  
DATUM
B RA CK ET SCALE : DATE : NAMEDEPT
FIGURE 2.6 Stage 5: COMPLETE DIAGRAM WITH DIMENSIONS
AND OTHER TEXTS
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title-block and notes complete this stage (Fig 2,6).
Applying this simple drawing procedure of drawing the outline profile 
followed by the dimensioning at the digitizer tablet, it appears possible to 
extract a precise computer database describing the same drawing, although 
such a method of input has not been previously reported on. This possibility 
of capturing the outline shape of the component as it is drawn on the
digitizing tablet (i.e. the first four stages) is explored in the rest of
this chapter and the next. Chapters 4 to 6 then take up the last stage of 
capturing the dimensions. Moreover, because greater advantages would accrue 
if such an acquisition method allows the designer a certain flexibility 
through: i) accomodating freehand drawing (without the use of drawing aids
like springbow compasses, rulers, set-squares and other aids) and, ii) 
giving the freedom to generate the drawing with the different segments 
entered in any order, it was decided that the proposed system be designed to 
offer them. The flexible order of entering segments is illustrated in Fig
2.7 where the designer should be free to enter segment 'c' before “"a", or
'e' before "b", or segments in any other order.
2.1.2 ADDING THE FREEHAND ELEMENT TO DRAWING
Limiting the rest of the discussion to the freehand drawing of the front 
view of the drawing in Fig 2.5, it is not unusual to find that the freehand 
procedure contains the following elements:
(a) Small arc segments are drawn in one continuous stroke without lifting 
the pen.
(b) Larger arc segments may be drawn in two or more strokes which may not 
necessarily be generated in the same direction ( clockwise or anti­
clockwise around the profile).
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Ck)
(e)
(«i)
NOTES: Entries In parenthesis denote segments.
Segments (b), (g) and (c) are arcs.
Segments (a), (c), (d), (e), (f), (h) are straight lines
FIGURE 2.7 TYPES OF PROFILE SEGMENTS
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(c) While it is common for shorter straight line segments to be completed 
in one stroke, the drawing of longer ones may be done using more than 
one stroke.
(d) Two or more short straight lines which are adjacent to one another 
may be completed in one stroke without the lifting of the pen.
An illustration of these elements is the freehand drawing of Fig 2.8. The 
arrow-lines beside the segments indicate the direction of the strokes which 
are used to draw the profile. The numbers against the arrow-lines show the 
sequence which a designer (in this case the author) used to produce the 
outline in a most natural and convenient way. All the corners of the profile 
and the starting and ending points of strokes are marked by the capital 
letters A to L for the purpose of the discussion here. With reference to the 
figure, the following strokes have been used:
Stroke 1 comprises a straight line segment and almost half an arc. The
an anti-arc is drawn in clockwise direction arouna bha proj-ile.A
Stroke 2 completes the arc started in the first stroke after a pen-lift 
(to ease the supporting palm of the hand to a new position for 
the following strokes).
Stroke 3 includes two line segments which are adjacent to one another.
This stroke completes the downward stroke (D-E) and starts 
drawing part of the next line segment (E-F),
Stroke 4 completes the rest of the line segment (F-G). All the strokes 
have so far been drawn anti-clockwise manner around the profile.
Stroke 5 (H-G) comes against the anti-clockwise direction used in all
the previous strokes.
Stroke 6 (J-H) also goes in a clock-wise direction.
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FIGURE 2.8 A FREEHAND DRAWN PROFILE SHOWING TYPES OF 
SEGMENTS (ARCS AND STRAIGHT LINES) THAT 
MAY BE CREATED WITH A STROKE
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Stroke 7 shifts away from the right bottom part of the drawing 
altogether and starts drawing a clockwise arc (A-L).
Stroke 8 completes a straight line portion (L-K).
Stroke 9 completes the creation of the profile by a fillet radius (K-J).
The drawing sequence for the strokes shown in Fig 2,8 is only one of the 
many possible combinations of sequences which may be used by a designer to 
generate the profile. The many combinations emphasizes the need of a 
computer acquisition system that is capable of flexibility in accommodating 
the different drawing sequences.
2.1,3 DISTINCTION BETWEEN "FREEHAND DRAWING" AND "FREEHAND SKETCHING"
The use of "freehand drawing" has been preferentially chosen over "freehand 
sketching" because the latter implies flexibility more appropriate to 
creating artists" impressions rather than for the computer to handle. 
Freehand sketching has nevertheless been studied and attempts to extract 
shape from it have been successful as in the work of Negroponte [22], 
Negroponte also reveals that the computer power required for a short session 
of sketching (where every instance of pen pressure, velocity and position is 
recorded), is extensive and requires a mini or mainframe computer. In other 
words, freehand sketching introduces information which must be subsequently 
filtered out. Thus, it is more appropriate in the microcomputer-based 
project here to provide the designer with a slightly less flexible method of 
communicating with the computer than freehand sketching provides by 
allowing only the limited class of input required for the computer process 
to be acquired. This proposed less flexible method, which is termed "hand- 
drawing" hereafter in this dissertation, however, does not mean that the 
flexibility provided by handsketching is totally lost. Through including a
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pre-drawing or pre-digitizing phase before the designer actually enters data 
into the computer, the advantages of handsketching are preserved. In this 
pre-digitizing phase, the designer is free to use a soft, dark pencil to
rough impression of the profile outline on paper.create
This may be done complete with construction lines, rough centre-lines and
preliminary
pencil
linework
preliminary pencil 
1inework
Notes: The designer sketches a preliminary draft (in jagged pencil 
linework), improves on it till the relative sizes of the 
various parts are in rough dimensional proportion before 
hand digitizing the profile (in dashed lines) into the computer.
FIGURE 2.9 THE PRE-DRAWING OR
PRE-DIGITIZING PHASE
notes. He may then improve on the impression to obtain a relatively well 
proportioned rough outline before using the stylus pen to digitize the 
outline into the computer. The rest of this chapter assumes that this 
sketch has been completed and is ready to be digitized into the computer.
2.1.4 A COMPUTER SYSTEM FOR STROKE DATA ACQUISITION FROM THE TABLET
Given these requirements for flexibility by the designer, any proposed 
computer acquisition system designed to capture stroke data from a procedure 
akin to traditional drafting must therefore be equipped with the ability to:
(a) acquire and store data for each stroke (which may consist of more 
than one segment) at a time,
(b) automatically determine from the data acquired the end of one stroke 
and the beginning of another,
(c) accept strokes drawn in any order (not necessarily in a sequentially 
clockwise or anti-clockwise manner round the profile),
(d) reshuffle the stroke data to produce a continuous list of the data 
points (making up the strokes) in an order either clock-wise or anti­
clockwise round the profile,
(e) determine how to break up the list in (d) into sets of points, each 
representing segments of either straight lines or arcs,
(f) fit the best straight line or arc through each set of points found in
(e),
(g) obtain the sequenced list of straight lines and arcs that describes 
the profile.
Parts (a) to (d) are the subject of the rest of this chapter while (e) to 
(g) are covered in Chapter 3.
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2.2 DESIGN OF THE PROFILE ACQUISITION SOFTWARE
The purpose of the acquisition software is to enable the host computer to
obtain data for each stroke of the stylus pen on the digitizer tablet. The
acquisition software can be divided into four parts, namely:
- the software for acquiring data from the tablet (Section 2.2.1),
- the software for determing the end of one stroke and beginning of the 
next (Section 2.3),
- the software for serif removal (Section 2.2.3),
- the reshuffling software for obtaining an ordered data-point list of 
the strokes acquired (Section 2.4).
The requirements for the individual parts are introduced and the design of
them presented in the subsequent paragraphs.
2.2.1 DIGITIZER TABLET-COMPUTER INTERFACE
The digitizer tablet is also referred to by various other names like
electronic tablet, data tablet, digitizing tablet, graphics digitizer, and
graphics tablet. It is an input device which provides a convenient means of 
drawing pictures in a machine-readable form. The designer is free to sketch 
over a continuous surface, yet the tablet produces only discrete coordinate 
values - a digitizing process. The tablet can be used both for sketching 
continuous lines and for pointing to menu items (eg. for selecting 
commands).
Through designing of a suitable interface between the host computer and the 
digitizer tablet, each stroke of the designer can be captured and 
represented by an ordered set of x and y coordinate pairs corresponding to
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the stylus pen positions on the tablet. In the remaining section, the design 
of the interface is . ■: discussed briefly with the details relegated to
Appendix 2.1. The internal organisation of the data acquired is then 
presented.
Basic to this interface is an RS232 communication link which connects the 
host computer to the tablet via the data ports. Both the computer and tablet 
are then set to common data communication parameters for asynchronous 
transmission using a communication rate of 2400 and data formats, etc. 
given in Appendix 2.1. Having made these preliminary settings, the host 
computer can request information from the tablet whenever it wishes by an 
action which involves reading specific locations in the host computer's 
memory and checking whether certain bits of the data read are set or 
otherwise. According to this result, the host computer can determine if the 
tablet has information which is awaiting attention. This action of checking 
whether the tablet has information for the host computer is referred to as 
'polling'. The specific location in the computer's memory and the necessary 
details for 'polling' can be found in Appendix 2.1.
2.2.2 FUNCTIONS THE PROFILE ACQUISITION SOFTWARE MUST PROVIDE
After setting up the basic communication routines between the digitizer and 
the host computer, the software for acquiring data from the tablet is 
written on the host computer to the following specifications;
(a) The sampling of the data points should be fast enough so as not to 
require the designer to slow-down the hand-drawing process,
(b) A thin strip or region on the right of the tablet is to be reserved 
for command selection. This strip is divided into seven defined areas 
for enabling various commands to be selected directly from the tablet
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without recourse to the keyboard or any other device. The rest of the 
tablet's area is allocated to drawing. (See Fig 2.10).
(c) The tablet must only transmit data to the host computer when the 
stylus pen switch is closed by pressing the stylus onto the tablet 
surface during drawing. This is a necessary requirement since the 
tablet is continuously generating data regarding the position of the 
stylus pen whenever the pen is within an inch above the surface of 
the tablet.
(d) The software must have simple routines for dealing with the 
inadequacies of the switch mechanism in the stylus pen. This is 
discussed in Section 2.2,3 under the handling of acquired data.
(e) The format of data is (xl x2 x3 x4 x5 yl y2 y3 y4 y5 LF) with the 
'Line Feed' (LF) character terminating the data sequence. The other 
characters like SPACE ('SP'), CARRIAGE RETURN ('CR') and PUSHBUTTON 
CODE ('PB') available in the full tablet data format are suppressed 
and not transmitted,
(f) A graphics screen trace of the drawing by the stylus pen on the 
tablet's surface is considered necessary as a feedback to the 
designer regarding the progress of the drawing. However, it is 
sufficient for this trace to be generated after each stroke as it is 
unlikely that the designer will be looking up at the screen while he 
is digitizing the stroke at the tablet.
(g) An automatic stroke separation mechanism is preferred. This is 
discussed in section 2.3.
The design of the region for command selection (specification (a)) requires 
the conversion of the data acquired to yield the x coordinate immediately 
after each 'LF' is detected. This x coordinate can then be tested to check 
if the stylus pen is in the command selection region of the tablet. If it 
is, the y coordinate is evaluated from the data and this value indicates to
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Command
No. Corresponding Commands From Profile Acquisition Software
Main Menu
Start Dimensioning Routine
End of Run
FIGURE 2.10 LAYOUT OF THE TABLET
the program the command selected and program flow is redirected to the 
various subroutines. If the x coordinate value is within the drawing region 
of the tablet, then the y coordinate part of the data stream is evaluated 
and stored. The program then returns to request from the tablet the next 
stream of data regarding the new position of the stylus pen (if any). This 
'polling - cycle' then continues till the designer ends the session with an 
explicit "END" / "LOAD DIMENSION SOFTWARE" signal from the command region of 
the tablet or a stroke separation is detected (Section 2,3). When a stroke 
separation is detected, the PLUTO graphics processor is called to generate a 
screen trace (specification (f)) of the stroke just acquired thereby 
providing a feedback to the designer of drawing progress. The design of the 
acquisition software mentioned so far is summarised in the flowchart of Fig 
2.11.
In Fig 2.11, the dotted box indicates a region of the software identified as 
the time-critical section of the acquisition software. Within this region, 
the program codes must be efficient in order to meet specification (a). For 
the same reason of efficiency, the characters 'SPACE', 'CARRIAGE RETURN' and 
'PUSHBUTTON CODE' are not transmitted by the tablet so that the host 
computer has less data to decode. (See specification (e)).
2.2,3 INTERNAL HANDLING AND STORAGE OF ACQUIRED DATA
The polling action of the host computer acquires an ASCII character code 
each time. The ASCII character codes can be of eleven types representing the 
numerals "0" to "9" (ASCII codes 48 to 57) and the function "LF" for Line 
Feed (ASCII code 10). The numerals "0" to "9" are deduced from the ASCII
code by subtracting the number 48 from it. The deduced numerals are then
stored in separate locations in an array X() in the order of the data format
with five locations each for the x and y coordinate and one location for the
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"LF" character. (See Fig 2.12 (a)). When "LF" is detected in the data 
sequence, the following two expressions are used to evaluate the x and y 
coordinates :
X%(AN%) = (xlxiOOOO) + (x2xi000) + (x3xiOO) + (x4*10) + (x5), 
and Y%(AN%) = (yl’^ lOOOO) + (y2XlOOO) + (yS^lOO) + (y4*10) + (y5).
The two values are stored in two integer arrays X%(AN%) and Y%(AW%) using an 
index variable AN%, "AN" being the abbreviation for Acquired Number. (See 
Fig 2.12 (b)). The maximum amount of data points that is currently
allocated to the arrays is 3000 units.
By this process of polling, evaluation and storage in the different arrays, 
a database of a set of coordinate pairs representing data points of each 
stroke is created such that the order of the data-points within each stroke
FIGURE 2.12 (a) 
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is also captured and stored. Experience however shows that the starting and 
terminating points of a stroke contains unintended short lines, called 
serifs, due to the switch mechanism not closing and opening at the same time 
that ink flowed onto the paper. This resulted in a straight and arc strokes 
being captured as straight lines and arcs with serifs at both ends. (See Fig 
2.13). A way of correcting for the serifs by deleting the first and last 
points from the stroke's list of coordinates in the arrays X%() and Y%() is 
applied with much success. This is in practice achieved by shifting all 
items in the arrays X%() and Y%() upwards by one place and by eliminating 
the last point. The index AN% therefore decreases by two items after the 
serif removal operation. The resultant storage arrays for stroke 1 are shown 
in Fig 2.14 where 'XS', 'YS', 'XE' and 'YE' stands for the x and y
coordinates of the starting and ending points of the stroke, respectively. 
'XS' and 'YS' marks the first point registered by the computer regarding the 
stylus pen's position on the tablet at the beginning of a stroke. This 
registration has already accounted for serif removal. 'XE' and 'YE' are the 
registered end-points of the stroke. No mention has yet being made on how 
the ending point of a stroke is determined. This is the subject of the 
section 2.3,
2.3 DESIGN OF THE STROKE SEPARATION MECHANISM
Perhaps the easiest way for a programmer to implement such a mechanism is to 
require an explicit signal from the designer to indicate that the end of a 
stroke has been reached. This explicit signal may come through a function 
key on the keyboard or through selecting by stylus pen a specific region on 
the command strip of the tablet. The 'explicit signal' method, however, 
suffers from the setback that the designer has to switch attention to 
perform another action. Another setback is that it can also be laborious if
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FIGURE 2.13 SERIFS AT BOTH TERMINALS OF A STROKE
SET 1 (Stroke 1)
XSljYSl (starting point of stroke after serif removal)
XE1,YE1 (ending point of stroke after serif removal)
FIGURE 2.14 COORDINATE INFORMATION 
FOR THE FIRST STROKE
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there are many strokes to the profile and the designer is required to 
indicate the end of every stroke. For this reason, an automatic method of 
determining the end of a stroke is preferred. The design implemented depends 
on the fact that there is a stylus pen-lift between strokes. Therefore by 
designing a counting mechanism within the "polling" cycle of the acquisition 
software, it is possible to determine if the stylus pen has been lifted off 
the tablet"s surface for more than a preset number of cycles. The maximum 
preset count is stored in a variable TOU%, When this maximum is exceeded an 
end of stroke is assumed. The assumption is made on the basis that the 
stylus pen has been lifted off the tablet's surface for more than a 
prespecified period of time. The value of TOÜ% can be adjusted to suit 
different designers working at the digitizing tablet.
The flow chart of Fig 2.15 shows the stroke separation implementation. 
Currently, the variable TOU% is set at 7000 which is equivalent to a time of 
about 1 second. An option within the main menu command on the right side of 
the tablet allows the change of this variable.
The result of the use of the stroke separation mechanism is that the same 
arrays in Fig 2.12 (b) can be used for automatic storage of the data-points 
information regarding all drawing strokes. This is achieved through the use 
of a new array SPIN%(). (SPIN stands for Starting Point Index Number). 
Whenever the stroke separation mechanism detects a new stroke, the index to 
the first point of the new stroke is stored in the array SPIN%(). This is 
illustrated in Fig 2.16. This array therefore gives quick reference to the 
starting point directly (eg. 42) and to the ending points of each stroke 
indirectly by subtracting one from the array value of 42 to give 41 as the 
ending point of stroke 1 .
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FIGURE 2.16 USING ARRAY SPIN%() TO STORE 
STROKE EXTENTS
2.4 DESIGN OF THE RESHUFFLING SOFTWARE
With reference to the sequence of strokes of Fig 2.8, each stroke can 
therefore be represented by a set of coordinate points acquired. These are 
depicted in the sequenced list of Fig 2.16 or in the manner of the separate 
sets in Fig 2,17. The purpose of the reshuffling software is to process the 
stroke data-points to obtain a final continuous co-ordinate list that goes 
round the profile in one direction (either clockwise or anticlockwise). The 
reshuffling software also presents the processed data in the same arrays 
X%() and Y%() even though it uses another two arrays XFLIST%() and YFLIST%()
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to aid in the reshuffling. The proposed algorithm to achieve this processing 
is as follows:
(a) Adopt the direction for stroke 1 as the standard direction. Store in 
PS% the number of strokes used to draw profile.
(b) Copy the first set of points (i.e. for stroke 1) over to arrays 
beginning with the first location of XFLIST%() and YFLIST%(). Update 
Final List Index, FLIND%, Le. set FLIND%=SPIN(1).
(c) Put last point copied over in XENDPT% and YENDPT%. Set DONE% to 1 to 
record the number of strokes which have been processed.
(d) Find adjacent stroke and determine which of the adjacent stroke 
terminals are nearer XENDPT% and YENDPT%.
(e) Record the number of data-points in adjacent stroke in NPT%, (NPT - 
Number of PoinTs in the new arrays XFLIST%() and YFLIST%()).
(f) Copy points making up adjacent stroke over to arrays XFLIST%() and 
YFLIST%() in an order beginning with the terminal nearest XENDPT%, 
YENDPT%.
(g) Update final list index FLIND% using the formula FLIND%=FLIND%+NPT%.
(h) Store end-point of adjacent stroke in XENDPT%, YENDPT%, Increase DONE% 
by 1.
(i) If DONE%<PS% then goto step (d) until all the strokes have been 
transferred over to new arrays.
(j) Transfer values in arrays XFLIST%() and YFLIST%() to X%() and Y%(). 
Line-print values in arrays X%() and Y%().
(k) End
The result of the reshuffling part of the acquisition is the production of a 
list where the stroke information depicted in Fig 2.17 is transformed into a 
sequenced list of data-points of Fig 2.18 where the profile is described in 
a systematic and continuous way appropriate to the input requirements of the 
next phase of profile analysis.
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The strokes presented here are to be read in conduction with Fig 
2.8. The terms 'XS‘, 'YS', 'XE', 'YE' are abbreviations for the 
starting X coordinate, the starting Y coordinate, the ending X 
coordinate and the ending Y coordinate of the data set for each 
stroke, respectively. The numeral following each 'XS' , 'YS', 'XE', 
'YE' are the stroke numbers.
SET 1 (Stroke 1) SET 2 (Stroke 2) SET 3 (Stroke 3)
XSl,YS1
XEl,YE1
XS2,YS2
XE2.YE2
XS3.YS3
XE3,YE3
SET 4 (Stroke 4) SET 5 (Stroke 5) SET 6 (Stroke 6)
XS4.YS4
XE4,YE4
XS5,YS5
XE5,YE5
XS6.YS6
XE6,YE6
SET 7 (Stroke 7) SET 8 (Stroke 8) SET 9 (Stroke 9>
XS7,YS7
XE7,YE7
XS8,YS8
XE8,YE8
XS9,YS9
XE9,YE9
FIGURE 2.17 SETS OF DATA-POINTS CORRESPONDING TO STROKES 
BEFORE RESHUFFLING
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The data here is to be read in conduction with Fig 2.8, Fig 2.17 and 
Section 2.4. It is the result after the operation of the reshuffling 
software on the data acquired by the flexible procedure for stroke 
acqu isition.
X%(AN%)
XSl
XEl
XS2
XE2
XS3
XE3
XS4
XE4
XE5
XS5
XE6
XS6
XE9
XS9
XE8
XS8
XE7
XS7
Y%(AN%)
YSl
YEl
YS2
YE2
YS3
YE3
YS4
YE4
YE5
YS5
YE6
YS6 
YE 9
YS9
YES
YS8
YE7
YS7
1
Set 1
Set
Set 3
Set 4
Set 5 reversed
Set 6 reversed
Set 9 reversed
Set 8 reversed
Set 7 reversed
FIGURE 2.18 CONTINUOUS LIST OF DATA POINTS TRAVERSING PROFILE 
IN AN ANTI-CLOCKWISE DIRECTION
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2.5 PROGRAM CODING AND PERFORMANCE OF THE ACQUISITION SOFTWARE
The computer program written to implement the design is summarised in the 
flowchart of Fig 2,19. The flowchart shows how the stroke separation 
mechanism is implemented within the time-critical section of the tablet- 
computer interface program. Entry and exit from the acquisition software is 
made by the procedure spelt out in the guide of Appendix 4.1. The program 
listing for the entire acquisition program can be found in Appendix 2,2. In 
the compiled BASIC form, the size of the program is 15.1 kilobytes.
The performance of the software developed can be stated in terms of the data 
acquisition rate and the average distance on the tablet that this rate is 
equivalent to. The data rate is 20 points per second. The average distance 
between two data points is 30 tablet distance, ie. 0.030 of an inch. This 
average distance value is calculated based on a designer drawing at a 
reasonable rate. This average distance is generally sufficient to capture 
most features in a profile and therefore further tuning of the program for a 
faster through-put in the time-critical section is not mandatory.
2.6 IMPROVEMENTS TO THE IMPLEMENTATON
Currently, the acquisition software does not have facilities to trim the 
lines which have been drawn overlong (see Fig 2.20), In the figure, the 
circled areas marked M,N,0,P and Q all indicate (exaggerated) instances 
where the line-work at the end of one stroke and the beginning of the next 
is overdrawn. This overdrawing may hamper the next phase of profile analysis 
(chapter 3) from making the correct deductions about the fitting of straight 
lines and arcs to Che profile data points. Each overdrawn line will, in
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SET TABLET & COMPUTER To
COMMON COHMS. 
PARAMETERS
stiroke
SEPRRflTtON MECHRWISM SET TO%  = T # 4 ' AKI%~ i>  ■ BKJ%=^; TO% = 0 : LM% = 0
d a ta  To RECEIVIs 
FROM\ T A B U T ?  /
ACQUIRE & 
STORE 
CHARACTER
CHARACTER
e v a L u a t e
VALUE
R e m o v e  s e r / f  
UPpATfe LW%^ 5PlN"% ( 3
^FBU STYLUS 
IN DRAWIÜ& 
AREA?
EVALUATEEVALUATE
VALUE
% ^E N D " OR \  ‘load DIMENSION
s o f t w a r e " .'\5ELECTEDJ2^
T IM E
C R ITICAL
s e c t i o n
FIGURE 2.19 FLOWCHART FOR TOTAL PROFILE 
ACQUISITION SOFTWARE
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fact, be -wrongly inferred as a short straight line. Presently, the designer 
has to take effort to begin each new stroke such that it leaves a little gap 
like that in the triangulated areas marked as W,X,Y and Z. Further 
developments can include an automatic trimming facility whereby each 
overdrawn line can be trimmed till they are just intersecting.
The algorithm for reshuffling can be further optimized. This mathematical
exercise is left for future work.
Another desirable feature is the ability to undo the last stroke. From the 
graphics screen's feedback, it is very often possible to see if the stroke 
just digitized has unwanted "kinks" due to the unsteadiness of the hand. A 
facility to allow the redigitization of that stroke will therefore improve
the quality of the data for the next stage of profile analysis.
2.7 SUMMARY
In summary, a flexible method akin to traditional draughting is utilized for 
entry of shape data to a computer. In this new method, the designer follows 
the simple procedure of:
(a) pre-digitizing - where the designer works with a soft, dark pencil 
sketching the outline of the profile, and
(b) hand-drawing - using a stylus pen on a digitizer tablet.
When the shape in (a) reflects approximately the correct proportions of 
size, stage (b) is embarked on. In (b), the designer draws the profile in 
any order of strokes or in any direction around the profile. An on-line 
computer acquisition system monitors the hand-drawing action and stores the 
data-points of each stroke in sets within two variable arrays, X%() and 
Y%(), A reshuffling program then sorts the sets of data-points into a
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continuous list of x and y coordinates which traverses the profile in a 
clockwise or anti-clockwise manner.
Improvements like the automatic trimming back of overdrawn lines and the 
facility to "rub-off" poorly dra\fn lines were suggested for future work.
N
Notes: The circular markings indicate areas where lines have been
overdrawn.
The triangular markings indicate an acceptable gap which the 
designer should endeavour to achieve while drawing the 
strokes.
FIGURE 2.20 PROFILE WHERE THE BEGINNING OF 
STROKES HAVE BEEN OVERDRAWN
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CHAPTER 3 
ANALYSIS OF ACQUIRED PROFILE
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Chapter 3
ANALYSIS OF ACQUIRED PROFILE
The continuous list of profile data-points generated in Chapter 2 is 
analysed offline using a suitable existing algorithm. The purpose of this 
analysis is to produce a description of the profile in terms of a connected 
list of straight lines and arcs, i.e. a topological file.
3.1 SELECTION OF AN ALGORITHM FOR PROFILE ANALYSIS
Representing the algorithm by a 'black-box' (see Fig. 3.1), it's data input 
and output are firstly examined. The input data is a sequenced list of 
coordinate points forming the outline of the engineering profile (from 
Chapter 2). The coordinate points are in the arrays X%() and Y%(). In 
addition, the source of the input data is from a digitizer tablet through a 
hand-drawing process using a stylus pen. The output data of the curve- 
fitting program for each segment in the graph comprises the coordinates of 
the two nodes the segment connects and the type of segment (line or arc). 
For arc segments, the centre, radius and the direction of the arc are also
given. The function of the algorithm is to transform the input data to the
output form.
Through the above examination of the input/output data and bearing in mind 
the time frame of the dissertation, it is further possible to specify that 
the algorithm used to achieve the transformation must fulfil the following 
two requirments:
(a) it must have both the ability to fit straight lines as well as arcs to 
a set of data points. There are more algorithms which can fit the 
former than those that can fit both. The algorithms used in the works
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of Pavlidis [24], Albano [1], Perkins and Binford [26] and Shirai [29]
1
are among some of those with both ability.
(b) it must have previously been used to fit lines and arcs to data points 
obtained from the digitization of a freehand drawing. Among the works 
just mentioned, Pavlidis" algorithm has certainly been applied to 
freehand drawn digitized data.
This does not mean that the other works cannot be applied in that direction. 
However, as the present work only gives enough time to implement one set of 
algorithms, only Pavlidis's work has been selected for further study and 
incorporât ion.
3.2 PAVLIDIS SPLIT AND MERGE ALGORITHM
The particular type of algorithm used by Pavlidis for fitting lines and arcs
to data-points is often referred to as the "split and merge" algorithm. The
algorithm derives its name from the following characteristics of the
procedure. Take a set of points (x ,y ), (x ,y ), (x ,y ), ......
i i i+1 i+1 i+2 i+2
(x ,y ). With reference to Fig 3.2, draw an initial line L joining the 
t t 1
first two points in the data set, ie. (x ,y ) and (x ,y ) and a second
i i i+1 i+1
line L joining Cx ,y ) to (x ,y ). If v the angle between the two2 i+1 i+1 i+2 i+2
lines L and L is small, then the two lines L and L can be merged and the 1 2  1 2  
current line is replaced by a line L defined by (x ,y ) and (x ,y ).
3 i i i+2 i+2
Where this angle is greater than a certain threshold, then L and L are
1 2
split and considered as two separate lines. Hence the name "split and merge" 
algorithm.
FOOTNOTES :
1 Refer to Pavlidis [24-] for a survey of the range of algorithms.
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IN P U T
Sout?CE : HAKID-DRAWING
D e s c r i p t i o n  .• LIS T  O F DATA  
P O IN TS  FROM  
A D IG IT IZ IN G  
PROCESS
BLACK BOX 
r e p r e s e n t in g  
ALGORITHM
O U TPU T
î > L IS T  OF  
CONNECTED ARCS 
& STRAIGHT  
LIMES
FIGURE 3.1 A BLACK BOX REPRESENTATION
' y c + 2 ^
^^c+1 ' llc + 1 ^
Note: V is the angle between lines L and L
1 2
FIGURE 3.2 DEFINITION OF LINES FOR THE 
SPLIT AND MERGE ALGORITHM
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Instead of using the angle as a basis for deciding the split or merge of
adjacent segments of a list of segments, criterion like the absolute
distance d (see Fig 3,3) or the normalised distance d /L can be used as 
1 1 3
the measure of whether a collinear approximation is acceptable.
In the project here, the particular "split and merge" algorithm employed is 
adapted from the one proposed by Pavlidis in [23,25] and is called the 
"running split and merge" algorithm. This differs from the "split and merge" 
algorithm just discussed by the fact that it examines a group of points at a 
time as opposed to examining each point in the group. As an overview of this
"running split and merge" algorithm, the interpolant joining the endpoints
of a group of, say k points is selected as the approximating line. Then
J0f
based on simple measures including the maximum absolute distance and the 
normalized maximum error mentioned earlier (as well as other measures 
introduced in Section 3.2.1 and 3.2.2), the decision on whether the group of 
points is a straight line or otherwise is made. If the algorithm does not 
obtain enough information to make a confident decision, the number of points 
in the group is reduced and the same procedure is applied till all the 
groups have been classified.
The "running split and merge" algorithm can be conveniently discussed and 
implemented as three separate program routines namely a "COLLINEAR" routine, 
an "ARC-FIT" routine and a "DRIVER" routine. The last routine can be 
considered as one which manages the first two routines and is the actual 
routine that decides the split and merge. Section 3.3 through to 3.5 
presents the "COLLINEAR", the "ARC-FIT" and the "DRIVER" routines 
respectively. However before the presentation can be made, two more measures 
for determining the acceptability of a given approximation to a set of data- 
points are introduced.
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(’C;, ■J.)
Notes; Points indicated by " q " are actual points in data list X%(), Y%()
L is the imaginary line joining the first to third points in the3
data list.
d is the absolute distance between the 2nd point and the line L 
1 3
L becomes a valid line representing the 3 points if d was less3 1
than a certain preset value, i.e. lines L and L can be merged
2 1
The normalized distance measure is obtained by (d )/(length of L )
1 3
FIGURE 3.3 USE OF ABSOLUTE DISTANCE d AS
1
A GOODNESS OF FIT MEASURE
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3.2.1 Ratio of S, Curve Length Over D, End-point Distance Measure
With reference to Fig 3.4, if a group of points which lie on a straight line 
(case A of the figure) is approximated by the straight line joining the 
first and last points in the group, this S/D ratio is unity. For an 
approximating curve that forms the circumference of half a circle (case B in 
the figure), this S/D ratio is (2X(PI)XR) / (2X2XR), ie. PI/2 = 1.571. Hence 
by determining the S/D ratio of a group of points, it is possible to
Case A Case B
• S = P
S/D = 1 S/D = (PI)/2
Notes: O represents the end-points of a set of data-points
• represents the intermediate data-points in the set
S is the total curve distance of points between data-points
D is the end-point distance of the set of data-points
FIGURE 3.4 ILLUSTRATION OF THE VALUES OF S/D 
RATIOS IN TWO CIRCUMSTANCES
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distinguish between an arc and a straight line. The calculation of the value 
for S and D are as follows
n 2 2
S = >---  SQR { ( x - x  ) + (y - y ) } ...Equation 3,1
i=l i i-1 i i-1
2 2
and D = SQR { C x  -  x  ) + ( y  - y ) } ....Equation 3.2
t i i i-1
Pavlidis observed that if this ratio S/D is below a given threshold of 1.1, 
then the data points can be assumed with good certainty to be a straight 
line and if it is above another threshold, then the line approximation may 
not be conclusive without performing other tests. If the ratio is above a 
value of 1.5, it becomes likely that an arc fit may better represent the 
data-points.
3.2.2 Number of Sign Changes of d/1, the Error Function Measure
If the same set of points mentioned above is approximated by a straight line 
joining the initial and termination points of the set of points, then d/L 
where :
2 2
d = u(y - y ) + V(x - x )  + y x  - y x  ....Equation 3.3 
i t  t i  t i i t
2 2
and L = SQR{ (y -y ) + Cx - x  ) } ....Equation 3.4
i t  t i
will give the magnitude of the distance of any point (u,v) to the straight
line. The sign of d/L gives an indication of the side of the line where the
point (u,v) lies.
With reference to Fig 3.5, a simple collinearity test can be designed by
evaluating the expression d/L for all intermediate points between (x ,y )
i i
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and (x ,y ), where k is the number of points in a group, 
i+k i+k 0
0 0
(%f' y f ^
1+2i+2
(a) (b)
FIGURE 3,5 THE SIZE OF THE ERROR d IS MEASURED ALONG THE 
NORMAL TO THE LINE AS SHOWN IN 3 POINTS IN 
EACH OF THE EXAMPLE. THERE ARE NO SIGN CHANGES 
IN (a), WHILE THERE ARE 2 SIGN CHANGES IN (b).
If there are no sign changes in d/L as in Fig 3.5(a), then an arc fit to the 
data-points is more likely whereas if there are more than one sign change, 
then the points are more likely to be collinear (Fig 3.5(b)). In fact, the 
higher the number of sign changes, the less likely the data points can be 
fitted with an arc.
3.3 COLLINEAR FIT
This routine draws on the four measures of maximum error, normalized maximum
error , S/D ratio and sign change information of the error function to
decide whether a given set of points can be fitted by a straight line. The
first set of points under consideration is the first group of k data-points
0
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of the list from Chapter 2, ie. the values in the arrays X%() and Y%() after 
reshuffling.
With reference to the flow-chart of Fig 3.6, a typical procedure which
incorporates all the measures consist of an evaluation stage and a decision
making stage. The evaluation stage determines the value of the curved length
of the data-points, the end-point distance, the S/D ratio, the number of
sign changes of the data-points about the proposed approximation line
joining the endpoints of the group of points, the maximum absolute error,
the normalized maximum error and the position where this maximum error
occurred in the variable MM%. The calculation of the first four values have
already been covered in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. The evaluation of the
maximum absolute error uses equation 3,3 to obtain the values of 'd' for all
data-points about the approximation line after which the point where the
largest value of "d" is recorded is the position of the maximum error. The
maximum normalized error is found by dividing the value of the maximum error
d by 'L'’ calculated from equation 3.4, 
max
The program is then directed according to the value of the S/D ratio. If 
this ratio is greater than 1.5, there is little likelihood that the data- 
points are collinear but a good possibility that an arc may provide a better 
fit. Based on the value of the normalized maximum error, the routine calls 
the "ARC-FIT" routine (Section 3.4) to determine if an arc fit is feasible. 
If the arc fit is successful, a variable AF% (AF - Arc Fit) is given the 
value of 1. Otherwise, AF% holds a 0 value.
If the S/D ratio is less than 1.1, a variable TRUE% is set to 1 indicating 
that there is sufficient evidence for a straight line approximation. 
Otherwise TRUE% is left at the value of 0. If the S/D ratio lies between 1.1 
and 1.2, the data-points are more likely to be a straight line than an arc.
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In order to confirm if the points are collinear, a test based on the number 
of sign changes is used in the manner outlined in Section 3.2.2.
Further details of the implementation of the sections that utilize the 
normalized maximum error and the number of sign changes and the calculation 
of the various variables at the beginning of the routine and the detailed 
flowchart for the COLLINEAR routine can be found in Appendix 3.1. Exit from 
the routine to the "DRIVER" therefore carries with it the value of TRUE% and 
MM%, the pointer to the location of the point of maximum error.
3.4 ARC-FIT
Where it is suspected that a set of points may be better represented by an 
arc rather than a straight line, the set of points under consideration are 
passed to the "ARC-FIT" routine. This routine attempts to fit an arc to the 
set of points based on the two end-points of the set and the point where 
maximum normalized error or maximum absolute error is found. This gives 
three points through which an arc may be fitted.
The procedure for the arc-fitting may be performed in seven stages, namely:
(a) Determine the following parameters of the fitted arc:
radius of arc 
equation of arc
coordinates of centre-point of arc.
(b) From the radius of the arc determined, calculate an upper and a lower 
bound using a preset tolerance value of TOLRC (currently preset at 
0.03) and store them in the variables ROUP (for Radius of arC UPper) 
and RCLW (for Radius of arC Loffer) respectively. The bounds are 
illustrated in Fig 3.7.
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Group ^  po'iols 
under tonsiJer^fiçrt 
^  "ARC-Fit"
mm %
RC is the radius of arc that fits points J"%, M M %  '* K /•
RCUP = RC X (1 + TOLRC)
RCLW = RC X (1 - TOLRC), TOLRC typically takes the value of 0.03
The bounded area is defined by the region with radius such that
RCLW < radius < RCUP
FIGURE 3.7 DEFINITION OF THE BOUNDED RADIUS REGION
(c) Test all points between the three points (ie. points d, e, f, g, h, i) 
to see if they are within the bounded region of (b). For every point 
that is within the bounded region, add 1 to the variable FIT%. Add 1
to the variable POOR% for every point that is outside the bounded
region. Ad<l 3  to PlT/i, tbr the points J ^  M M >3 K/o,
(d) Determine the ratio of POORZ to FITZ. In Fig 3.7, this ratio is 1:8.
(e) If this ratio does not exceed a preset value PFR (for Poor Fit Ratio),
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then the set of points is considered to be better represented by an 
arc. Set the variable AF% to 1. Proceed to (f).
If this ratio is equals to or exceeds 1, then the arc fit is 
unsuccessful. Set AP%=0. Proceed to (g).
If this ratio is any other value, then display the message "CAN"T 
DECIDE IF THE SET OF POINTS IS AN ARC". The arc fit is considered to 
be unsuccessful. Set AF%=0. Proceed to (g).
(f) If the arc fit is successful, output the fitted arc parameters, and
(g) Exits from routine.
A complete flow-chart of the "ARC-FIT" program can be found in Appendix 3.2,
3.5 INTEGRATION OF "COLLINEAR" AND "ARC-FIT"
The two preceding routines only make decisions as to whether a group of 
points passed to it can be best represented by a straight line or arc and 
return the results in the variables TRUE% and AF%, In addition, "COLLINEAR" 
returns the position of the point of maximum error in the group.
The "DRIVER" routine is essentially an admini strative program that 
uses the variables returned in TRUE% and AF% to supervise the action of the 
"COLLINEAR" and "ARC-FIT" routines through the whole data list of 
coordinates in arrays X%() and Y%(). In terms of functions, "DRIVER" 
performs the following roles:
(a) Decides which group of points to pass to "COLLINEAR" and "ARC-FIT". 
The beginning of the group is stored in the variable J% and the end of 
the group in the variable K%. J% and K% are then submitted to the two 
routines.
(b) Directs all splitting and merging of adjacent lines returned by
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"COLLINEAR".
(c) Increase the arc extents of a group of points which are found to be an 
arc.
(d) Stores the deduced lines and arcs in a data structure.
The first function is achieved by keeping track of a current line L and a1
new prospective line L . The prospective line is currently under
2
consideration by "COLLINEAR" and will only be accepted as a line when
"COLLINEAR" returns a TRTJE%=1. Fig 3.8 clarifies this. If L is accepted as
2
a line, the "DRIVER" routine decides if L and L can be merged and
1 2
represented by L . This decision is based on the value of the maximum 3
absolute error or the maximum normalized error measure already explained in 
Fig 3.3. If the error measure is above a certain prespecified value 
contained in the variable EMAXVAL for the maximum absolute error or if the 
prespecified maximum normalized value stored in the variable NORMAX is 
exceeded, then the two lines are "SPLIT". Otherwise the lines are merged.
In the event of "COLLINEAR" returning TRUE%=0, the "DRIVER”routine reduces 
the size of the group of points to where the maximum error occured and sends 
this smaller group into "COLLINEAR" for testing. This "backtracking" action 
makes the running "split and merge" algorithm very versatile ensuring that 
little time is wasted on examining individual points while not loosing 
quality during the approximation when the group of points is too large. The 
choice of k , the size of group of points must however be such that this 
backtracking action is not frequent.
With reference to Fig 3.7, the attempt to increase the extent of the fitted 
arc is achieved by checking if points a, b, c, 1 and n (which lie adjacent 
to the fitted arc) are within the bounded region. In this case, points b,c
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NOTES :
L is  th e  l i n e  r e p r e s e n t in g  a g ro up  o f  p o in ts  w h ic h  h ave  p r e v io u s ly  been  
1
fo u n d  b y  "COLLINEAR" r o u t in e  to  be a s t r a ig h t  l i n e .
L is  th e  l i n e  w h ic h  w i l l  r e p r e s e n t  a second g roup  o f  p o in t s  p r e s e n t ly  u n d e r  2
c o n s id e r a t io n  by "CO LLINEAR".
I f  th e  second g ro u p  o f  p o in ts  is  fo u n d  to  be c o l l i n e a r ,  L becomes a v a l i d2
l i n e .  E f f o r t  is  th e n  d i r e c t e d  to w a rd s  c h e c k in g  i f  L and L may be
1 2
r e p r e s e n te d  by a t h i r d  l i n e  L ( i . e .  m erg ed ) based  on th e  v a lu e  o f  d o r
3 1
(d  /L  ) .
1 3
d is  th e  maximum a b s o lu te  e r r o r  o f  th e  g ro up  o f  p o in ts  a b o u t th e  l i n e  L . 
1 3
I f  d exceed s  a v a lu e  EMAXVAL, th e n  th e r e  is  b a s is  to  s p l i t  th e  two
1
l i n e s .
A l t e r n a t i v e l y ,  th e  n o r m a liz e d  maximum e r r o r  (d  /L  ) may be used and i f  i t s
1 3
maximum v a lu e  is  n o t m ore th a n  a v a lu e  NORMAX, th e n  th e  two l in e s  can be  
m e rg e d .
FIGURE 3.8 DEFINITION OF THE LINES L , L
1 2AND L USED BY "DRIVER"
3
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and 1 are within the range of the bounded region and can be considered as
part of the fitted arc. The new extents of the arc fitted are then recorded
in a data structure which is next discussed.
The deduced lines and arcs are stored in a data structure in the following
format in four sets of arrays,
MTCH%() MTCHX%() MTCHY%() MTCHR%()
Where the deduced entity is an arc, the two end-points of the arc and the 
position of the arc-centre is registered together taking three rows. For an 
arc of radius 545 units with end-points (10252, 4614) and (10756, 5289) and
a centre-point at (10778, 4744) MTCH%(), MTCHX%(), MTCHY%() and MTCHR%(),
the corresponding entries in the data structure will be as follows:
MTCH%() MTCHX%() MTCHY%() MTCHR%()
2 10252 4614 0
0 10778 4744 -545
10 10756 5289 0
The numbers 2 and 10 gives the relationship of the two end-points of the arc 
to the original data list in the arrays X%() and Y%(). The negative sign in 
front of the radius value of 545 units is explained in a later section 
3,7.2. and relates to the centre of the arc being within the profile.
When the deduced entity is a line, the coordinate positions of its terminal 
points are recorded in the following manner illustrated by the line having 
end-points (11696, 6714) and (11954, 5956):
MTCH%() MTCHX%() MTGHY%() MTCHR%()
78 11696 6714 0
118 11954 5956 0
The numbers 78 and 118 refer to the positions of the two points with respect
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to the original data-list of the arrays X%() and Y%().
A complete flowchart of the "DRIVER" can be found in Appendix 3.3*
3.6 SELECTION OF VALUES FOR PRESPECIFIED VARIABLES
The preceding Sections 3.3 have outlined the use of the routines "DRIVER", 
"COLLINEAR" and "ARC-FIT". The effectiveness of these routines in detecting 
the arcs and straight lines in the profile list in arrays X%() and Y%() 
depends on the values of the prespecified values used in the three routines. 
In this section, these prespecified variables are listed and short notes 
regarding each are given.
3.6,1 SIZE OF GROUP, k
0
This value determines the number of data-points the algorithm examines each
time "COLLINEAR" is accessed. If k is set too small, "COLLINEAR" will
0
generally not be sensitive to arcs since a S/D ratio exceeding 1.5 is
required before the variable AF% is set at 1. Therefore for small k values,0
"COLLINEAR" more often returns a series of short straight lines in place of
arcs. The setting of k at too large a value, however, results in frequent0
and undesirable back-tracking action which has already been mentioned in
Section 3.5. A suitable value has to be empirically determined for efficient
processing as well as sensitivity to arcs. The value of k also changes with
0
the physical size of the drawing. Generally, an increase in the drawing size
requires an increase in the k value for efficient processing.
0
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3.6.2 SIZE OF THE MAXIMUM ABSOLUTE ERROR, EMAXVAL
This is the value d in Fig 3.8. This value allows a line drawn in an
1
unsteady motion to be treated as a single line. The value of EMAXVAL can be 
thought of as setting the size of a tube within which the line is free to 
waver without being treated as many short individual line segments. 
Generally, a smaller value of EMAXVAL returns more lines than does a larger 
value. The prespecified value for EMAXVAL in the program is 5.
3.6.3 NORMAX, THE NORMALIZED MAXIMUM VALUE
This is essentially EMAXVAL divided by the length of the line joining the 
terminals of the group of points. It is defined in Fig 3.8. It's use as an 
error measure is observed to have advantages over EMAXVAL when dealing with 
hand-drawn data because people tend to draw long lines less carefully than 
short ones.
3.6.4 RCMAX% and RCMIN%
These, two values are generally set to the maximum and minimum size of the 
arcs that make up the profile. One inch on the profile (as drawn on the 
tablet's surface) is equivalent to lOOOunits. RCMAX% and RCMIN% are preset 
to 1500 and 200 units respectively for the case of profiles with both arcs 
and lines. The preset values of 200 and 1500 units are used for the case of 
profiles with straight lines only. This reverse setting in the latter case 
ensures that no arcs are detected by the algorithm.
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3.6.5 TOLRC & PFR
TOLRC is the tolerance radius used in the calculation of the bounded region 
in Fig 3,7. PFR is the POOR%/f IT% ratio above which the arc-fit to a group 
of points will be rejected. They are preset at 0.03 and 0.25 respectively 
and seldom requires change.
3.6.6 ARCEXT%
This preset variable has not been previously introduced. It arises from a
program routine to attempt to find the arcs in the case when k , the size of0
the group of points passed into "COLLINEAR", is preset or set too small. The 
exact location of this routine can be found in the detailed flowchart for 
the "DRIVER" routine. ARCEXT% is seldom set to less than i 4".
3.6.7 THE SELECTED VALUES
As a summary to the Section 3.6, the following values were found to be most 
suitable in the analysis program:
k .......... 300
EMAXVAL ....  5
N ORM A X   0.1
T O L R C ......  0.03
P F R ......... 0.25
ARCEXT% ..... +4
The values of RCMAX% and RCMIN% varied according to the sizes of the arcs in 
the individual profiles.
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A facility for changing the default values of these variables to other than 
the preset quantity is in automatic sequence in the analysis program and 
prompts the user interactively in the course of every program run.
3.7 RESULTS
Different profile shapes were hand-drawn at the digitizer tablet using the 
"DIGPRO" program of Chapter 2. The profile analysis program described in 
this Chapter was then called to analyse each profile and results returned. 
The details for the main bulk of these results are documented in Appendix 
3.4. Results for only two profiles are reported here (Section 3.7.1 and 
3.7.2) to give a general idea of the performance of the program developed. 
The name of the program developed for the analysis is called "PROANALY" (for 
PROfile ANALYsis) and the complete listing is presented in Appendix 3.5.
The format of all the results take the standard form of;
a) An original drawing used as a basis for hand-tracing.
b) The hand-drawing showing the captured data-point numbers against the
relevant parts of the profile.
c) The contents of the data structure returned by the analysis program.
d) Remarks including features (mainly arcs) missed by the program.
3.7.1 A PROFILE COMPRISING ONLY STRAIGHT LINES
The application of the implemented algorithm on profiles consisting of only 
straight line portions such as that shown in Fig 3.9(a) gave good results. 
For example, the observed corner points on the profile are at points 
0, 44, 131, 167, 240 and 368 (Fig 3.9(b)). These corner points a.re
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•20 ' 160
lOO
44
No. of segments; 5 long lines
Captured as 369 data-points with 
Average distance between
data-points of 0.0321 inch 
& Maximum, minimum distance
between data-points of 
0.0786 and 0.004 inch respectively.
S/N. ..Ref, No. - - - - X-COORD_ _ _ _ -Y-COORD.
0 11115 598944 11842 3913131 1291? 3842
\66 12959 5188240 14898 6841368 11218 60488 11115 5989
d) REMARKS
See Sections 3.7.1
— Rad.
008
0
c) REDUCED DATA LIST PRODUCED BY 
PROFILE ANALYSIS PROGRAM
Analysis Time - 20 seconds
After processing, the number 
of segments returned are:'
5 long lines and 
1 very short line used 
to close profile.
the main text.
FIGURE 3.9 RESULTS OF ANALYSIS PROGRAM ON PROFILE "STRAIT"
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determined by examining the data-point list for the digitized profile. A
copy of this list for the profile of fig 3.9 (profile name: STRAIT) can be
found in Appendix 3.6. The algorithm deduced these corner points to be 0,
44, 131, 166, 240 and 368. (Fig 3.9(c)). The values of the prespecified
variables used are the default values.
3.7.2 A PROFILE COMPRISING BOTH STRAIGHT LINES AND ARC SEGMENTS
The application of the implemented algorithm on such a profile is shown in
Fig 3.10, The acquired data from this profile consist of 552 points. The 
results from applying the algorithm are given in Fig 3.10(c).
The first column in the figure gives the new serial number of the output
data. The second column (when not zero in value) enables cross-reference to 
the old data set that has been submitted to the input of the "black box".
The third and fourth columns show the x and y coordinates of points whose
meaning depends on the final column. Where the final column contains a non­
zero numeral, the point in the third and fourth columns refer to the centre- 
point of an arc. Where the final column is a zero, the third and fourth 
column specifies the extremities of a segment.
The first five rows of figure 3.10(b) therefore take the following meaning:
"The profile starts at point 0 which has coordinates (12250,3495) . A 
straight line joins this starting point to another point (12594,3412) from 
which an arc begins. This arc has a radius of 616 units and has centre-
point at (12750,4025). The end nodes of the arc segments are (12594,3412)
and (13319,3747). A straight line segment follows and links point
(13319,3747) to point (14075,4987) from which another arc begins,"
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a) ORIGINAL
No,
DRAWING ; Name 
of segments:
- COMPLIC 3  lines & &  8  arcs
S/N_ _ _ _ Ref. N o _ _ _ _ _ _ X-COORD_ _ _ Y-COORD_ _ _ — Rad,
0 .. 0 12250 3495 8i 21 12594 3412 02 0 12750 4025 6163 71 13319 3747 04 129 14075 4987 05 0 13877 5087 2206 150 14821 5256 8
7 178 13623 5270 08 8 13475 5766 -5869 219 13092 5422 018 0 12735 5257 38711 254 12545 5687 012 272 12214 5421 813 0 12018 5838 -47114 315 11617 5579 915 0 11386 5429 27016 351 11148 5565 017 355 11102 5510 818 371 11286 5158 019 8 11009 5038 -23028 383 11227 4948 821 391 11197 4799 822 393 11166 4762 0
23 0 10929 4943 -30424 405 10979 4642 025 420 10736 4633 826 0 18752 4275 36727 458 18386 4181 028 466 18395 4063 029 531 11868 3619 838 552 12198 3522 831 0 12250 3495 0
b) HAND-DRAWN PROFILE AT TABLET 
Captured as 552 data-points 
Average distance - 0,0189 inch 
Maximum distance - 0,1266 inch 
Minimum distance - 0.006 inch
c) REDUCED DATA LIST PRODUCED 
BY PROFILE ANALYSIS PROGRAM
Analysis Time - 65 seconds
After processing, the number 
of segments returned are:
13 lines & 9 arcs
d) REMARKS
See Section 3.8 of main text
FIGURE 3.10 RESULTS OF ANALYSIS PROGRAM ON PROFILE "COMPLIC"
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The rest of the entries in Fig 3.10(c) can be similarly explained. The last 
point (serial no. 31) is the same point as point 0 and is appended to the 
list by the program to ensure that the profile is closed. Where the x and y 
coordinates refer to the centre-point of the arc, the second column is "0". 
Where a radius entry is negative, it indicates that the centre-point of the 
arc is within the boundaries of the profile.
A plot based on Fig 3.10(c) is shown in Fig 3.11. The "+" signs in the 
figure indicate the centre of arcs deduced by the profile analysis package. 
The numbers with a prefix ”R" written next to "+" indicate the sizes of the 
corresponding arc radii. The coordinates of the sizes of the end points of 
the segments have been excluded in order not to crowd too many details in 
the figure.
R270
11587
R2S0
*018
DIMS. IN:M I L L I M E T R E S DRAWN:TITLE:C O M P L I C
FIGURE 3.11 PLOT BASED OK THE DEDUCED LIST FROM FIGURE 3.10(c)
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3.8 PERFORMANCE OF PROFILE ANALYSIS PACKAGE & FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS
The results from the analysis of the straight edge profile was generally 
reliable and yielded the correct corner points. In the case of Section 
3.7.1, only the fourth point deviated by 1 unit which is equivalent to 0.001
inch. However, the same claims regarding the quality of the results cannot
be made for the analysis of profiles with both arcs and straight line 
segments. From the results presented in Section 3.7 and from comparisons of 
the plot of Fig. 3.11 with the original intended drawing in Fig 3.10(a) the 
following observations can be made:
(a) The ratio of the number of resultant segments that make up the
profile to the number of segments on the original drawing is 22:11.
(b) The ratio of the number of arcs after the analysis to that on the 
original drawing is 9:8.
(c) The eight arcs in the original drawing are represented by 9 arcs and 
9 short straight lines.
(d) The sizes of the arcs in the original are (in a clockwise manner
round the profile):
15 : 17 : 12 : 20 : 22 : 23 : 10.
The deduced sizes of the same set of arcs are:
367 : {304 or 230} : 270 : 471 : 387 : 506 : 220
where { } means that the arc has been represented by the algorithm as two
arcs of differing radii. Normalizing by dividing throughout by (367/15) and
taking the average value of the two values within the curly brackets { },
these arc ratios become:
15.0 : 10.9: 11.0 ; 19.3 : 15.8 : 20.7 : 9.0
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It seems that the sizes of the arcs deduced are generally smaller than their 
actual sizes.
For the two profiles, the algorithm took 20 and 65 seconds respectively. 
Generally, the analysis time increases with the number of arc-fits attempted 
and with the complexity of the drawing. On this basis of the varying time 
required for analysis, it was decided that the profile analysis be scheduled 
in the overall program after the on-line profile acquisition and on-line 
character recognizer stages. This would eliminate inconvenience to the 
designer at the tablet by allowing all the data acquisition tasks to be 
completed before the analysis.
Future work can be performed to optimize the time taken by the the
algorithms through programming in assembly code and through elimination of
the outputs to the printer which are presently important for development
work. However, the first priority in future work should be given to the
study of the interplay of the various preset variables like k , TOLRC,0
RCMAX%, RCMIN%, PFR, EMAXVAL and NORMAX, and their relationship to the 
acquired data.
Another area for future work is to refine the data structure to contain more 
information such as notes on the various decisions taken in deducing that an 
arc rather than a straight line better represented the set of data-points. A 
good example of this is the value of the ratio of POOR% ; FIT%. This ratio 
may provide useful information to aid a later stage in deciding if certain 
arcs and corner points do in fact exist.
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3.9 SUMMARY
The use of curve fitting routines has given a means of obtaining a 
representation of the profile in the form of a continuous list of arcs and 
straight lines. Although the arcs and/or straight lines detected in the 
profile may not be an exact copy of the original drawing in numbers, sizes, 
extents and locations of segments, nevertheless, a preliminary form of a 
topological list of the digitized profile is now available for building 
upon. The difficulty in obtaining the topological list is an expected result 
steming from the inherent process of capturing hand-drawn data using a 
digitizing process. Improvements may be made by means of a deeper 
understanding of the characteristics of hand-drawn straight lines and arcs 
generated through use of a stylus pen on a digitizing grid. The use of 
higher level knowledge, perhaps through introducing additional information 
which is implicitly locked within the dimensions and the dimensioning lines, 
is another valid area for further work. This thesis is only concerned with 
the second type of improvements. The next three chapters are dedicated to 
the capture of dimensioning lines and dimension text information through the 
facility of a character or symbol recognizer. The concluding chapter then 
discusses how it may be possible to obtain additional information from the 
dimensioning lines and text in order to enhance the results obtained in this 
chapter and determine precisely the positions of the corners, the starting 
and ending points of arcs, the extents of the radii of the different arcs 
and the locations of the centre of arcs.
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Chapter 4
REVIEW OF SYMBOL RECOGNIZERS
The last two chapters have addressed the input of the outline of the 
engineering component and its analysis to yield segments of straight lines 
and arcs, ie. phases 1 & 2 of the total system solution (ref. Section 1,3). 
The next three chapters concern the capture of the dimensions from the 
digitizer tablet using a character or symbol recognizer. This chapter 
reviews the current techniques available in on-line character recognition 
and includes a survey of two micro-computer based commercial packages 
available in the United Kingdom. The survey also justifies the development 
of an in-house system using the University of Surrey^s CAD laboratory. The 
chapter concludes with the functional requirements for the proposed symbol 
recognizer.
4.1 THE STATE OF THE ART IN RESPECT OF ON-LINE HANDPRINTED 
CHARACTER RECOGNITION
This review, of on-line handprinted character recognition, aims to make the 
mechanical engineer aware of the general methods used in this technology and 
places special emphasis on the design of character recognizers as an input 
device for mechanical engineering draughting. The coverage concentrates upon 
the use of a stylus pen on the digitizer tablet using handprinted symbols 
and excludes systems using a light-pen on a screen and other special purpose 
hardware devices as well as recognition of signatures, cursive and 
continuous handwritten scripts.
4.1.1 THE USE OF ON-LINE CHARACTER RECOGNIZERS
Input to computers by interactive recognition of characters and symbols
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written on a digitizing tablet has been used in a variety of applications 
ranging from the specialised areas of computer-aided design (CAD), automatic 
interpretation of mathematical formulae (eg. Belaid & Eaton [2]), computer 
program entry by handwriting (e.g. of Fortran programmes by Groner [10]), to 
the more general area of on-line data input (e.g. using form-filling by CTS 
Recognition's TELEPAD [32]). The success in these applications can be 
attributed to the inherently positional nature of handwriting with pointing 
and text input accomplished in the same operation, attesting to the 
functional uniqueness of the on-line character recognition systems.
Comparing text input using the keyboard with that by the recognition of
handwriting on a digitizer tablet. Blesser and Ward [4] reported that for 
straight text entry with no other activity for the user to perform, a 
keyboard was almost always faster. However, graphics systems required the 
user to switch between entering text (for annotations and size information 
in a graphics image) and using a pointing device (for indication of where to 
place text or for identification of datums to measure from, etc). Switching 
between the keyboard and a separate pointing device meant that the user had 
to deal with :-
(a) moving of hands between at least two physical devices, namely the 
keyboard and the pointing device,
(b) re-establishing a visual frame of reference among three physical
devices, namely the graphics display, the keyboard (when moving 
the hands back to enter text), and the pointing device (to pick up 
the stylus or puck).
This was not an ideal design of man-machine interface. Thus Blesser and 
Ward summarised with the observation that handwriting recognition systems
were especially suitable for interactive graphics and other applications
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where the use of pointing and positional information was at least as 
important as text input.
4.1.2 GENERAL SYSTEM DESIGN OF CHARACTER RECOGNIZERS
The general system solution used in the design of a symbol recogniser can be 
summarised in the four stages elaborated in Section 4.1.2.1 to 4.1.2.4.
4.1.2.1 STAGE 1; SELECTION OF THE CHARACTER SET AND CHARACTER MODELS
Previous works documented efforts on recognition of four classes of 
character sets. The two most commonly reported on were the numerals ( 0 - 9 )  
and the letters of the English alphabet (upper and lower cases). The third 
class consisted of Fortran symbols, teletype symbols, special symbols for 
CAD applications (see Fig 4.1 for Hosaka & Kimura^s [14] symbol list) and 
special symbols for mathematical formula recognition (the integral sign, 
plus, minus, divide, brackets, etc.). Katakana, Kanji, Hiragana, Chinese and 
other alphabets like Russian, Latin, Greek, Cyrillic formed the last class 
of character sets.
While researchers like Impedovo, Marangelli and Plantamura [16] worked with 
just one class of symbols (the numerals), many others implemented two or 
more categories of symbols on the same system. The system with the largest 
character set was that reported by Ikeda, et al. [15] and consisted of two 
thousand different symbols of alphanumerics, Katakana, Hiragana and Chinese 
characters. Generally, the recognition of a larger character set was more 
difficult to realize than a smaller one due to the more complex algorithmic 
structures and additional computations necessary to differentiate between 
characters which resembled another.
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FIGURE 4.1 TEE CHARACTER SET USED BY HOSAKA AND KIMURA
This difficulty was further compounded by the fact that each symbol within a 
selected character set can be written in a variety of ways according to 
character representations or models, A character representation or model can 
be defined as a sequenced set of strokes used for generating the symbol and 
may contain additional impositions of positional and directional constraints 
like permissible starting/ending zones, and permissible starting and ending 
directions. The capital letter "E" for example can be written in at least 
seven different ways, each representing a different character model or 
representation (see Fig 4.2). Kuklinski [18] enlarged on the seven samples 
and presented the case where by considering just six factors of variation, a 
four-stroked "E" can be written in 22,674,816 ways! The factors of 
variability considered in his study were stroke orders, stroke direction
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NOTES: The arrows indicate the direction of strokes
The number against the arrows indicate the 
order in which the strokes are written. 
Strokes are separated by pen-lifts.
FIGURE 4.2 ILLUSTRATION OF SOME CHARACTER 
MODELS FOR THE LETTER "E"
combinations, intersection combinations, horizontal stroke slants, character 
slants and aspect ratios.
Implementing more of the character models increases the chances of ambiguity 
at the classification and identification stage. This leads to the need to 
apply additional discrimination tests (see Section 4.1.2.4) which in turn 
leads to an increase in programming effort. Therefore, in practice, each 
character recognition system can only implement some of the models for each 
member in the character set. The number of models per character accomodated 
by a system depends on a variety of factors, some of which are as follows:
(a) the degree of user friendliness required of the system,
(b) the limits to programme size available for the implementation,
(c) the recognition time allowed,
(d) the type of hardware used (mainframe, mini or micro-computer),
(e) the project time allocated, and
(f) the ease with which an additional model can be incorporated and the 
effort required for handling any ambiguities arising.
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It is generally expected that a character recognition system designed for 
public use must have a good degree of resilience to a wide range of writing 
styles and sizes. It may be argued, on the other hand, that in a specialised 
domain (like draughtsman in an engineering environment), the same 
requirement of a very robust system may not be necessary for two main 
reasons. Firstly, the user is in touch with the system all the time and can 
therefore more easily adapt to the system requirements. Secondly, the user 
in a draughting environment is already familiar with handprinting style for 
legibility and clarity in engineering drawings and would not require the 
system to be capable of recognising cursive scripts.
4.1.2.2 STAGE 2: ACQUISITION, PREPROCESSING AND SEGMENTATION
After selecting the character set and models, the next stage of the design 
involves the physical capture or acquisition of the hand-written data. The
processing of the acquired data then follows. The successful design of this
stage requires the consideration of the following three factors.
(a) Data Rate
The rate at which data points are acquired from the tablet must generally be 
such that no vital points of a character must be missed. The letters "U" 
and "V" present a good case in point as an inappropriately slow sampling 
time may cause a "U" to be mistaken for a "V" if the lower point of "V" were 
missed by the sampling process. The sampling rate has also to be set with 
regards to a brisk writer. The general trend in previous work has been to 
acquire as many data points from the tablet as possible and thereafter to 
preprocess them for a smaller sub-set of points which are sufficient for
describing the symbol drawn. In Groner"s work [10], for example, the
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sampling was done at a rate of one position every 4 milliseconds thereby 
giving a very detailed description of about 100 data points for each stroke. 
Miller [21] sampled at 7 msec, to obtain the position of the pen stylus but
did not mention the number of data points obtained per stroke.
The acquisition could therefore result in between 50 to more than 100 points 
of raw data for each completed character. The raw data was then preprocessed 
by separate thinning, smoothing or segmentation algorithms based on one or 
more of the following principles
(i) smoothing by averaging a point with its neighbours (as in Groner"s
work [10]),
(ii) filtering by forcing a minimum distance between two consecutive
points. This function was normally provided as a standard feature
of modern digitizer tablets,
(iii) angular segmentation by sampling a point as soon as the direction of
the tangent to the drawing changed by a certain angle, eg. in
Mclain"s algorithm [20] and Belaid"s work [2],
(iv) linear piecewise approximations and others (eg. by the Reumann and
Witkam"s algorithm [28]),
Three sets of diagrams of the work by several researchers on the resulting 
data-points after segmentation are shown in Fig 4.3, In the figure, straight 
lines have been drawn between two consecutive points sampled to give a line- 
drawing of the symbol. Miller [21] described each symbol by a standard six 
straight line portions. Berthod and Maroy [3] applied an angle-based 
algorithm for the segmentation and had resultant characters which were 
described by between 5 and 10 segments. Loy and Landau [19] segmented each 
character by between 1 and 6 straight line sections.
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a ) B e r th o d  and M aroy  
O  in d ic a t e s  s t a r t  p o in t  
#  in d ic a t e s  sam pled  p o in t s
b )  M i l l e r ,  G eorge M.
O in d ic a t e s  s t a r t  p o in t  
• i n d i c a t e s  sam p led  p o in t s
c ) Loy and Landau  ( b e f o r e  and a f t e r  s e g m e n ta t io n )  -
wavy l in e d  d ra w in g s  i n d i c a t e  d a ta  b e fo r e  s e g m e n ta t io n
FIGURE 4.3 EXAMPLES OF SEGMENTED DATA FROM DIFFERENT 
RESEARCHERS
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( b )  P ro b le m  W ith  S e r i f s
Serifs are the short fine cross-lines found at the beginning and end of a
stroke and they are the inherent result of the use of a stylus pen on a
digitizing tablet. They have already been introduced in Section 2.2.3 during 
the capture of the profile strokes. Two approaches are commonly taken 
towards reducing the serifs. The first approach is to redesign the stylus 
pen and the second is to achieve that reduction through software. In order 
to appreciate the need for this redesign of the pen, some details of the 
mechanism found in many stylus pens are given in the next paragraph.
Many stylus pens use a separate spring-loaded mechanical switch in the pen
barrel to sense when the pen is pressed down to write. Unless the switch
mechanism was carefully designed with handprinting in mind, it would tend 
not to close and open at the same time that ink flowed onto the paper. As 
this problem is inherent in the switching mechanism, it is hereafter 
referred to as the "switch latency" problem, a term coined by Blesser and 
Ward [4]. This added small "hooks" to the ends of strokes, especially if the 
writer attempts to connect strokes in any way. The stylus pen used in the 
present experiments for example requires this spring-loaded mechanism to be 
depressed by about 2 mm, before information is sent down the line to the 
host computer. It was therefore poorly designed for handprint recognition.
The software approach generally takes the form of a length- based test 
operation whereby at the end of each character input, the first and last 
segments that are smaller than a preset length are removed from the 
character's trace. This preset length could either be a fixed distance or a 
fraction of parameters like the length of the largest stroke. Loy and Landau 
[19], for example, used a tenth of the length of each stroke as the preset 
distance.
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(c) End of Character Determination
Various methods were used in previous works for determining where 
acquisition ended for one character and began for the next. The end of 
acquisition also marked the beginning of processing to deduce the character 
written. The methods generally fell into the following categories
(i) explicit signal from the user. In this method, the user indicated the
end of a character by pressing a key or selecting a command from the
digitizer.
(ii) time-out signal where the program assumed the end of a symbol if the
pen was lifted off the tablet for more than a threshold time after
it had started writing a character. In this method, the user had to 
wait a short period of time before writing the next character.
(iii) physical separation by boxes (like in Telepad [32]). The end of 
character was assumed when the stylus was detected in a new box 
position in this method.
(iv) analysis of extracted features. This was the most complicated method 
and required usage of finite automata techniques (see Crane & Savoie
[7]). Basically, in this approach, the data acquired were coded and
»checked for features as they streamed in from the tablet. The moment 
a sequence of features obtained tallied with the sequence in a tree- 
structured data-base, then the end of character was assumed.
The time-out method was by far the most commonly used and has been 
previously applied to determine the end of each stroke in Section 2.3. In 
character recognition, the time-out method appeared in the works by Eden, 
Berthod and Maroy [3], Ito and Chui [17], Groner [10] and Loy and Landau 
[19]. These authors also quoted a similar threshold time of 300 msec, as 
generally sufficient for the purpose of text entry systems. Brown [6] 
differed in this and reported a threshold time of the order of 1 second in
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his work. The vital point gained from the literature on the setting of the 
time-out signal was that it had to be greater than the maximum expected time 
delay between two strokes belonging to the same symbol.
Some systems utilised more than one method of determining the end of 
character input. Ito and Chui, for example, used a time-out as well as an 
explicit signal from the user while Telepad [3T] used a physical separation 
as well as time-out signal for the purpose.
4.1.2.3 STAGE 3; FEATURE EXTRACTION, CLASSIFICATION AND RECOGNITION
After each character input had been preprocessed and segmented , the raw 
data assumed the form of a set of coordinate points which was observed to 
have been reduced by a factor of between 20 to 100. Through subsequent 
analysis, the preprocessed data-points were further reduced to yield a more 
compact alternative representation in terms of higher-level features. In the 
past, these features took the forms of curvature, directional changes, 
inflexion points and drawing speeds. The rule for the selection of the form 
then was that these features had to display properties which had consistent 
values over variations of a particular symbol, yet having different values 
for different symbols.
In Berthod's work [3], a syntactic or structural method was used for feature 
extraction. The method basically extracted a chain of codes with the 
following values from the preprocessed data:
T -  s t r a i g h t  l i n e  
L -  p e n - l i f t  
P -  p o s i t i v e  c u rv e
M - negative curve 
R - cusp
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Fig 4.4 shows a few examples of the codes corresponding to characters using 
such a scheme.
Other systems utilised the sequence of sub-areas (or zones) traversed by the
pen or the sequence of direction of the drawing as a feature vector while
Fig 4.5 shows one example of this encoding schemes for "zone" coding of the 
preprocessed data-points. Fig 4.6(a) shows the use of a quantised 8 
directional coding diagram for describing a sequence of strokes. Instead of 
an 8 directional coding method, a 4 directional coding method was also used 
as found in the work of Groner [10], Directional coding diagrams with non- 
uniform quantization regions were also employed in the work of Maroy, and 
Ito & Chui (see Fig 4.6(b)). The non-uniform quantized regions were found
by Maroy to give adequate tolerance for diagonal strokes yet good
discrimination for vertical and horizontal strokes.
Having obtained a description of the character by various features, various 
classification methods such as the commonly used "dictionary look-up" 
methods were used to interpret the features. The latter method may be based 
on direct (or exact) matching of the extracted feature codes against a 
collection of pre-stored codes in a dictionary file. Alternatively, other
matching techniques carried out further processing on the feature codes
before checking the results against a higher-level model (as will be seen in
Section 5.6.3 later). The direct method normally required a larger
dictionary while the inexact method generally took a longer search time.
Other more elaborate classfication methods such as the decision tree 
approach (see Berthod [3]) or Bayesian classification of Fourier descriptors 
were also used. These generally required greater efforts to implement.
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FIGURE 4.4 EXAMPLES OF CODES CORRESPONDING TO CHARACTERS 
USING BERTHOD’S METHOD OF FEATURE EXTRACTION
1 2
3
4
S' 6 T
1
A------
\ J
a ) C o d in g  Zones b ) Zones A p p lie d  To The
C h a r a c te r  " 5 "  W h ich  
Was W r i t t e n  I n  2 S tro k e s  
( t h e  l a s t  b e in g  th e  
s h o r t e r ) .
The Code Produced: 143765423 ("4>" indicates pen-lift off
b e tw e e n  th e  tw o s t r o k e s )
NOTE: This simple coding method is used by Day 18 3 and
is based on the work by Brown [ 6]
FIGURE 4 .5  A "ZONE" CODING METHOD OF FEATURE EXTRACTION
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d irec tion
stroKe Résultant 
Codé = >54317 «S
a) Coding Diagram b) Segmented Image c) Code-string
FIGURE 4.6 (a) USE OF A UNIFORM QUANTIZED 8 DIRECTION 
CODING DIAGRAM FOR DESCRIBING A 
SEGMENTED SEQUENCE OF STROKES
In Ito & Chui's 
work E^ = 15*&
Ez = 20”
NOTE: Letters indicated Region Names
FIGURE 4.6 (b) A NON-UNIFORM 8 DIRECTION CODING DIAGRAM
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4.1.2.4 STAGE 4: DESIGN OF AUXILIARY TESTS
When classification by an encoding scheme gave a non-singular 
identification, the use of auxiliary test(s) were applied to distinguish two 
or more characters with similar structures. A range of auxiliary tests have 
been used by various authors and the main ones are highlighted below:
(a) The use of context to resolve ambiguities. An example of this 
application in commercial recognizers is in the writing of the 
numeral "5" in a preset numeric region on the tablet. The 
recognizer, through the use of the contextual knowledge, could 
thus tell that the symbol could not be an "S" even though the "5" and 
"S" may have been written with the same strokes.
(b) The use of pen-lift information in multiple stroke symbols. For 
example, most individuals wrote "5" which looked almost identical to 
"S". However, if the former were written with two strokes while the 
latter with only one, then the recognizer could use the stroke 
information to distinguish between the pair.
(c) The use of geometric information which included the following;
- position of start/end points.
- the aspect ratio of the character (eg. the ratio for "1" and "8" 
varies tremendously).
- S/D ratio (already introduced in Chapter 3).
- length extents of certain strokes with respect to the maximum 
extents of the character.
- direction of start, end and other strokes.
- number of corners.
- overall length/size of the character.
- area and centre of area, centre of stroke information.
- average centre of co-ordinate points, etc.
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(d) The use of length of codes extracted from the preprocessed data.
More than one of these tests may be applied as a means of distinguishing two 
or more characters with similar features.
4.1.3 PERFORMANCE OF SYSTEMS
The assessment and comparison of the performance of systems in previous 
works were extremely difficult to make because the recognition rates were 
not reported in a standard manner. Examples of the varying conditions are 
as follows:
(a) some results were made by users who were familiar with the 
algorithm,
(b) some systems imposed restrictions on the sequence of strokes in 
generating the symbol while others did not, i.e. the user had to 
be trained for the specific system requirements.
(c) a general recognition rate was often quoted for the whole systèmes 
performance without giving a detailed breakdown of the rate for each 
symbol/character in the set.
(d) some systems required the machine to be trained through writing out 
many samples for it to learn.
4.1.3.1 RECOGNITION RATES
Given the variability in approaches, recognition rates varied between 80 to 
96 percent with the exception of Simek's work which reached a recognition 
rate of 99.4 percent in the most favourable conditions where the user was 
familiar with the algorithm used (reported in [3l]). However, many authors
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pointed out that the interactive nature of character recognition made
correction of errors quick and therefore more tolerable. Suen et al. [31]
also pointed out that recognition rates varied considerably as the user
became accustomed to the system with the increasing familiarity of the user
representing a very positive aspect of on-line recognition.
Recognizing the requirement for some form of standard reference against 
which the present work can be measured, Impedovo et al.^s result given in 
Fig 4.7 was selected based on the criterion that each character was 
separately scored.
4,1.3.2 RECOGNITION SPEED
Loy and Landau [19] reported a recognition speed of 100 msec, per character
on a NORD lOS Computer and 500 msec, on an INTEL 8086 based microcomputer.
Day et al. [8] mentioned a time of 50 msec, for the recognition.
(a) Character Sizes
Most systems recognised characters between 5 and 10 mm. high. Impedovo [16]
and Miller [21] are the exceptions allowing symbols up to 100 mm. and 65 mm.
respectively whereas Ito and Chui's system accepted symbols of up to 75 mm.
(b) Facilities
One of the facilities on a character recognizer is that for removing an 
erroneous input. Some designs allow for a scrubbing action of the stylus
pen on the erroneous character to indicate "delete" just as the rubbing 
action of an eraser is used to eradicate a written character on paper.
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NUMERALS
0
12
3
4
5
6
7
8 
9
RECOGNITION RATES (Successes)
75 (%)
70
90
80
80
65
85
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90
FIGURE 4.7 RESULTS BY IMPEDOVO (et al.) ON
RECOGNITION RATES FOR THE NUMERALS
Others allow for a writing-over facility. As each character has a general 
position on the tablet, by checking if a particular locality on the tablet 
is already filled in the database, a change over to a current character can 
be effected.
Other facilities in character recognizers include the definition of physical 
areas on the tablet where commands can be selected. Blesser and Ward [4] 
also illustrated a stylus pen with special buttons which can be used as 
triggers to invoke different modes.
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4.2 SURVEY OF COMMERCIAL CHARACTER RECOGNITION SYSTEMS IN THE 
UNITED KINGDOM
4.2.1 INTRODUCTION
Following the introduction of the basic terms and techniques of on-line 
handprinting recognition, a brief survey of the commercially available 
systems is now presented. This survey has been carried out to shortlist any 
suitable products which could be directly incorporated into the project. 
The details of the systems as contained in the manufacturer's document are 
not included here as this information is obtainable from the respective 
agents. The survey has also served to crystallize a set of functional 
requirements for the proposed system which is presented in Section 4.3.
4.2.2 SURVEY FINDINGS
There are at least two commercially available micro-computer-based 
handwriting recognition packages in the United Kingdom. 'PENCEPT' retailed 
at £.1500 and has an alphanumeric range of A to 0. It does not allow 
learning, i.e. it does not allow the computer to enlarge its existing 
knowledge on alphanumeric character styles. It is available on the ACT 
Sirius microcomputer. Another package 'GTS RECOGNITION' (a British product) 
is in the form of a self-contained kit and does not presently support the 
Sirius directly. It has a RS232 interface which can be used to pass 
information to a host computer.
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4.2.2.1. EVALUATION
The main difficulties in integrating the two available systems to the
project are those of their initial high capital cost and the amount of in-
house customisation required to make them technically compatible for the 
project. Technically, there are three tests which a commercial system has to 
pass for consideration in the project. The first is that it must be capable 
of accepting large and often distorted versions of the characters "H" and 
"I" which are commonly used to represent the horizontal and vertical 
dimensions of lines in engineering drawings. This is illustrated in Fig 4.8 
and 4.9.
This first test is often related to a second demand which requires the 
system to have a threshold character separation time that can be altered
according to the user's response. This is a necessary arrangement as it 
takes much longer to lift the stylus pen physically from point D to point E 
than to move from point H to point J in Fig 4.10 (the latter set of points 
representing the normal demands of a text entry recognition system). Most 
character recognition systems are preset to a short threshold time for the
sake of efficiency in text recognition. However, this demands the generation 
of a "H" (for horizontal dimensioning) at too quick a rate for the human 
hand.
A third technical requirement that is important to the project is the
ability of the system to provide not only general but also specific 
positional information with regards to the symbols written. General 
positional information refers to the size, the x and y extents, and the 
datum position (usually taken as the centre of area of the x and y extents) 
of the character on the tablet. This general positional information can be 
commonly selected for output to the host computer system (refer to Fig 4.11
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DOUTLINE OF 
ENGINEERING PROFILE \
THE EXTENDED 
SIZED LETTER
THE EXTENDED 
SIZED LETTER
FIGURE 4.8 USE OF THE LETTERS "H" & "I" AS THE HORIZONTAL 
AND VERTICAL DIMENSIONING SYMBOLS
r
\ OUTLINE OF A PROFILE 
\ DRAWN IN DASHED-LINEWORK
DISTORTED "I” USED
AS "v e r-d i m " s y m b o l
---\
d i s t o r t e d "h " u s e d 
a s "h o r -d i m" s y m b o l
FIGURE 4.9 USE OF DISTORTED LETTERS "H" AND 
"I" IN DIMENSIONING
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A A
c  A
A HORIZONTAL DIMENSIONING 
SYMBOL
H O
B Ô
O K
A  Ê
■oD
O F
KEY: NOTE:A -  Pen down p o s i t io n s  The seq uen ce  o f  s t r o k e s  a re
O  -  Pen l i f t  p o s i t io n s  A -B  C -D  E -F  G-H J -K
FIGURE 4 .1 0  A CLOSE-UP VIEW OF A DIM ENSIONING
SEQUENCE SHOWING RELATIVE DISTANCES  
BETWEEN PEN-UP AND PEN-DOWN PO SITIO N S
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iWAX —
S\
X(G.P.I.), Y(G.P.I.) 
V 
$
KEY;
G.P.I.* General
Positional
Information
O'" Specific 
Positional 
Information
"HOR-DIM"
Symbol
o
3
p;/ h*m
NOTES
a)
b)
Ô,
^XCS
General Position Information (G.P.I.) with 
"HOR-DIM" Symbol
This is calculated by the formula 
x(G.P.I.) = X max - X m m
y(G.P.I.) =_ y max - y min
+ X m m
+ y m m
This co-ordinate position is indicated by the 
mark.
Specific Positional Information (indicated by 
"o" mark in the diagram) of the symbol "HOR-DIM" 
refers to the co-ordinate positions of the 
terminal points A, B, C and D. This information 
is usually available only after much analysis 
of the preprocessed data.
FIGURE 4.11 ILLUSTRATION OF GENERAL AND SPECIFIC POSITION 
INFORMATION OF THE SYMBOL "HOR-DIM"
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where an asterisk marks this position). Specific positional information 
is explained in the same Fig 4.11 by the positions indicated by the circular 
markers A, B, C and D, They basically refer to the free terminal points of 
the horizontal dimensioning symbol "H" and are generally not important in 
text-entry recognition systems whereas it is a fundamental part of the 
present proposed research on utilising dimensions for generating a database. 
The specific positional information is also usually available only after 
further processing and is therefore a rare feature in commercial systems. 
Section 5.2.2 covers the details of the specific positional requirements 
for the different symbols.
In addition to these three technical tests and the cost factor, there is a 
further need to have an extensive programme of co-operation involving much 
access to and change of the vendor's proprietry source code. In view of all 
these considerations, it was decided that an in-house design be pursued.
4.3 FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR THE PROPOSED SYSTEM
4.3,1 SUMMARY
The salient points of each sub-section bears reiteration before the 
functional requirements for the proposed system are spelt out. So far, 
this chapter has highlighted the successful implementation in previous works 
of character sets of sizes varying from 10 to over 2000 members. The concept 
of a character model or character representation was introduced before 
outlining the trade-offs between including more character models and the 
additional efforts required to solve the problems which might be introduced 
by the additions.
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Most of the systems in the literature had distinct acquisition and 
segmentation sections which captured a large volume of data that were then 
thinned to between 1 and 20 segments. Among the various mechanisms through 
which the acquisition stage deduced character separation, the most common 
one was identified to be the time-out signal method. The setting of the 
threshold time for the latter was dependant on the size of the characters 
requiring more than one stroke in its formation.
Various methods of encoding and feature extraction were illustrated among 
which were two forms of dictionary search. The first was a strict and exact 
method of matching and the other was a more relaxed and flexible one. In the
event of a classification by the feature extraction routines, auxiliary
tests were available for identifying the particular member (from the
classification).
The sub-section on the systems' performance reveals that most of the systems 
examined were not capable of automatically handling a wide range of sizes 
within the same algorithm. In addition the non-standard reporting of the 
results by the different authors made comparisons of systems difficult. The 
need for a standard reference against which an in-house design can be 
compared led to the adoption of the recognition rates by Impedovo et al.
In the area of engineering draughting, the use of 'H' and 'I' in the 
proposed design for indicating horizontal and vertical dimension symbol 
lines made heavy demands on the character recognition algorithm. The
algorithm would not only need to operate on large but also distorted 
versions of the two symbols. It was also likely that any existing system 
which met the requirements would suffer from a noticeable delay in response 
time due to the additional time that the system had to wait in anticipation 
of an 'H' or "I". Moreover,the commercial systems surveyed also reveal an
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additional demand on the system to produce specific positional information 
in addition to the general for some symbols like 'H' and 'I',
4.3.2 PRELIMINARY FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
Based on the above background on existing character recognition systems, and 
having in view the draughting function, it is deemed necessary that the 
symbol recogniser appropriate to the project should have the following
preliminary features:
(a) minimum pretraining requirements for both the system and the operator,
(b) its own means of detecting end of character/symbol,
(c) a "delete last symbol" facility,
(d) the ability to handle an expanding character set, especially if a small 
character set were selected for implementation in a prototype,
(e) a reasonable recognition rate for the character set implemented 
(compared with results of Impedovo et al.),
(f) some tolerance to variation of style,
(g) a character separation time that allows relaxed writing of large
letters like "H",
(h) flexibility in deducing letters of a wide range of size and 
distortion, eg. like "H" & "I", and
(i) the facility to give specific positional information.
In addition, the impositions of the constraints of both project time and 
equipment have to be observed. The financial constraints were such that all
work had to be on existing hardware and software available in the CAD
laboratory. The next chapter discusses the details of the in-house design.
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Chapter 5
DETAILED DESIGN OF THE PROPOSED SYMBOL RECOGNISER
This Chapter begins with a general description of the system implementation 
before outlining in nine sections (5,2 - 5.10) the details of the various 
aspects of the design.
5.1 GENERAL OVERVIEW
The hardware as detailed in Section 1.4 is set up and the necessary tablet- 
computer and graphics processor-computer software interfaces are written 
with the aid of the various devices' technical manuals [11,27,30].
A sub-set of symbols appropriate to engineering drafting is selected for 
implementation at the start of the exercise. In the sub-set, the permissible 
stroke sequences for the symbols are presently constrained (see Fig 5.1) 
but the recognizer is designed to accomodate a wide range of sizes, 
distortions and stylistic variations without readjustment of the system. 
However, these constraints can also be relaxed when more models are 
programmed into the system after the initial development phase.
The data acquired from the tablet is processed, coded and analysed for 
exact matches against a dictionary and/or relaxed matching against a 
character model-based pattern with the system returning the name of the 
character identified or requesting re-input.
Information about characters through a dictionary (read into the program at 
the beginning of the run) and resident code of character models within the 
program makes it unnecessary to train the recognizer before using it.
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1  2 ,  - 3
1
m
(for HORIZONTAL 
dimensions)
G-
A 8
(for VERTICAL 
dimensions)
(for ANGLE 
dimensions)
(for leader lines - lines can be drawn in any direction 
without restrictions on starting points)
Key: 0 indicates starting point of symbol
A indicates intermediate end-point of stroke
□ indicates final ending point of symbol
Notes: 1) Presently, these stroke sequences are the acceptable inputs to
the character recognizer,
2) When drawing the "ANGLE" symbol, always draw the horizontal or 
vertical baseline last. The "ANGLE" symbol is only partially 
implemented.
FIGURE 5.1 STROKE SEQUENCE REQUIREMENTS FOR HANDPRINTED CHARACTERS
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5.2 SELECTION OF A SYMBOL SET AND CHARACTER MODELS
5.2.1 SYMBOLS USED IN ENGINEERING DRAWING
The aim of this sub-section is to shortlist a minimal set of symbols used in 
engineering drawings for implementation in the initial design. By 
restricting the engineering drawings to non-schematic and non-process 
drawings, the symbols used by engineers for communicating shapes, dimensions 
and tolerances are classified according to their composition as follows;
(i) word(s) and abbreviations made up of one or more upper and lower
case letters of the ENGLISH alphabet. These include the recognized 
abbreviations of general engineering terms as listed in the 
various British Standards. Some examples are 'CHAM' (chamfered), 
'MAX' (maximum), 'R' (radius - preceding a dimension), 'DATUM', and 
'SQ TOL' (square tolerance).
(ii) Arabic numerals giving dimensional information generally.
(iii) Engineering symbols like those specifying tolerances. These include
symbols for indicating perpendicularity, parallism, straightness, 
flatness, '+' (marking positions of centres of arcs or circles), 
arrows, the slash (indicating fractions), plus and minus signs 
(indicating tolerances), etc.
(iv) a special kind of symbols specific to the project, e.g. the letters
'H' and 'I' which have been previously introduced in Fig 4.8 and 
4.9. These symbols are used for indicating horizontal and 
vertical dimensions. Another special symbol is that for the leader 
lines which are used for indicating the radius of arcs or diameters.
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Examples of (i) - (iii) are shown in Fig 5.2,
Altogether, the list of characters/symbols that have to be recognized is 
placed at about 70, Since these symbols were normally orientated so that 
they can be read from the bottom or the right of the drawings, the number of 
symbols for recognition were doubled, thereby giving at least 140 symbols 
which are considered to be relevant to engineering component design.
As different character recognisers are generally sensitive to different 
sizes of the scribed characters, it is necessary to note the range of sizes 
of characters in engineering drawings before proceeding with the design. An 
indication of this is given in the British Standard for Engineering Drawing 
Practice [5] which recommends a minimum character height of 5 mm, for A4 
drawings and 7 mm. for A3 to AO size drawings. Since the size of the special 
symbols "H" and "I" varies, its maximum size was taken to be half as large 
as the commissioned tablet area itself. The variation in size of characters 
that the recognizer has to be capable of accepting is therefore set at 
between 5 mm. and 100 mm.
5.2.2 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SELECTED CHARACTER SET AND MODELS
The implementation of ALL these common symbols on a character recognizer is 
a sizeable piece of work beyond the scope of this thesis. For the present 
project, a much reduced character set consisting of the numerals, the 
special symbols and a limited number of the abbreviated terms is selected 
for implementation. These symbols are displayed in Fig 5.3. The character 
models implemented (i.e. the stroke sequence required for generating the 
character) are restricted to one for each character and the models selected 
are shown in Fig 5.1.
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1st Category - consist of recognized abbreviations and terms.
e.g. M (size of nuts and bolts)
C'bore (centre bore)
Holes
Drill
R (prefix to radius), &
other words, abbreviations of the English alphabet which 
may be in either upper or lower case letters.
2nd Category - numerals indicating size information
eg. 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, & the decimal point (.)
3rd Category - engineering symbols
eg. __L_ perpendicularity 
// parallelism
profile of a line 
O  roundness 
—  straightness 
/~7 flatness
cylindrical
position 
/  angularity 
jZ. tolerance
arrows (used in 
dimensioning lines) 
prefix for diameters
and other callouts used in form and position dimensioning 
and tolerancing.
4th Category - Special symbols that are specific to the project 
e.g. -
"H" - used for horizontal dimensioning 
symbol.
"I" - used for vertical dimensioning 
symbol
and others like Leader Lines.
FIGURE 5.2 SOME SYMBOLS USED IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING DRAWINGS
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NUMERALS
0 (zero) 
5 (five)
1 (one) 
6 (six)
2 (two)
7 (seven)
3 (three) 
8 (eight)
4 (four) 
9 (nine)
LETTERS OF ALPHABET & OTHER SYMBOLS
R (radius prefix)
. (decimal point)
^  (di ameter pref ix)
SPECIAL SYMBOLS
H AND I - These two symbols are used to represent the horizontal and 
vertical dimensions
RLINE (Radial and Diametral Leader Lines).
FIGURE 5.3 SYMBOLS IMPLEMENTED IN THE PRESENT DESIGN
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The question of the orientation of the text is resolved by observing that 
the draughtsman would not generally prefer to contort his body or rotate the 
drawing board to pen in vertical characters. It would, however, be expected 
of the computer system to produce an output drawing that has the correct 
text orientation.
It is also decided that the numeral "zero" and the Greek symbol "phi" for 
"diameter" share the same symbol "0" (zero with a slash). This reduces the 
number of characters implemented by one. The determination of which symbol 
is meant by a recognised "0" will be left to a context-based test formed 
from the study of engineering drawings. This test passes a "0" as a 
"DIAMETER-D" if the symbol occurs at the head of a sequence of numerals and 
does not appear in the middle or end of a train of numerals.
Having identified the range, size and orientation of symbols to be 
supported, the outputs from the character recognizer for the various symbol 
inputs are fully defined. These are summarised in Part 1 of Table 5.1. The
names (in the first column of the Table) given to the various symbols are
hereafter used in the rest of the thesis.
With reference to Table 5.1, except for "HOR-DIM", "VER-DIM", and "RLINE", 
the other members of the character set (0-9), "R" and "CENTRE-PT" are
defined by their names and the x and y coordinates of their general position 
on the tablet. The calculation of this general position (TAGPTX%, TAGPTY%) 
is shown in Part 2 of the same Table. "HOR-DIM" and "VER-DIM" are defined
by the four specific positional terminal points of the letter "H" or "I" as
shown in Note b) of the same Table. "RLINE" is defined by its name and the 
coordinate positions of its end points. The order of storage of these vital 
points in the database follows the layout as in Part 1 of the same Table.
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The general and specific tablet positions associated with each symbol are 
important and will be used by a program later in a future development to 
give dimensional information to a line or arc on the profile.
5.3 SELECTION OF THE RECOGNITION ALGORITHM
In selecting the appropriate recognition algorithm, several criteria are 
used, namely that it must:
(a) be capable of being extended at a later date to include for example, 
the letters of the English alphabet. This is especially important in 
the case of small character set implementation as in this project.
(b) accommodate the unusual character size variation of between 5 mm. to 
100 mm.
(c) be capable of accepting the various character sizes automatically 
without need of manual re-adjustments of the system. This feature 
concerning automatic handling is necessary since many systems do 
fulfil the same role if some system parameters within them are 
manually altered just before the large characters were written,
(d) be able to deal with possible distortions of the arms of the letters 
"H" and "I" (see Fig 4.9).
Earlier preliminary work on finding an algorithm employed a method which was 
subsequently found to be equivalent to Ito and Chui's "transformation and 
rewriting rules". The rules presented by Ito & Chui were specifically for 
the criteria above and were also for operating on data that were encoded by 
the 8-directional coding diagram. Thereafter, Ito & Chui's work has acted as 
a guideline to the developments here. The present presentation does not
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introduce formal pattern grammars and interested readers can refer to Ito & 
Chui"s work in [17].
5.4 TABLET DATA ACQUISITION
The tablet-computer interface is written such that the host computer 
acquires data continuously from the tablet only when the pen is depressed 
against the surface of the tablet. In this way, data representing the locus 
of the pen-point movement are collected. The details of the interface are 
left for a later Section 6.1,
Fig 5,4 shows some of the plots of symbols from data acquired from the 
tablet by the method just described. Comparing these plots with those in the 
literature review (Fig 4,3) revealed that the techniques of simple polling 
of the port and of running the code in compiled BASIC combined to provide a 
type of pre-processing and segmentation which captured data as if they have 
been processed by a separate thinning and preprocessing algorithm. The 
current simple interface for data acquisition from the tablet is essentially 
a time-based sampling process with a sampling time of approximately 20 
points per second. This sampling rate is inclusive of the computation and 
storage-of x and y coordinates separately in the memory. When compared with 
Ito & Chui^s scheme, for example, the present method has the merit of being 
simple and sparing in its use of resources. This is, however, made possible 
by the efficiency of the hardware, operating system of the host computer and 
the highly optimised BASIC compiler, a combination which should be available 
in the new generation of micro-computers and software in the market.
From the diagrams, the present rate of sampling is already giving more than 
enough data points for each character. A time delay loop is included in the
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FIGURE 5.4 PLOTS OF SYMBOLS FROM DATA ACQUIRED 
FROM THE TABLET IN THE PRESENT WORK
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polling loop to prevent acquisition of too many data points. This loop is 
presently set to cycle 200 times before the program returns to sample the 
next data-point. The setting of the loop variable can be changed by 
selecting the command window of the digitizer tablet that is marked "MENU". 
A brisk writer will need a lower value for this loop counter variable while 
a slow writer can select more than 200 (the preset nominal value).
A time-based character separation method is used to deduce the end of 
character. The threshold time for the character separation is variable and 
can be changed by invoking the "Change Default Settings" option in the main 
"MENU" facilities described in a later Section 6.1.7. The nominal setting 
for the threshold time at 7000 which is equivalent to a delay time of about 
1 second. This delay is generally sufficient for drawing the dimensioning 
symbol briskly.
5.5 ANALYSIS OF THE DATA ACQUIRED
5.5.1 CODING OF DATA
The coding of the segments obtained from the interface is done by first 
obtaining the gradient of each consecutive segment-vector. This gradient is 
then computed using the convention of anti-clockwise positive with zero 
degree gradient between the first and second quadrants as shown in Fig 5.5. 
The gradient of each segment so determined is then coded according to the 8 
directional coding diagram of Fig 5,6 (as in Ito & Chui [17]). This coding 
is done by placing the start point of each segment vector at the centre of 
the coding diagram. The direction of the vector then places it in a zone 
marked by the names "a", "b", "c", "d","e", "f", "g", "h". Where the
gradient of a segment is of a value between 160 degrees and 200 degrees, for
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GRADIENTS THAT CHANGE IN AN 
ANTI-CLOCKWISE DIRECTION
j ARE POSITIVE
2nd / Ut
GnQijn&nt / OwAdnant 
\
\  DATUM QF ZERO
3rd
Quadrant Quadrant
FIGURE 5.5 GRADIENT CONVENTION USED SHOWING 
DATUM AND POSITIVE DIRECTIONS
Zone h-
Zone. b Zone, d
=  20'
02 =  16"
FIGURE 5.6 THE NON-UNIFORM 8 DIRECTIONAL CODING DIAGRAM
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example, the segment is coded by the name "a". The gradient values of all 
the zones are listed in Fig 5.7. Fig 5.8 shows this process of calculating 
the gradient and then encoding the segments obtained by a string of codes 
which now represents the various characters. For example, the numeral "2" in 
the Fig 5.8 is represented by the string of codes "fdcbbhfedea" and the 
numeral "6" by the string "bbccdefgaaa".
Repetitive consecutive codes are removed to yield a compressed string-code. 
As this compressed string-code is generally unique for each of the 
characters in the system alphabet, it is possible to use this uniqueness to 
identify them. This removal of the repetitive consecutive codes also makes 
the technique less sensitive to the size of letters and is in line with the 
functional specification in Section 4.3,2. The result of this removal is 
that the string of codes representing the numeral "2" in Fig 5.8 becomes 
"fdcbhfede" and the one for the numeral "6" becomes "bcdefga".
REGIONS/
ZONES GRADIENT RANGE
o o
"a" Greater than 160 & less than or equals to 200
o o
"b" Greater than 200 & less than 255
o o
"c" Greater or equals to 255 & less than or equals to 285
o o
"d" Greater than 285 & less than 340
o o
"e" Greater or equals to 340 & less than or equals to 360
o o
"e" Greater or equals to 0 & less than or equals to 20
o o
"f" Greater than 20 & less than 75
Û o
"g" Greater than or equals to 75 & less than or equals to 105
o o
"h" Greater than or equals to 75 & less than or equals to 105
FIGURE 5.7 REGIONS AND THE GRADIENT DIRECTIONS THEY REPRESENT
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THE NUMERAL 2
Calculation of the Gradient From Coordinates & Its Subsequent Encoding
INDEX X-COORD YCÜORD DISTANCEZ GRADIENT DIR-(
Q 11544 4068 666 54 .46232 -I 11559 4089 6122 38.77417 f2 11620 41 38 10816 337.3801 d3 11716 4098 17698 271.2922 c4 11719 3965 31 594 240.6949 b5 I 1632 3810 27245 207.807 b
6 1 i486 3733 1 754 123.3106 h
7 1 1463 3768 6418 24.32558 f8 11536 3801 15041 350.6145 e
? 11657 3781 10448 329.4208 d1 0 11745 3729 1 48 9.462322 e1 1 11757 3731 0 197.6065 a12 8 0 0 0
The uncompressed code string is -fdcbbhfedea. This is derived by reading the 
last column downwards.
The compressed code string is fdcbhfede. This is obtained by removing 
redundant codes from uncompressed string & by removing serifs (see 
footnote) at the ends.
THE NLMERAL 6
Calculation of the Gradient From Coordinates & Its Subsequent Encoding
INDEX X-COORD YCOORD DISTANCEZ GRADIENT DIR-CODE0 11537 4084 928 203.1986 -1 11509 4072 12837 222.4142 b2 11428 3998 33865 238.5557 b3 11332 3841 12322 259.095 c4 11311 3732 6893 279.0085 c5 11324 3650 8933 330.1799 d6 11406 3603 13325 17.65012 e7 11516 3638 5725 60 .72475 •f r8 11553 3704 9657 102.3391 99 11532 3800 1874 173.3675 a10 11 489* 3805 3386 199.0577 a V1 1 11434 3786 0 198.3206 a12 0 0 0 8
The uncompressed code string is -bbccdefgaaa. This is derived by reading the 
last column downwards.
The compressed code -string is bcdefga. This is obtained 
redundant codes from uncompressed string & by removing 
footnote) at the ends.
by removing 
serifs (see
FIGURE 5.8 CODE STRING EXTRACTION PROCESS FOR TWO CHARACTERS
Footnote: Removal of Serifs are dealt with in Section 5.6,1
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5.5.2 EXACT MATCHING USING A REFERENCE DATA DICTIONARY
In order to enable the off-line study of the compressed code strings without 
having to write a character at the tablet each time, a collection of the 
various strings is made in a diskette data file dictionary called "DICTlst" 
which contained 25 items for each character model. The recognition based on 
a search for an exact match of the compressed directional string-codes 
against the members of "DICTlst" is rarely more than 30% successful. A 
larger reference dictionary of samples is then collected with view of 
improving the recognition rate. The extended dictionary is referred to as 
"DICT2nd" and contains up to fifty strings per symbol. (See Table 5.2).
With this larger dictionary, the recognition rate improved but only 
marginally. The system, however, continued to be extremely sensitive to 
minor differences in the generated compressed string-codes, making it clear 
that the solution lies in a different direction and not by just increasing 
the number of dictionary items,
5.5.3 NEED FOR BETTER SOLUTIONS
The work on further improvements to this rate is best discussed by breaking 
down each string-code into three parts, namely the front end; the main body; 
and the tail end. The main body consists of the codes that define the 
outline of symbol''s shape and vary according to the writing styles and the 
speed of writing. The front and tail end codes are the results of serifs 
caused by the switch latency problems in the stylus pen (already discussed 
in Section 4.1.2.2). The next Section discusses the solutions designed 
for handling these two sets of problems.
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S Y M B O L  0 1 2 3 4 S 6
b c e g a f c f  b e f  d b c e f d b e d b a b c f e c a h f e b d f  h a c
b c e g b g c f c f d b a e b a h c b e d b a f e a b c d f h b
b d f h b g c f  d c f e b e d b a h c a e c a h f  e b e  d e g a b
b d f h b f  c f  e c b a d b h c b e h c c e d b a f e b d f  h b
b d f h g c b e h c f c f d c a h f e b c d f a b
b d e g a g c f d b e c a h b e f  h e c b e d a h f e
b d f g b f c e c b d b h c f e d b a f e
g e d b e f d b e d b h
f  e b f  e f d b e c a h e c b e e a h f e b c d f h b
c d f a f c f c b a e c b a
f d b f d b a c e g h c f c e c a h g e b c d f h b d
b d f h f c f e b a e c b h c e f h c f b d f  h a
b d f h g c g f  d b d c c d c h c c c d a h g e b c d f g h b
b c e g b f c f  d b a e f d b f d b h b d e g h c b c d f  h a b
b d e g b f c f e c b e c a e d e g h c f c f e c b a f e b d e g a b
a c d é g a g e f e b f d b h f b f e f h e c e c b h f e a b d f h b
f d b e d b h f c b e d b a h f e b e e f h b e
b c e f h g c f d b e c a h f c b a e f h e b e d b a g f e a b c e g a b
f e b a d b h c  f e f h e c e d b h f c b d f g a b f
h f e c a e d b a c e d a h f e a b d f g b
f e c a e d b a c f d b a g e
f d b d b a c e d b a g e b d e g h b e
e d b e c a h c f e c a h f e b d e f h b e
f d b a e b a c b e d a g e b c d f g a b
f d b e d a h c e d b a h g e b c d e f h a b
f e c b a e c b h
f e c b e c b a c d e c a h f  e b c d e f h a
f e d b a e d b a c b e d b a g e b c d e g h b c
f d b a e c b h e b f d b a g e b c d f g b
f e d b f e c a h b c d e  f h b e
f e c a e d b a h c  f d b a f e b c d f g a e
f e b a e d b h f c b e d b a f g c b c e g h a b
f e c b c d b a h c e d c a h f e a b c e f h a b
f d b d e c b h b d e f h b
f e c a e d c a h b d f g a b
f e d b a e d b a h a b d e g a b
f d b c d b a h b c d f g a b f
f  e d b e d b a h
f e c b f e c b h b c d e f h b
f e c a e d b h f b d e g h a b
f e c b e d c a h b e e f h a b
f e c b e d b a h f b d e g h b
f e b e d c b h
f e d b f e d b a h a b d f g a b
f e b e d b a a b c d f g a b
f d b a e c b h f
f e d b f e c b a h
f e b e d b h
T o t a l  1 8 3 2 0 4 8 I P 3 3 4 5
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g a b d b g f h b c e f c c o e o c c q f c b dh b d e e a f a h b d f g c b c f g e f g c c g f d b d gg a c d c a f  a h b c f g c f b c g e g c c g e c a e d gg a c d b h f g h b c e g c b c g e f  g c
g a c d c a f h b e e g c f e g f c a d ge f d c b h e g a b d o a f c g e c a d ge b c g h e h a b d b h  f g a h b d f e f c g f d b dg a c d a g f g a h b c e f g c f c g d e g c g c g e c b d
e f d c f h e g a c e c a g f g h g a b d e g c c f g e f g c b c g f  e b d f
h a c d c a f  h g a b d f g c c h g e f e f g c g c g e c b e d g
h a d b h f g g a b d f b e c g f d b e dg a c e c a f h g b e e g c c g f d b e d g
a e b c f g e g a e e d a g f g c g e b a d
h b d b h f g a h b e f g c c g f c b d gg a b d b h f g a g a b e f c c f g f c b e d
h b d b a f h c g e c b e d
h a b d c a f h g h b d f g c e g f c b e d
h b d c a f g a g a b d f c c f g f d b e d
h b d b h f a h b d f  c c f g f d b f  d
h b d b g f h g b d f  c e  f g f d b a d
h b d e b h f g a c g f d b f d
h b d b g f h b c g f e b a e d
h b d b h f h g h b d f c c f g f d b a d f
h b J b g f g h g a d f  c c d g e c b e d
g a c d c a f h f a b d f c c g f d b e d e
h b d b h f h a c g f d b a d f
h b d b a f h a c g e d b f d g
h b c e e a g f h c d g f d b f d
h b d b h f g e f g f d b e d f
a b d a g f g a e g f d b e d e
a b e d b h f g a c d g f d b e d
h b d e a f h c g f d b f d f
h a c d c a h f h c g e d b f d
h b d b h f g h c g f c b e d f
a b e c a f a  
h a d b h f g a  
h a c e c a g f g h  
h a c d c a g f g  
a b d c a f  h  
h b d a g f h  
a b d a g f g  
h b d b h f g b  
a b d b h f g h  
a c d c a f  a  
g a b d c a g f g  
h b d b g f g  
a b d b h f  h  
h b d b g f g a
4 8
Each entry in this dictionary is obtained after processing the sequence 
of points acquired from the digitizer tablet. The processing involves 
serif removal, elimination of short internal segments and then encoding 
the results using the non-uniform 8 directional encoding diagram (Fig 5.6).
Each entry therefore consists of a string of individual code elements 
(value "a" to "h") encapsulating the manner in which the symbol is written.
TABLE 5.2 CONTENTS OF "DICT2nd" 
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5.6 FURTHER ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
5.6.1 DEALING WITH SERIFS
The literature review has highlighted earlier the two approaches to solve 
the problem of serifs, namely the hardware and the software approaches. The 
second approach is adopted here on the basis that it made available a wider 
range of tablet/stylus products for future users of the system. At the same 
time, overcoming the problems of an inherently poor stylus design presents a 
greater challenge.
Having decided on the software approach, operations on the uncompressed 
codes are carried out using the following two-fold solution:-
(a) The first code is always eliminated.
(b) The last two codes are not accepted if their individual lengths are 
less than SERIFMIN.
SERIFMIN is nominally set at one-eighth the largest extent of the 
character's height or width. Using a larger value of SERIFMIN is undesirable 
as it encroaches on data that are part of the main body of the code-string. 
The use of this nominal value dealt adequately with the generation of the 
serifs even though there is no reliable way of totally eliminating them. 
(Even the use of specially designed stylus pen would not totally eliminate 
the serifs.)
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5.6.2 ELIMINATION OF SHORT INTERNAL SEGMENTS
The following conditions are observed in the elimination operation:
(a) The segment lengths must be less than one twelveth that of the 
largest extent of the character's height or width.
(b) The short segments must be the consecutive alternate codes in the 
list.
The second requirement (b) is necessary in addition to the length-based 
operation of (a) because the symbol may otherwise be badly distorted as 
illustrated in Fig 5.9.
These two operations are made on the raw data points. Fig 5.10 shows the 
effects of the two sets of operations in terms of a print-out of the data- 
points after each stage. Part A of the figure shows the raw data points 
sampled. Based on the comparative values of the square of the distances (in 
column 4) and the nominally set value in the tail end of the data point
sequence, the points are kept or eliminated. Part B shows the data-points
after the serifs are dealt with while Part C shows the final set of data- 
points after eliminating the segments shorter than the prespecified amount.
An inset, Part D, shows the same effects pictorially.
5.6.3 TRANSFORMATION AND REWRITING RULES
Closer examination of "DICT2nd" reveals that a more robust recogniser is 
obtained by resorting to transforming the compressed string codes through 
adding on any "missing codes" between two existing elements of a string and
subsequently compressing the resultant string. The first five members of 
the symbol "6" in "DICT2nd" (see Table 5.3) are used as an illustration.
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o o o o 0
(a)
Raw Data, With reference 
to the lengths below, 
the raw data shows an 
endpoint serif and a 
number of internal 
segments that are less 
than the preset value.
(b)
The result of removing 
every internal segment 
which is less than the 
preset value of 1/12 th 
the maximum extent of 
the character.
(c)
The general shape of the 
symbol is preserved by 
requiring that only odd 
segments of a train of 
short internal segments 
be removed.
REFERENCE LENGTHS 
\----------- _| Max, Extent of Character
M Min, Length of Internal Segments (1/12 th of Max. Extent)
Min, Length of End-Point Serifs (1/8 th of Max, Extent)
FIGURE 5.9 POSSIBLE DISTORTION IN SYMBOL'S SHAPE WHEN THERE IS NO 
IMPOSITION TO REMOVE ONLY ALTERNATE INTERNAL SEGMENTS
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Part A RAW DATA ACQUIRED is c
INDEX X-COORD YCOORD0 11607 64951 11578 64642 11 496 63423 11448 62044 11441 60845 11484 59936 1 1558 59827 11631 59998 11679 60339 11705 607910 11717 61161 1 11709 613312 11695 61661 3 11653 617514 11619 61661 5 11573 61 1716 11540 60711 7 11539 604118 1 1530 60231 9 11534 603320 11550 603921 0 0
serif No of -min imum(SQUARED) segments is 19 is 4112,
Part B AFTER REMOVING SERIFS
INDEX X-COORD YCOORD0 11607 64951 11578 64642 11496 63423 11448 62044 11441 60845 1 1484 59936 1 1558 59827 11631 59998 11679 60339 11705 60791 0 11717 61 161 1 11709 613312 11695 616613 1 1653 61751 4 11619 61 6615 11573 61 1716 11548 667117 1 1539 604118 1 1530 602319 0 0
Part C AFTER REMOVING SERIFS
INDEX X-COORD YCOORD0 11607 64951 11578 64642 1 1496 63423 11448 62044 11441 . 60845 11484 59936 11558 59827 11631 59998 11679 60339 11705 607910 11709 61331 1 1 1695 616612 11653 617513 11619 616614 11573 611715 11539 604116 11530 602317 0 0
given by the Original Data List below;
DISTANCE2 1602 21608 21348 1 4449 10130 5597 5618 3460 2792 1513 353 1285 1845 1237 4517 3205 901 405 116 292 0 0
DIR-CODE
«b
b
b
bccdddeee
■ff
f
f
99h
t h e  l i s t Is; j
DISTANCE2 DIR-I1802 a21608 b21348 b14449 b10130 b5597 c5618 c3460 d2792 d1513 d353 e1285 e1845 e1237 f4517 f3205 f901 f405 9
(PART D)
THE NUMBERS AGAINST THE SAMPLED POINTS CORRESPOND TO THOSE OF THE FINAL DATA LIST (PART C)
THE DOTTED POINTS INDICATE THE REMOVED SERIFS & THE ELIMINATED INTERh^L POINTS.
DISTANCE2180221608213481444916130559756183460279229321285184512374517693240500
GRADIENT 226.9091 236.0937 250.821 266.6615 295.292 351.545 13.10921 35.31121 60.52411 85.76361 112.9887 167.9052 194.8265 226.8087 245.8978 243.435 207.5815 0
D a t a  L i s t  is
DIR-CODE 
■ b 
b 
b c d - e e 
f f
9haa
bb
b
FIGURE 5.10 ILLUSTRATION OF THE OPERATIONS ON THE RAW DATA POINTS
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COLUMN 1 COLUMN 2 COLUMN 3 COLUMN 4
Compressed
String-codes
Possible Fillings 
(in parenthesis)
Resultant code 
Strings
Rewritten
Strings
1st - bdfhac b(c)d(e)f(g)ha(b)c -bcdefghabc Fc
2nd - abcdfhb abcd(e)f(g)h(a)b abcdefghab- aF
3rd - bcdegab bcde(f)g(h)ab -bcdefghab- F
4th - bdfhb b(c)d(e)f(g)h(a)b -bcdefghab- F
5th - bcdfab bcd(e)f(g)(h)ab -bcdefghab- F
TABLE 5.3: APPLYING TRANSFORMATION AND REWRITING RULES ON THE FIRST FIVE 
MEMBERS OF THE LISTING UNDER THE SYMBOL "6" IN "DIGT2nd"
In the second column, the codes in parenthesis are the "filled-in" codes 
which are based on the counter-clockwise manner in which the numeral "6" is 
written. The third column shows the resultant code-strings and it is 
possible to further identify the string "bcdefghab” within each resultant 
code-string as the string common to all the five code-strings. This primary 
string of common codes may be addressed temporarily as the "prime sub­
string" of the numeral "6", for the discussion. Writing of the character "6" 
at the tablet will normally generate this prime sub-string. Section 5.7.2 
enlarges on how this prime sub-string may be selected.
From the "possible fillings" column, it can be seen that every occurrence
(in COLUMN 1) of:
"bd" is replaced by "bed",
"df" is replaced by "def",
"eg" is replaced by "efg",
"fh" is replaced by "fgh", etc..
The rules governing the valid replacements (or transformations) which can be 
made on the compressed code-strings are called the "transformation" rules
for the prime sub-string for "6". The result of applying these replacement
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rules to fill up the missing codes thus gives rise to COLUMN 3. The 
resultant code string "bcdefghab" can then be replaced with a letter (eg, 
F), thus giving a very concise description of the symbol "6" (see the COLUMN 
4), This process of replacing a chain of codes in COLUMN 3 with a shorter 
code is termed "rewriting" of the filled-in string. Essentially, a rewritten 
string is a filled-in string expressed in a more compact form. In this case, 
"bcdefghab" is being rewritten as "F".
5.7 DESIGNING THE TRANSFORMATION AND REWRITING RULES
By this process of transformation and rewriting, the operation of finding 
exact matches has been replaced by a more efficient non-exact matching 
technique which basically searches the string of codes for a similar set of 
properties. It is now possible to identify implicit patterns in the 
compressed code strings by manipulative operations. This is the embodiment 
of the field of work termed as "syntactic pattern recognition" and is best 
covered generally in other texts like that by K.S. Fu [9]. It has already 
been mentioned earlier that the specific technique applied here has the 
closest correspondence to a method used by Ito and Chui [17] on the 
recognition of letters of the English alphabet. However no mention was made 
in [17] on the use of the technique on numerals which is the essence of the 
work here. Sections 5.7.1 to 5.7.4 illustrate some of the elementary issues 
regarding the design of the transformation and rewriting rules. The numeral 
"6" has been used throughout in the illustrations.
5.7.1 CONSIDERATION OF ALL ENTRIES UNDER THE SAME CHARACTER
So far, the transformation rules designed were based on the first five 
members of the symbol "6" in "DICT2nd", In practice, the transformation
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rules must be designed with reference to all members of the family under the 
symbo1-name "6". The result is the set of transformation rules as follows;
No,
(LEFT
COLUMN)
Original
Code
(RIGHT
COLUMN)
Transform
Code
(1) ac abc(2) bd bed
(3) ce cde
(4) df def
(5) eg efg(6) fh fgh
(7) fa fgha
The first six rules look for the sequence of two codes (left column) and 
smooth the original codes by replacing them with the corresponding 
transformed codes (right column). Fig 5.11 shows the action of the 
replacement operations of the transformation rules on the first item of the 
symbol "6" in "DICT2nd" (ie. the compressed codes "bdfhac"). The resultant 
string from applying the transformation rules is "bcdefghabc" and is 
recorded in the first item under "6" in the dictionary 6BR (BR=Before 
Rewriting) in PART 2 of Appendix 5.1. The seventh rule is unusual and the 
justification for its presence is that "fa" appears in the compressed data 
strings and has to be changed to "fgha" to make the string-codes represent 
"6". The code "fa" can be explained as the tendency of the hand to write the 
last part of the stroke for "6" with a quick cusped action, (See Fig 5,12.)
5.7.2 CHOICE OF PRIME SUB-STRINGS FOR CHARACTER
The rewriting of the transformed string begins with the identification of a 
prime sub-string which essentially contains the basic outline of the 
numeral "6". The selection of the prime sub-string for "6" has to take into 
consideration factors like the various starting and ending angles of a
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This figure shows the action of the replacement operations of the 
transformation rules on the first item of the symbol "6" in "DICT2nd".
1) Apply ac - abc
The original code-string of bdfhac becomes bdfhabcu u
2) Apply bd - bed
The code-string from 1) of bdfhabc becomes bcdfhabcU  L . \ ,111'
3) Apply df - def
The code-string from 2) of bcdfhabc becomes bcdefhabcu u
4) Apply fh - fgh
The code-string from 3) of bcdefhabc becomes bcdefghabc.
The resultant code-string from applying all the transformation rules is 
"bcdefghabc" and is recorded in the first item under "6" in the dictionary 
"6BR" (BR - Before Rewriting) in PART 2 of Appendix 5.1.
FIGURE 5.11 THE REPLACEMENT ACTION OF THE TRANSFORMATION RULES
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written character. The result is a shorter prime sub-string. For example, 
if the numeral is written with a start stroke in the "d" direction (as in 
Fig 5.13(A)), then the prime sub-string becomes two characters shorter with 
the new code of "defghab". Likewise if a writer writes "6" with a "h" ending 
(see Fig 5.13(B)), then the new version of the prime sub-string becomes 
"defgh". The last version is more efficient as it would identify more of the 
various versions of "6". Hence the prime sub-string has to be selected to 
include a wide variety of styles. In the version implemented, the prime- 
substring is taken as "cdefg" hence not allowing a "6" written with a start 
stroke direction of "d".
5.7.3 ADVANTAGES OF REWRITING IN SMALL SECTIONS
It is also found that rewriting the transformed code-string in several 
rather than in one operation is more effective in accomodating variations in 
the geometrical features represented by the code. This also provides a more 
structured way of program coding.
In the present implementation, the rewriting is done in seven stages which 
systematically allowed the compressed codes to be analysed as follows;
Stage
No.
(Left
Column)
Transformed 
Code String
(Right
Column)
Rewritten
Code
(1)(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)(6) 
(7)
cde
jfgaG
abG
bG
kh
ka
(Note: The choice of letters in the right column is arbitrary provided that 
the reserved directional codes "a" to "h" are not used.
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(,0 j
CO
before
segmentation
after
segmentation
FIGURE 5.12 WRITING THE NUMERAL "6" WITH CREATION 
OF THE PART-CODE STRING "fa”
(A) Some Variations in the Starting Directions for
\\ U C t
b
<B) Scxme Variations in the Ending Direction fo the Final Stroke for "é"
b Q
c
Notes : Directions "a" to "h" are taken with reference to the 8 directional 
coding diagram of Fig 5.6,
FIGURE 5.13 VARIATIONS IN STARTING AND ENDING STROKE DIRECTIONS
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The first two stages seek out the prime sub-string "cdefg"* The rest of the 
process of rewriting the first string for "6" in "DICTZnd" is illustrated in 
Fig 5.14.
5.7.4 EFFECTS ON DICTIONARY MEMBERS
It is important that the designed transformation and rewriting rules for any 
one symbol (say "6") traps only that symbol's compressed code-string. In 
order to ensure this, the prospective transformation and rewriting rules are 
tested on all members in "DICT2nd". The dictionary "6AR" in PART 2 of 
Appendix 5.1, for example, shows how members in "DICT2nd" respond to the 
transformation and rewriting rules designed to trap "6". The two columns of 
"0" and "4" in particular seem to respond to the rules in the same way as 
"6" since they all contain "F" in their rewritten strings. For the purpose 
of further discussion, these two columns together with the column under "6" 
in the Appendix are placed in Table 5.4.
Table 5.4 shows that mere searching for the presence of an "F" in the 
resultant rewritten string may not be sufficient to distinctly identify the 
numeral "6". There are two consequences of the inadequacy. The first is that 
the same set of transformation and rewriting rules can be used for 
identifying more than one symbol. In the current example, the use of the 
transformation and rewriting rules has reduced the possible matches to the 
three symbols of "0", "6" and "4". The second consequence is that additional 
tests become necessary in order to confirm if the code were a "6".
The details of additional tests are given in Sections 5.8 and 5.9 and it is 
only necessary to mention here that the test to distinguish "6" from the 
classification containing "6", "4" and "0" consists of two types;
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The compressed code-string is bdfhac (from Fig 5,11)
The transformed code-string is bcdefghabc (from Fig 5.11) 
The rewriting is carried out in 7 operations.
1) Applying cde - j. 5) Applying bG - k,
Ab cde fghabc IVAbG habc
2) Applying jfg - G, 6) Applying kh - F,
Ab jfg habc kh abc
3) Applying aG - k,
(has no effect)
7) Applying ka - F,
(has no effect)
4) Applying abG - k,
(has no effect)
The resultant rewritten string is
Fabc.
The reader may check that this is 
the first entry in the dictionary 
"6AR" (AR - After Rewriting) 
in Table 3 .4(D).
FIGURE 5.14 REWRITING OF THE FIRST STRING FOR "6" IN "DICT2nd"
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S YM BO L 0 4 6
F f  C b e h c F a b c
k b g c b e f g h c F b
F b g c b j h c F b
F b f c c b e h c F b
F g c b e h c f F a b
F g c b e f g h c k b
k b f c j h c f F b
b c f g h g c j  h c F b c
F a f c G h c F b
G h a f  c Gh c F
F a g c G h c f F b c d
F - f c Gh c f F a
F g c g j h c F b
k b f c F c F a b
k b f c G h c f F b
F g c b f e f g h c F b
F a f c c b e f g h c F b e
F g c c b a e f g h c F b
c f e f g h c F b f
T o t a l
k b .
F
F b e
F b c
F b
F a b
F
F a
F b c
k b
F b c
F b c
F a b
F a b
F b
F b
F b
F b f
G h a b
F b
F a b
F a b
F b
k b
F b
F b
TABLE 5.4 AN ABSTRACT OF DICTIONARY 6AR
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(a) test(s) on the resultant string returned after the operation of the 
tranformation and rewriting rules, and
(b) auxiliary test(s).
The discussion so far has centred on the numeral "6". A different set of 
transformation and rewriting rules can likewise be designed to aid the 
identification and/or classification of all the other numerals from "0" to 
"9". Thereafter, additional test(s) based on patterns in the rewritten 
string and based on geometrical properties may be used to confirm if a 
string of codes represents a particular symbol. These are not discussed here 
but are documented in Appendix 5.2.
5.8 USE OF THE DESIGNED TRANSFORMATION AND REWRITING RULES
After applying the transformation and rewriting rules to the compressed 
code-string, the resultant strings are examined for the presence of certain 
letters and for a certain order of occurrence of letters or patterns in the 
strings. The first five items of the rewritten string for "6" taken from 
dictionary "6AR" in PART 2 of Appendix 5.1 are as follows:
Strings After Rewriting
1. Fabc
2. Fb
3. Fb
4. Fb
5. Fab
The following observations can be made of the rewritten strings:
(a) "F" occurs only once in each string.
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(b) "F" is never found to be the last character of the rewritten 
string.
(c) The character to the right of "F" is either an "a" or "b".
(d) The consecutive characters to the right of "F" are also rotating
counter-clockwise and increasing in the same direction round the 
octal quantization coding diagram.
These observations are coded into checks on the rewritten string. 
Therefore, by applying these checks, the numeral "6" is identified and 
distinguished from the other members in the classification.
The details of the checks or tests implemented are listed under TEST FOR "6" 
in Appendix 6.1 and only differs slightly from the checks based on the above 
four observations.
5.9 CONFIRMATION OF SYMBOLS BY AUXILIARY TEST(S)
As mentioned earlier, the application of the transformation and rewriting
rules on the sequence of strokes alone may not be sufficient to identify a
character thereby requiring the application of auxiliary tests. Only those 
auxiliary tests which distinguishes "6" from "4" and "0" are discussed 
here. The rest of the test implemented can be found in Appendix 6.1.
One such test implemented in the early stages of the experiment involves 
finding the vertical end-point of the strokes for the character and checking 
if this was not at the same time the lowest point of the character (see 
Fig 5.15 (a), (b) and (c)). This test, however, becomes inconclusive for
the cases illustrated in (d), (e) and (f) and requires the further
application of discriminating tests.
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-  p -----------
ymin basel
Case iCase e 
effect of 
ser i f5
Case c Case d 
effect of 
ser i fs
Case bCase a
yend>ymi nyend=ymin
Notes: The square indicates the final ending-point of the symbol,
It's y coordinate position is yend
The Basic Test is : If yend > ymin, then symbol is a "6".
Results : Works for the cases a, b & c but not for 
d, e & fo
FIGURE 5.15 PRELIMINARY VERSION OF A SIMPLE TEST 
TO DISTINGUISH ”6” FROM "4" AND "0"
The test selected for the final version is based on finding the vertical 
extent of the "b" or "c" or "d” code that forms the last half set of 
strokes of the numerals "4” and "0". If the result was less than a third the 
vertical extent of the character, then the symbol in question is assumed to 
be a "6".
5.10 TESTS FOR SYMBOLS WITH NO CURVED PORTIONS
The application of the transformation and rewriting rules, and the use of 
auxiliary test(s) are generally sufficient to recognise the characters "R", 
"0”, "2”, ”3", "5", "6", "8" and "9”, ie. the characters with curved
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portions. The operation using the transformation and rewriting rules were in 
fact so successful that exact matching against the dictionary was 
unnecessary for these numerals. However, exact matching had its place when 
attempting to identify the characters with straight line portions only, for 
example, the leader line "RLINE", "1", "4" and ”7”. The dictionary against 
which the present implementation is based is called "DICTfin" (abbreviation 
for DICTionary final), a copy of which can be found in Appendix 5.3, Entries 
in this table can be, for example, found under the numerals "1", ”4*' and
"7". Likewise, the other characters "CENTRE-PT", "RLINE", "HOR-DÏM" and 
"VER-DIM" which consist of straight line portions can theoretically be 
implemented by exact matching. Because various problems were encountered 
while attempting to implement them, the present work applied alternative 
approaches to recognize "RLINE", "flOR-DIM" and "VER-DIM".
5.10.1 RECOGNIZING "RLINE"
As the leader line ("RLINE") for the radial and diametral dimensions is not 
regular in direction, some problems were encountered while attempting to 
implement it in the recognizer. This irregularity can be seen in Fig 5.16 
where the leader line for the radial dimension 'R30' can be in many 
directions depending on where the draughtsman decides to place the text 
'R30', The solution applied to solve the irregularity was a context-based 
test together with a curve-line property ratio test as follows;
(a) The context-based test relies on the fact that the leader line 
"RLINE" always comes after a radial or diametral dimension symbol, 
i.e. "R" or "0".
(b) It must satisfy the property ratio that the curve segment length (S) 
and the end-point distance (D) of the line must be 1:<1,1, The use of 
this s /d ratio property has already been discussed in Chapter 3,
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AN ENGINEERING
COMPONENT
PROFILE
R B O
R 3 0R 3 o
Note: The rectangular mark-outs show some of the variations in the
dimensioning positions for the text "R30". The diagram also shows the 
irregular direction of the radial leader lines associated with each 
possible dimension text position.
FIGURE 5.16 ILLUSTRATION OF POSSIBLE POSITIONS OF THE TEXT "R30"
It may be of interest that the design of the character model for "1” is 
influenced by the properties of "RLINE", The stipulation of the ornamental 
first stroke in the "f" direction on the start of the numeral "1" (see the 
numeral "1" in Fig 5.1) is to aid the recognizer in differentiating "1" from 
the case of "RLINE" when the latter is written in a single vertically 
downward stroke.
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5.10.2 RECOGNIZING "POINT"
Alongside the second of the "RLINE" tests (which is based on a distance 
computation), another distance-based test on the total extent of the segment 
trace gives a convenient identification procedure for "POINT", The procedure 
uses a preset maximum total length of 5 ran. below which a short stroke is 
interpreted as a "POINT".
5.10.3 RECOGNIZING "CENTRE-PT"
"CENTRE-PT" is recognised by exact matching against "DICTfin" through 
recognising the plus sign, "+". Like "1", "4" and "7", the identification 
of "+" is made without the need of the syntactic pattern recognition 
technique of transformation and rewriting rules,
5.10.4 RECOGNIZING "HOR-DIM" and "VER-DIM"
Initially, in the project, "HOR-DIM" and "VER-DIM" are recognized by the 
technique of direct matching. This was reasonably successful, but required a 
dictionary of more than 40 items. Towards the later part of this project, it 
is found that the horizontal and vertical dimensions are more easily 
identified by a different technique. The test consists of the searching of 
the pre-processed code-string (i.e. the uncompressed code-string) for at 
least two sets of contiguous four letters of the same kind, (See Table 5,5 
for typical uncompressed code-strings for "HOR-DIM" and "VER-DIM"), "VER- 
DIM" is then deduced if the four similar characters in the first set were an 
"e". If the character were a "c", the symbol represents a "HOR-DIM",
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1) Examples of uncompressed code-strings for "VER-DIM"
eeeeeeeeeeeeabccccccccccccccfadeeeeeeeeefdfb
'------- Y------- ' -^------- Y---------  ^  Y--- ’
12 e^ 's 14 c''s 9 e's
eeeeeeeeeeeeeaabccccccccccccccccdccbqaeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeedha
V-------- "Y------ -^----*'■--------- Y ----------  ^  V ---- ^
13 e‘'s 16 c"s 18 e's
eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeaacccccccccccccccccccccccfafeeeeeedeeefeefb
'--------y ' '--------- V----------- ' '-Y-^18 e's 23 c's 6 e's
eeeeeeeeeeehaccccccccccccccccchafeeeeeeeeeeeeeeefa
----y-  ^  V---  ^ ^ ^
11 e's 17 c's 15 e''s
2) Examples of uncompressed code-strings for "HOR-DIM"
ccccccccccccdgeeeeeeeeeeeeeefggbcccccccccbcfb
V- - - - - - y -----  ^ ''- - - - - - - y  ^  Y-- - - ^
12 c''s 14 e's 9 c's
cccccccccccccccdgceeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeegfgaccccccccccccccfa
' Y ' '---------- V----------- ' '----- Ç - -----'
15 c's 23 e's 14 c's
TABLE 5.5 DATA COLLECTED BY RECOGNIZER WHILE WRITING 
"HOR-DIM" AND "VER-DIM"
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5.11 SUMMARY
The design of the recognizer began with the selection of the characters and 
character models to be implemented. These are summarized in Fig 5.1. The 
outputs from the recognizer are then defined. (Refer to Table 5,1 on page 
110), The algorithm used by Ito and Chui [17] for recognizing letters of the 
English alphabet was used as a basis for the design here. This involves the 
capturing, processing and encoding of the character trace from the tablet to 
give compressed directional code-strings. Subsequent analysis uses 
transformation and rewriting rules which provide a very efficient way of 
recognizing characters/symbols with curved portions, in particular. In the 
present design, the use of transformation and rewriting rules are 
supplemented with the operation of direct matching against a dictionary.
In summary, an overview of the recognition procedure is given in terms of 
the block diagram of Fig 5.17, The exact dictionary matching method is first 
applied to the compressed directional code deduced to identify "1", ”4", "7" 
and "CENTRE-PT", We call this the first-level attempt at recognition. On 
"no-match', tests are carried out to determine if the data represented 
"RLINE" and then "POINT", If all these tests were unsuccessful, a second- 
level recognizer is utilized.
The first operation in the second-level recognizer is to determine if the 
character scribed was "HOR-DIM" or "VER-DIM". If this is not forthcoming, 
the transformation and rewriting rules are applied. Where all the 
transformation and rewriting operations fails to identify a symbol, a null 
result is returned to prevent the case of a code-string been forcibly and
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erroneously named. In such an instance of "NO-MATCH", the user is asked to 
rewrite the symbol.
The next chapter discusses the implementation of the design discussed and 
includes results from the program written in terms of the styles and sizes 
of characters recognized, the recognition speeds, and the recognition rates.
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FIGURE 5.17 BLOCK DIAGRAM SHOWING OVERALL RECOGNITION PROCEDURE
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Chapter 6
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROPOSED SYMBOL RECOGNIZER
This chapter describes a) the computer program written to implement the 
software for the symbol recognizer prototype, b) the performance of the 
design, c) the improvements that can be made to the system.
6.1. THE COMPUTER PROGRAM
6.1.1 INTRODUCTION
The computer program written to implement the prototype consists of three 
main stages:
(a) data acquisition or digitization,
(b) data processing and
(c) character recognition.
These are depicted by the three main blocks in Fig 6.1 which shows a 
block- diagram of the whole character recognition program.
6.1.2 DATA ACQUISITION STAGE
This stage is very similar to the stroke data acquisition program described 
in Chapter 2 except that the program flow after a character separation is 
directed into the recognition stage and not back to acquire more data from 
the digitizer.
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6TART
- screen
D IG IT IZ IN G
BLOCK 1
PRO CE S S I NG
CWRRRCTER
R E C O G U I T I O W
STAGE
BLOCK  J
FIGURE 6.1 BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE GENERAL CHARACTER RECOGNITION PROGRAM
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While the stylus pen is depressed on the drawing region of the digitizer's 
surface as a symbol or character is written, the tablet sends the 
information about the coordinate positions of the stylus pen to the host
computer. This information is immediately converted to the x and y co­
ordinates of the points and is stored in two integer arrays X%( ) and Y%( ).
When the stylus pen is lifted off the tablet's surface after the completion 
of one character, a software timer is started and when this timer has 
counted up to 7000 (in about 1 second), the end of acquisition of one 
character is assumed and the program exits the data acquisition stage into 
the processing stage.
When the stylus pen is depressed on the command region of the digitizer's
surface, exit from the program is possible through selecting the "END"
option. (Refer to Fig 2,10 for the tablet layout showing the "END" option). 
Fig 6.2 summarizes this stage with a flowchart of the program,
6.1.3 INFORMATION PROCESSING STAGE
This stage prepares the list of x and y coordinates acquired in the two
arrays X%( ) and Y%( ) for the final stage. The stage consists of two parts:
(a) the removal of serifs at the beginning and end of the character
as well as the removal of short internal line segments (see
Section 5,6.1) and
(b) the coding of the remaining points and subsequent removal of 
redundant codes to give the compressed code-string in the string 
variable FCOMCOD$.
After processing, there are three types of formats concerning the valid data
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set tablet S'
COM P U T E R  To COMMON coMMS. 
PARAMETERS
character
SEPARATI oM M E C H R M I S M
 A______ _
srr Tou% = 74ijx{) 
AN% = 4) : BN%=4> 
ib^= 4>
ISTHERE DATA Tb RECEIVE FRoM
tablet ?
To%=To%+1
ACQUIRE &/ 
storeCHRRflCTER
CHARACTER
PRINT 'no HIT ON MENU ;
TRY AGAIN r
P R IN T  CHARACTe I 
SEPARATION 
DETECTEI^ ''
EVALUATEX
VALUE
INTO ROUTINES 
To DETERMINE 
CHRRncTEH. SET
15
PEN 3TVLU3 
IN COMMAND
a r e a ?
ISPEN STYLUS IN DRAWING AREA?AN%= TOVo = <{>
GENERRTE SCREEN TRRCE & PRINT “READY FOR \ nEXT CHAR
EVALUATE
5VALUE
evaluate
y
VALUE
AN%=AM%  
+ 1
Accord/n
Commaj\d
LPRINT DIMENSIONS 
INFC?R<RflTi0H 
PILE
Ex]{. {p Syiictn
FIGURE 6.2 DETAILS OF BLOCK 1 ; CHARACTER ACQUISITION 
STAGE OF THE CHARACTER RECOGNITION PROGRAM 
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points that become available to the final stage for recognition of the
character or symbol written. The three types of information are as follows:
(a) the distance between consecutive points on the character trace,
(b) the uncompressed code-string in the array FC$( ), The number of
members in this array is given by an integer variable AN%, and
(c) the compressed code-string of the character in a variable
FCOMCOD$.
Fig 6,3 summarizes the action of this second stage of the program with a
block-diagram. Having obtained the three types of information, the program
enters the final stage.
6.1.4 CHARACTER RECOGNITION STAGE
This final stage uses the three types of information produced so far to 
decipher the character written. This is carried out at two levels. The
program initially enters a first-level recognizer and if the results are
negative, a second-level recognizer is entered,
6.1.4.1 The First-level Recognizer
The first-level recognizer performs the following functions:
(a) exact dictionary matching to detect mainly symbols which do not
contain curve strokes,
(b) the deduction of the horizontal and vertical dimensioning
symbol, the decimal point and the leader lines.
The search for a matching string in the dictionary "DICTfin" is based on an
''identify all matches' and not on a 'terminate search on first match' basis,
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E N T E R .
E X IT
COMPRESSING
Cûde- s+rir^  
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ENCODING
by ot-fctl
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PREPROCESSING
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Se-rijs and short 
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FIGURE 6.3 DETAILS OF BLOCK 2: DATA PROCESSING STAGE 
OF THE CHARACTER RECOGNITION PROGRAM
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The dictionary is in a two-dimensional array structure consisting of a depth 
of 50 storage places and a width of one column for each of the character 
models. The dictionary is stored on diskette under the sequential file 
"DICTfin" and is read into the host computer's memory automatically at the 
start of the character recognizer's program run. (A list of "DICTfin" can be 
found in Appendix 5.3).
For computational efficiency, when a null entry in the dictionary is 
encountered, the matching algorithm does not search the remaining empty 
locations under that character symbol but continues searching at the first 
item position of the next character symbol.
6.1.4.2 The Second-level Recognizer
The second-level recognizer consists of basically all the transformation and 
rewriting rules and the auxiliary tests. The rules and tests and the order 
in which they are performed in the recognizer are laid out in Appendix 6,1. 
Fig 5.17 summarizes the action of the first and second-level recognizers in 
a block-diagram. It should be noted that where there are no positive 
recognitions at both the first and second-level recognizer, the system exits 
from the character recognizer and requests for a re-input.
6.1.5 THE PROGRAM SIZE
The size of the program in its uncompiled form is about 64 kilobytes (ASCII 
format). This is inclusive of development helps and remarks statements. 
When compiled, it occupies 35,072 kilobytes of executable Microsoft compiled 
codes. The digitizing section has a size of 9.728 (18.432) kilobytes of 
executable code. The preparation of the data to yield the compressed
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directional codes for the recognizer is 9,856 (19.328) kilobytes in
executable code. The recognizing algorithm alone is 18.432 (30.080)
kilobytes in executable code. (The numbers in parenthesis are the equivalent 
in uncompiled codes in ASCII format).
6.1.6 THE USE OF A COMPILER
The use of the Microsoft BASIC Compiler Version 5.36 is fundamental to the 
design. Without it, there would have been no possibility of running the 
tablet/computer interface at a communication rate of 2400. In order to 
optimally use the compiler for speed, integer variables are preferably used 
instead of single- or double-precision variables in all parts of the 
program. A typical speed increase of the compiled program, for example, in a 
"FOR-NEXT" loop where the counter variable is set in integer variable 
(rather than a single-precision variable) is 30 times. The compiler also 
supports code in 8086 assembler thereby leaving open the option of
development work in that direction.
6.1.7 UTILITIES
The present version of the program contains many utilities to facilitate
developmental work.The complete list of utilities available is as follows:
(a) MAIN MENU (selectable directly from the tablet).
(i) Change default settings (details in Appendix 6.2).
(ii) Screen print of coordinates.
(iii) Save coordinates to disk file.
(iv) Dictionary operations with the following options:
- lineprinting of current dictionary,
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- amend current dictionary (not implemented yet),
- save current/updated dictionary to diskette,
- create blank new dictionary,
- end dictionary operations.
(v) End and Exit to system. This operation involves closing all
active files and saving of the dimension files to diskette. 
The recognition scores and rates are printed on the printer
just before exit from the symbol recognizer program.
(vi) Back to allow more digitizing from the tablet.
(b) DELETE LAST ENTRY (available direct from the tablet),
(c) UPDATE CONFUSED RECOGNITION RATE, This enables a count of the 
misrecognised characters/symbols so that a report on the 
percentage success of the recognizer can be made available at the 
end of the session.
(d) END PROGRAM OPERATIONS AND EXIT TO BATCH FILE. This is the same
facility that is mentioned in part (e) under the MAIN MENU except 
that it is available directly from the tablet.
Presently, the screen plots clarifies the effects of serifs and of cutting 
down short internal segments. The screen plots are also selectable to give 
a "full page" mode and a "close-up of character” mode.
6.1.8 PROGRAM LISTING AND PROGRAM RUN
The complete program listing for the character recognizer is given in 
Appendix 6.3, A procedural guide on the program run can be found in Appendix 
4.
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6.2 PERFORMANCE OF THE DESIGN
6.2.1 THE RECOGNITION SPEED
The recognition speed varies according to the route taken by the algorithm 
to identify the symbol and is listed in Table 6.1. Contrary to expectations, 
the longest route taken is not that traversed by the program when 'no match' 
is found. "No-match" only takes 2 seconds to determine. The shortest time 
for identification is on matching against the first item of the dictionary
for the symbol "1") . This time does not exceed
SYMBOL TIME TAKEN IN SECONDS
Maximum Minimum
1 2 1
2 4 3
3 2 1
4 2 1
5 3 2
6 3 2
7 4 3
8 3 2
9 3 2
0 4 3
R 3 2HOR-DIM 3 2
VER-DIM 3 2CENTRE-PT 2 1CASE OF 'NO MATCH' 2 1
TABLE 6.1 RECOGNITION SPEEDS FOR THE :
The times quoted here are inclusive of:
(a) numerous conditional checks built into the routines to enable the 
program to function as a developmental aid. These checks give the 
programmer options to obtain a hard-copy of various test data for 
monitoring progress into and out of different sections of the
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program.
(b) graphics screen drawing routines on the PLUTO colour monitor and 
text printing of various information of developmental help to 
the designer.
(c) time delay routine in end-of symbol threshold time of about 1 
second and the delay routine within the polling loop of the tablet 
computer interface routine.
6.2.2 EVALUATING THE SIZE OF CHARACTERS
The use of the GTCO tablet's stylus to write characters smaller than 10 mm. 
yields poorer results than in writing bigger characters. This poorer 
performance can be attributed to two factors. The first is related to the
size of the writing stylus. The GTCO stylus is larger than most writing
instruments and does not give the natural feel that writing with a fountain 
pen or a ball-point pen gives. The second factor is the requirement that 
the spring-loaded mechanical switch in the pen barrel has to be closed 
before digitizing can be achieved with effective inking. This again results 
in a very unnatural writing style. Together these two factors make it
difficult to form small characters easily. However, this problem is
specific to the use of inappropriately designed stylus pens and it is 
recommended that future work on the project take this into consideration. 
For the purpose here, it is not a critical set-back that the writing of the 
symbols has to more than 10 mm. in size for good recognition by the program. 
The main reason is that the hand-drawn copy of the design is not the final 
product. It is also observed that the hand naturally writes characters 
larger than 10 mm. with the GTCO stylus pen.
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6.2.3 EVALUATING THE RECOGNITION RATE
A simple set of experiments for performance rating of the system consists of 
writing 100 of each character and recording the successful number of 
recognitions achieved. Each set of 100 samples of one character is carried 
out at one sitting. This simple experiment takes into consideration the 
learning aspect of the writer. As the writer generates more of the same 
character, there are opportunities to:
(a) recall any past experience on the technique of writing for successful 
recognition by the system and
(b) improve on the technique of writing.
The results of this score are shown in Table 6.2 against Impodovo's score. 
Evaluation of the results shows that improvements can be made on the 
algorithm for particularly the numerals 9 and 4. The algorithm works very
SYMBOL
RECOGNITION PERCENTAGE SUCCESS 
IMPEDOVO et al. PROTOTYPE
0 75 901 70 75
2 90 90
3 80 934 80 70
5 65 936 85 907 80 80
8 80 88
9 90 65
'HOR-DIM" NIL 95'VER-DIM" NIL 96"RLINE" NIL 85"RAD-R" NIL 85"POINT" NIL 90
TABLE 6.2 COMPARISON OF RECOGNITION RATES OF PROTOTYPE 
AGAINST IMPEDOVO et al.'s RESULTS
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well in the project for the numerals 0,2,3,5 and 6. Comparing this with 
Impedovo et al.'s results for the numerals, the present recognizer is 
performing well, except for the numeral "9". For the "HOR-DIM", "VER-DIM", 
"RLINE" and "CENTRE-PT" symbols, there are no previous reports on their use 
in this way and therefore comparative results are not available*
6.3 RESULTS FROM A DRAWING SITUATION
Applying the recognizer to an actual drawing situation as shown in Fig 1.1, 
the system results in a drawing containing a set of dimension lines and 
texts as depicted in Fig. 6.4. A profile has been superimposed on the set 
of dimensioning lines and texts for a clearer perspective of what the 
dimensions represent. This profile is drawn in short dashed lines to 
differentiate it from the dimension lines and text drawn on the tablet. The 
character recognizer also generates as output a list of dimensional 
information as given in Table 6.3 which is further explained below.
The list of Table 6.3 begins with a series of eight "CENTRE-PT" with x and 
y coordinate positions shown in the third and fourth columns respectively. 
These eight "CENTRE-PT" correspond to the eight arc centres in the drawing. 
Each "CENTRE-PT" is defined by a set of coordinate pair on the tablet's 
surface. This is illustrated in Fig 6.5,
In Table 6.3, an "ANGLE" dimension follows the eight "CENTRE-PT". In order 
to facilitate the discussion on "ANGLE" here, an extract of the relevant 
portions on Table 6.3 has been included in Fig 6.6.
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The profile (in short dash lines) has been superimposed on the 
set of dimensioning lines and text to give a better picture of 
what the various dimension lines qualify.
It can be seen from the over-writing, for example, in "R" of 
"R12" in the drawing that the recognizer failed to recognize 
"R" the first time round and a re-entry had to be made.
FIGURE 6.4 AN ACTUAL DRAWING EXAMPLE FROM A SESSION 
ON THE CHARACTER RECOGNIZER
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++++++ LPRINT OF dimensional info deduced from character recooniser
D IM TYPE NO. OF CO-ORD CO-ORD CO-ORD CO-ORD
CENTRE-PT 1 1 0 9 4 5 4413 0 0
CENTRE-PT 1 1 1071 5146 0 0
CENTRE-PT i 11(509 5545 0 0
CENTRE-PT 1 122(59 5909 0 0
CENTRE-PT 1 1 2 9 3 4 5244 0 0
CENTRE-PT I 137 4 0 5866 0 0
CENTRE-PT 1 14091 5 193 0 0
CENTRE-PT 1 1 2 9 3 4 4270 0 0
ANGLE 2 14181 4922 14131 4 1 6 7
0 1389(5 4437 14731 4151
é 1 142(5 <5 4471 0 0
8 1 14471 4486 0 0
VER-DIM 2 10110 4412 1 0 2 7 9 4 2 2 9
0 1 0 7 9 9 4435 10284 4231
I 1 981 9 4300 0 0
8 1 997 0 4306 0 0
VER-DIM 2 1 4 2 8 2 5195 1 0 7 6 8 4 1 6 7
0 1 5 0 7 8 5196 1 5 0 2 8 4 1 3 9
4 1 1497(5 4717 0 06 1 1 5 1 4 2 4 69 5 0 0
VER-DIM 2 1 1 9 6 6 4291 12401 4 13 4
0 1 2 7 6 7 4239 12404 4 1 3 3
5 I 1 2 1 7 9 4169 0 0
HOR-DIM 2 1 0 6 4 6 786 3 1 4 0 6 6 7 8 1 9
0 1 0 5 6 4 4 489 1 4 0 6 5 5 2 9 6
1 1 1 2 1 3 4 785 2 0 05 1 1 2 2 9 9 7855 0 0
8 1 1 2 5 0 9 7 845 0 0
HOR-DIM 2 1 0 6 4 2 7424 1 3 7 8 3 7 354
0 1 0 5 6 4 4520 137 2 9 6 0 0 9
I 1 12101 7329 0 0
3 1 1 22 7 9 7322 0 0
5 1 1 2 5 1 4 7 329 0 e
HOR-DIM 2 1 0 6 4 9 6957 1 2 9 1 6 6 8 6 90 1 05 5 6 4588 1 29 2 9 5 40 71 1 1 1 6 2 2 6846 0 0e 1 1 1 7 8 6 6845 0 0
8 1 1 1 99 3 6833 0 0
HOR-DIM 2 1 0 6 2 8 6433 12269 641 1
0 105 9 0 4614 1 2 2 6 9 5 9 9 6
7 1 11441 6360 0 0
8 1 1 1 5 8 4 6382 0 0HOR-DIM 2 1 06 0 4 5574 110 6 4 556 4
0 1 0 5 6 2 4625 1 1 0 6 3 5 5 4 3
2 1 107 7 0 5590 0 0
0 I 10921 5582 0 0
HOR-DIM 2 106 0 0 4107 1 2 9 1 6 4 0 9 8
0 1 0 5 7 7 3806 12934 3 0 2 31 1 11601 3314 0 0
8 1 1 1 7 7 7 3 29 7 0 0
0 1 1 1 9 5 4 3277 0 0
RAD-R 1 1 4 6 1 7 5709 0 0
1 I 14750 5739 0 0
8 I 1 4 9 1 7 571 3 0 0
RLINE 1 14341 5356 1 4 5 3 9 5 5 4 2
RAD-R I 1 3 1 3 3 4818 0 02 1 1 3 3 1 6 4807 0 03 1 1 3 4 6 6 4815 0 0
RLINE 1 1 3 5 1 3 5278 1 3 3 0 6 4 9 9 2
RAD-R 1 1 3 1 7 0 6370 0 0
2 1 1 3 3 3 3 6378 0 0
2 1 1 3 4 8 5 6381 0 0
RLINE 1 1 3 1 4 2 5919 13231 6 2 0 2
RAD-R 1 1 2 1 0 9 4976 0 0
2 1 1 2 2 6 9 5002 0 0
0 1 1 2 4 3 6 4989 0 0
RLINE 1 1 2 1 9 7 5203 12220 5410
RAD-R 1 1 0 8 0 5 5984 0 0
1 t 1 0 9 3 2 6012 0 0
2 I 1 1 1 0 2 6000 0 0
RLINE I 1 1 3 1 3 5722 1 10 1 6 5 8 9 9
RAD-R 1 1 1 7 1 4 4542 0 0
1 1 1 1 8 6 2 4550 0 0
7 1 1 2 0 3 6 453 3 0 0
RLINE 1 1 1 5 1 6 4 65 8 1 1 3 2 3 4 83 8
RAD-R 1 9 8 5 5 5121 0 0
1 1 9 9 6 8 5 16 8 0 0
5 1 1 0 1 4 2 5161 0 0
RLINE 1 1 0 5 2 6 4874 10241 5 1 0 7
TABLE 6.3 DIMENSIONAL INFORMATION FILE FOR THE DIMENSION 
LINES AND TEXT OF FIGURE 6.4
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- centre-point positions of arcs (as hand-drawn)
~ profile lines which are included to give a better picture 
of where the centre-points are in relation to the profile
The pair of numbers against each "-j-" are the coordinate positions of 
the centre-points as captured by the character / symbol recognizer.
The coordinates are from Table 6.3.
FIGURE 6.5 ILLUSTRATION OF THE "CENTRE-PT" POSITIONS 
FROM THE CHARACTER RECOGNIZER
DIMENSION NO.' OF X Y X Y
TYPE SETS CO-ORD CO-ORD CO-ORD CO-ORD
ANGLE 2 14181 4922 14131 4167
13896 4437 14731 4151
6 1 14266 4471 0 0
0 I 14471 4486 0 0
FIGURE 6.6: EXTRACT OF THE FIRST "ANGLE" DIMENSION IN TABLE 6.3
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with reference to Fig 6.6, the number 2 on the second column refers to the 
fact that the "ANGLE" dimension type is defined by two sets of coordinate 
pairs. The first set is the pair of points (14181,4922) and (13896,4437). 
The second pair of points is (14131,4167) and (14731,4151). Beneath the 
"ANGLE" are the numerals "6" and beneath the "6" is a "0". These numerals 
taken together as 60 give the size of the angle. As the unit of angular 
measure is expressed as degrees, the magnitude of the angle is 60 degrees. 
Fig 6.7 gives a close-up of the right portion of Fig 6.4, showing the 
location of these two sets of coordinate pairs. The first set of 
coordinate pairs (14181,4922) and (13896,4437) defines the line parallel and 
close to the line on the profile which is to be at 60 degrees to a datum.
FIGURE 6.7 A CLOSE-UP VIEW ILLUSTRATING
THE PARAMETERS FOR "ANGLE"
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The second set of coordinate pairs, (14131,4167) and (14731,4151), defines 
the datum which this angle of 60 degrees is measured from and is always 
parallel to either the horizontal or vertical axis. The set of coordinates 
(14266,4471) and (14471,4486) indicates the position where the "6" and "0" 
are written respectively.
Each "HOR-DIM" and "VER-DIM" in Table 6.3 is qualified by a size indicated 
by numerals beneath the "VER-DIM" entry. In order to facilitate discussion, 
rows 13 - 16 in Table 6,3 have been reproduced in Fig 6.8.
DIMENSION NO, OF X Y X Y
TYPE SETS CO-ORD CO-ORD CO-ORD CO-ORD
VER-DIM 2 10110 4412 10278 4229
0 10799 4435 10284 42311 1 9819 4300 0 0
0 1 9970 4306 0 0
FIGURE 6.8 : EXTRACT FROM THE FIRST "VER-DIM" IN TABLÎ
The "VER-DIM" referred to has a size of 10 drawing units (the first column 
read downwards). The vertical dimension is defined by two sets of
coordinate pairs (10110, 4412) and (10799,4435), and (10278,4229) and
(10284,4231). These coordinate pairs are illustrated in Fig 6.9 by a close- 
up of the left side of Fig 6.6. The coordinates (9819,4300) and (9970,4306) 
are the positions of "1" and "0".
Each "RAD-R" is followed by a size as well as a leader line whose extents 
are defined by two pairs of x and y coordinates in columns 3 to 6 of the 
same row as "RLXNE". This is illustrated in Fig 6,10 and 6.11 which show an 
extract of the first appearance of "RAD-R" in Table 6.3 and the close-up
view of the right side of Fig 6.4 respectively.
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( 10264 , 4231 )
FIGURE 6.9 A CLOSE-UP VIEW ILLUSTRATING 
THE PARAMETERS FOR "VER-DIM"
R 4
/» < I4-S3?J SSVO
/
//
//
FIGURE 6.11 A CLOSE-UP VIEW ILLUSTRATING
THE PARAMETERS FOR "RAD-R"
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DIMENSION NO. OF X Y X Y
TYPE SETS CO-ORD CO-ORD CO-ORD CO-ORD
RAD-R 1 14617 5709 0 G
1 1 14750 5739 0 0
0 1 14917 5713 0 0
RLINE 1 14341 5356 14539 5542
FIGURE 6.10: EXTRACT OF THE FIRST "RAD-R" IN TABLE 6.3
Reading downwards, the left column entries in Fig 6.10 represent an arc
having a size of 10 drawing units. The particular arc is indicated by the
radius leader line. Referring to Fig 6.11, the coordinates (14617,5709),
(14750, 5739) and (14917,5713) are the positions of the characters "R", "1"
and "0" on the drawing, respectively. The terminal points of the radius
leader line in this case is given by (14341,5356) and (14539,5542).
Summarizing Table 6.3, there are eight "CENTRE-PT" followed by an "ANGLE" of 
60 degrees, two "VER-DIM" of size 10 and 46 units, six "HOR-DIM" of sizes
150, 135, 100, 70, 20, and 100 drawing units respectively and seven "RAD-R"
of sizes 10, 23, 22, 20, 12, 17, and 15 drawing units respectively. Fig
6.12 shows a sample of the variation in size and style of characters that
the system has successfully recognised. The figure also shows the actual 
size of characters showing the flexibility of the recognizer.
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NOTE THE SIZES AND STYLES SUPPORTED
FIGURE 6.12 SAMPLES OF RECOGNIZED SYMBOLS 
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6.4 FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS
The performance of the present system can, however, be further improved in 
the following manner:
(a) the fine tuning of the existing algorithm to handle "9" more 
efficiently.
(b) the . design of transformation and rewriting rules for the 
characters with straight strokes, i.e. 1,4, and 7.
(c) tests for "6" has to be made more stringent to prevent it's mis- 
recognition as "9".
The "ANGLE" symbol has not been presently fully implemented. The present 
version relies on an explicit signal from the user through selecting a 
command area on the right of the tablet before drawing the symbol. (Refer to 
Appendix 2.1 for a layout of the tablet's surface). A technique of 
incorporating this symbol into the character recognizer itself can be 
designed.
In the longer term, the improvements may include:
(a) the use of host computer with a hard disk,
(b) the purchase of a hardware mathematics co-processor (INTEL 8087) 
to increase processing speed,
(c) rewriting of the recognition algorithm in assembler code,
(d) the use of classification methods to direct the program through 
the appropriate tests, (rather than have the program run through 
all the tests in turn), and
(e) the coding of more character models into the existing character 
set «
The first three recommendations will reduce the time taken for recognition
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of each character. In addition to the coding of the recognition algorithm in 
assembler code, the coding of the digitizing software in assembler will also 
enable the data acquisition phase to be interupt driven hence allowing 
processing to continue simultaneously as the dimensioning. The mathematics 
co-processor will speed up the calculation of vector directions and the
numerous mathematics-based checks in the auxiliary tests. The classification 
methods may include the use of the direction of the start stroke to guide 
the testing through only the appropriate tests.
The field testing of the recognizer is not presently conducted as it will be 
more appropriately done after more character models have been included.
6.5 SUMMARY
It has been shown that the design is able to cope with the functional 
requirements of an engineering draughting-based character set, consisting 
specifically of the numerals, the letter "R", the special symbols of "HOR- 
DIM" and "VER-DIM" (which can be very distorted renderings of the symbol "H" 
and "I" varying tremendously in size) and of "RLINE" (which is basically 
irregular in direction and which has a very short code-string).
Through the use of the transformation and rewriting technique of syntactic 
pattern recognition, the sequence of directional codes are effectively 
interpreted. This together with auxiliary tests, give a very robust
recognizer. While the software prototype here has shown that the method
caters adequately for a small character set of mainly the numerals, the
work of Ito and Chui [17] has shown that the same technique can be
successfully applied to the design of the letters of the English alphabet. 
It seems therefore that the technique can be successfully adopted in the
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next developmental phase of the design when a larger character set can be 
implemented.
The character recognizer has also made available outputs in the form of a 
file containing the name of the dimensions with their associated positional 
information. This file can be used by a software package to be developed 
later to associate the dimensions with the elements of the profile (ie. 
lines and arcs), thus giving a precise description of the profile.
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Chapter 7
DISCUSSION & RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER WORK
The last three chapters have outlined a symbol recognizer which generates a 
file of information from hand-written inputs of dimensioning lines, text and 
symbols. This file r: contains vital information concerning the
general and specific positional information regarding the symbols as defined 
in Table 5.1. This chapter introduces and discusses the approach taken to 
modify the segments extracted in chapter 3 to define a precise shape by the 
use of dimensioning information through an approach termed "dimension- 
driving". The chapter ends with summarizing comments regarding the work.
7.1 EVALUATION OF THE IMPLEMENTED SYSTEM
In Chapters 2 and 3, it has been shown how a continuous list of segments 
consisting of straight lines and arcs can be obtained from a profile which 
has been digitized in a flexible manner akin to draughting at the drawing 
board. Sections 3.7 and 3.8 have shown several short-comings of the profile 
analysis package summarized as follows:
Problem 1 - The package very often presents an arc as several arcs of 
shorter extents with/without short straight lines.
Problem 2 - The package often misses small fillet radii in the profile and 
treats them as short straight line segments.
Problem 3 - The package is often unable to determine corner points and end 
points of segments precisely.
Problem 4 - The package often fails to detect shallow arcs especially 
when there is a smooth transition from a line tangentially
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into a shallow arc, or vice versa.
The causes of these problems are extremely complex, arising from a 
combination of factors including the following:
(a) the manner of drawing by the hand (affected by factors relating to
the psychomotor activities of the hand. These factors include those
relating to health (like arthritis), physical condition of the body 
(like tiredness), and talents (like artistic ability);
(b) factors pertaining to the writing device (including switch-latency 
problems during digitization of the profile) and writing surface 
(type of surface, quality of paper written on);
(c) the discrete digitization (i.e. the analogue values are quantized
thereby introducing rounding errors) and resolution of the tablet;
(d) the speed of sampling of the tablet regarding the movement of the
tip of the stylus pen and the designer's drawing speed;
(e) the algorithm used in the profile analysis program & the setting of
the different constants within the program.
The interaction of these factors make the isolation and measurement of the 
effect .of some components of the problem intractable for the present. It is 
therefore necesary to look for a solution in a different direction bearing 
in mind that any break-through in understanding of the above factors may 
contribute further to a total solution.
7.2 DIRECTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
In the light of these problems, the file resulting from the profile analysis 
software cannot be used as an absolute foundation point to work from. On the 
other hand, the other file generated in the drawing process, i.e. the
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dimensional information file, provides a comparatively reliable source of 
information containing not just numerical size definitions on the various 
lengths, heights, angles between lines and arc directions, but also, the 
information on where these dimensions effectively act. The approach 
recommended here is to use the dimensional information file (an example of 
which is Table 6.3) as a basis for operations to enhance the description of 
the profile deduced so far. This established basis is the first principle in 
the design of the association software, i.e. of the design for the compiler. 
(See the key overview diagram of the work here in Fig 1.3 for the first 
reference to the compiler).
Applying this basic principle, we next discuss the kinds of information that 
can be deduced from the various entries in the dimensional information file 
obtained from the character recognizer. The details on implementing the 
additional information are not strictly given as the present study of the
design of the compiler has not come to that stage of maturity. The thrust
in the present discussion is to emphasise how more information can be 
deduced from the dimensional information file of chapter 6 and recommends
that these be used as a basis for further work.
7.2.1 ADDITIONAL INFORMATION FROM "CENTRE-PT"
With reference to Table 6.3, the first eight items of the dimensional 
information file present eight "CENTRE-PT"s, each defined by a pair of x and 
y coordinates. It appeared that both the number of the "CENTRE-PT" as well 
as the positions of the "CENTRE-PT"s as determined by the character 
recognizer can be useful in solving Problem 1 on arcs. This number of 
"CENTRE-PT"s is equivalent to the correct number of arcs in the original
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drawing, provided the designer followed the instructions of digitizing every 
arc centre-point into the recognizer. The location of the "CENTRE-PT"s
(though only an approximate position) can provide a preliminary point of
reference against which the centre-points deduced by the profile analysis
can be studied. Where a profile comprises an arc flowing into another arc
with a different sign, the point of intersection between the line joining
the two arc centres and the profile may also provide information concerning
where one arc ends and the other begins.
7.2,2 ADDITIONAL INFORMATION THROUGH "RAD-R" AND "RLINE"
Each "RAD-R" in the dimensional information file always correspond to an
arc segment in the original drawing. The numeric value following "RAD-R"
gives size information about the corresponding arcs. The numeric value 
following "R" therefore enables a rough conversion factor between the actual 
size of workpiece and the tablet distance to be calculated,(This far, all 
the X and y coordinates and distances encountered in the thesis have been in 
terras of the digitizer tablet units).
The "RLINE" item that appears with every "RAD-R" provides information 
regarding which arc a particular "RAD-R" qualifies since the two pairs of 
points defining the extents of the leader line are given with every "RLINE". 
One end of this leader line points at the text information, e.g. "RIO", 
"R17", while the other end points to the arc that the radial dimension 
qualifies. Another use of "RAD-R" and its corresponding "RLINE" is that 
where the profile analysis package totally misses an arc (e.g. of a shallow 
nature or large radius), the size and positional information contained by 
"RAD-R" and "RLINE" can be used to reinstate the presence of an arc of the 
appropriate size in the respective position on the profile.
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7.2.3 ADDITIONAL INFORMATION FROM "VER-DIM" AND "HOR-DIM"
The horizontal and vertical dimensions indicate the distance between two
positions. These positions may be the centre-points of an arc, corner
points, inflexion points of an arc, end-nodes of a segment, datums and 
special positions (where the witness lines are in line with a horizontal or 
vertical straight section on the profile). Very often, in hand-drawn 
diagrams, these positions are in fact parallel zonal lines set at a certain 
distance apart as illustrated in Fig, A1.2 in Appendix 1.2.
7.2.4 BREAKDOWN OF TASKS FOR THE COMPILER
Based on the additional information which the dimensional information file 
offers, it should be possible to design a system that will systematically 
and interactively generate a data-base holding the geometry description 
file. This process by which the data-base is generated is labelled 
"dimension-driving" which is a generic term for the process of synthesis 
employed by the compiler software package to drive the continuous list of 
segments of a profile to an exact description using the dimensional 
information file from Chapter 6. The term also captures the active role
dimensions have in the process. It may be argued that the use of the
character recognizer to obtain the dimensional information file is in fact a 
preliminary part of this process of "dimension-driving" since without the 
recognizer, the dimensional information file would not have become 
available. Or the converse, the capturing of dimensional information would 
also have been useless if not for the intention of associating them with the 
profile segments.
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thatIt is envisaged^the tasks performed by the "dimensioning-driving" package 
will consist of two related parts. These are:
Task 1) direct association of dimensions with profile segments 
Task 2) knowledge-based association*
Task 1)
This refers to those operations where the positional information of items in 
the dimensional information file are associated to corner points, centre- 
points, etc. via a direct search and associate routine. This is illustrated 
by Fig 7.1 which shows a dimensioned drawing where for the sake of clarity, 
the dimensions are indicated in continuous lines to distinguish them from 
the profile outline which is in long dashed lines. The direct association 
operation is illustrated using the lowest dimension in the sketch of Fig 
7.1. The end-point of each of these lines that is nearest the main bulk of 
the drawing is deduced from the dimensional informational file. The 
respective points for the case in point are E and G, Centred on these two 
points, search routines are directed upwards to detect the following prople
a) the end-points of a segment / centre-point of an arc
b) corner points
c) inflexion points of curves,
depending on which is encountered first.
In this case, the search based on point E will discover a corner A. 
Similarly, the search based on point G will return the corner B,
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AB, the segment under 
consideration
direction of search 
upwards from E finds 
point A on the 
profile
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direction of search 
upwards from G finds 
point B on the 
profile
EFGH, the dimensioning symbol 
under consideration
KEY: Points (or nodes) on the profileEach node is marked by capital letters.
O  Points on the extremities of a dimensioning symbol
Arc centre-points 
^  Profile line
Dimensioning line
FIGURE 7.1 ILLUSTRATION OF THE ASSOCIATION OF
DIMENSIONS WITH PROFILE SEGMENTS
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The program now associates this feature AB with the horizontal length of 60 
units. This association merely succeeds in determining that the two points A 
and B are at a horizontal distance of 60 units apart. It is insufficient, 
though, to conclude that AB is a straight horizontal line. The determining 
of AB as a straight horizontal line is left to the knowledge-based 
associations which are next discussed.
Task 2
The second task of the compiler refers to the indirect associations which 
requires more knowledge of the drawing situation than the local situation 
can provide. This knowledge comes from observations of how designers
interpret drawings in relation to drawing standards and from other factors, 
some of which are given in Appendix 1,2. For. example, continuing from the 
example in Fig 7.1, in order to establish that AB is a single straight line, 
the program can try and determine if there are dimensions suggesting
otherwise. If there are no dimensions suggesting that the line AB is on an 
incline, for example, the program can then increase the weighting in favour 
of the decision that line AB is a straight horizontal line of length 60 
units. This weighting is further strengthened when it can be determined with 
certainty that there are no other dimension lines that can be associated 
with any point or points between A and B. This new knowledge about the 
situation is registered in the new data-base and will be used by the rest of 
the program to make further deductions unless a later query questions the 
validity of this conclusion/ decision.
The complete design of the compiler for achieving the two types of
associations of dimensions with the segments are not completely clear at 
this present moment. However, it does seem that the kind of inference
demanded by the system to perform the tasks mentioned is a kind that can
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lend itself to the solution by an intelligent knowledge-based system.
7.3 FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS
The discussion has so far centred on the possible design of the compiler. 
This section summarises the areas in the implemented software packages where 
improvements can be made.
a) Profile Acquisition Program
The utility for erasing the last stroke digitized is greatly missed and can 
mean that the whole profile has to be digitized from scratch should an 
erroneous entry be made. It should therefore be in high priority on the 
"improvements' list. An automatic facility where overlong lines can be 
trimmed till they are just intersecting is also desirable. At the moment, 
the program has no logic to deal with "T" and cross junctions. There is 
certainly scope for a package which allows the digitizing of a drawing 
containing more than a continuous profile. Optimization of the program codes 
for a faster through-put is another area for improvements.
b) Prof ile Analysis Program
The main area of work is seen as the study of the interplay of the various
preset variables of k , TOLRC, RCMAX%, RCMIN%, PER, EMAXVAL and NORMAX on
0
the acquired data.
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c) Character Recognition Program
The fine tuning of the existing algorithm to handle ”9' 
efficiently, the implementation of "ANGLE", the design of more character 
models into the system in order to accept more handwriting styles and the 
optimization of the program codes are the four main areas where improvements 
are welcome.
7.4 IMPLICATIONS OF THE PRESENT WORK
Shape description has always been an important part of mechanical 
engineering design. Practically before any component can be manufactured on 
a computer-aided design system, it's shape has to be fed into the computer
system. Therefore any machining process, be it laser cutting, milling,
turning, flame-cutting, has as it's initial phase a shape description or 
shape definition section. At the moment, this input shape description phase 
is primitive employing laborious line by line and arc by arc generation 
methods where each line and arc has to be precisely placed. In this respect, 
man-machine input designers have been attracted by sketch methods because of
their inherent flexibility. However, the disadvantages of the sketch system
also lies in this same area of its impreciseness as a result of the inherent 
flexibility. As a result, in a discipline as mechanical engineering where 
components have to be described precisely, sketch systems have been of very 
limited use. This limitation is bridged here by the method of "dimension- 
driving" where a segment can be driven to it's exact extent and direction 
through the intelligent use of the dimensions. The concepts presented 
therefore adds an important dimension to the repertoire of sketch tools 
available and will hopefully encourage more research into the use of sketch 
systems in the shape description stage of the current computer-aided design
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systems «
Perhaps the greatest benefit of the method of obtaining precise geometry 
presented here lies in the departure of the proposed method from the demands 
associated with current CAD input methods which heavily depends on the 
designer's ability to learn, remember and recall the commands to be
invoked. The present method requires little knowledge of command syntaxes 
and protocols and does not require the designer to switch between input 
devices to achieve the input.
As a concept, "dimension-driving" has other applications. In the field of 
automated interpretation of camera-captured engineering drawings, the 
successful design of the compiler is certain to provide new ideas in the 
area of the association of the graphic (i.e. line and arc segments) and non­
graphic (i.e. text and dimensions) entities. Fig 7.2 summarises this with a 
diagram illustrating how the data from a camera captured system can be
directed into the present system. This will be, in time, a natural 
progression and extension of the present work.
The possibility of "dimension-driving" to obtain precise values also has 
further implications in that no longer is the precision of the data captured
dependent on the resolution of the digitizer tablet or camera used for the
capture. A low-cost data capture system can therefore be used to obtain high 
quality data.
Further advantages will accrue if the proposed system is incorporated as a 
module into existing CAD design and modelling systems presently running on 
micro to mini-computers. The economic incentives arising from such modular 
design of the proposed should be sufficient to prompt more research in this
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direction.
Further work could study how machining specifications alongside the profile 
can be captured by the symbol recognizer in addition to the present study of 
capturing dimensions of the profile. The captured machining information can 
then be used towards generating machining instructions for the production of 
the component.
7.5 SUMMARY OF THE WORK
What has been attempted here is a fresh look at computer-aided design where 
with a traditional drawing office draughting approach, a computer data-base 
in terms of the geometry informational file regarding the component's 
precise profile can be created from a freehand drawing of the profile with 
it's defining dimensions. The freehand notion eliminates the tedium of the 
traditional draughting practice. In the implementation, the free-hand
drawing of the profile is further made more flexible by a facility whereby
the profile can be entered into the computer in any combination of stroke 
sequence. The use of a digitizer tablet in place of the drawing board allows 
data in terms of a list of coordinate points of the profile to be captured 
and stored in the computer's memory.
This list of coordinates is next processed by a profile analysis algorithm 
to yield a continuous list of arcs and straight line segments, giving a 
topological record of the profile in terns of arcs and straight lines. 
However, at it's very best, the segments derived by the profile analysis 
software will remain imprecise unless the information locked within the
corresponding dimensions (text and dimensioning lines) can be made
available. A symbol recognizer is therefore designed to capture the
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dimensions. An extraordinary feature regarding the design of the implemented 
symbol recognizer is that in addition to capturing handwritten characters 
like "R" (for radius prefix), the numerals "0" to "9" and the size varying 
and often distorted special symbols like "H" and "I" (for the horizontal and 
vertical dimensioning symbol), the recognizer will also present specific as 
well as general information regarding the position of the symbol scribed in 
relation to the profile outline (Table 5.1). Through capturing a set of 
dimensioning symbols and recording their effective positions on the drawing 
in relation to the profile segments, the topological record stands in a good 
position to be gradually enhanced to give the precise geometry information 
file. The working out of the details on the use of the dimensional 
information file to "dimension-drive" the profile segments to their precise 
extents and positions is strongly recommended as a valid area of future 
research.
The author envisages that the proposed tool, when more fully developed, can 
be incorporated as a module alongside existing CAE modules so as to give 
designers an additional input option.
Further contributions of the success of this work can be seen in the area of 
sketch input research and in the field of the automatic interpretation of 
engineering drawings.
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A P P E N D I C E S
The Appendices are numbered to enable cross- 
reference to the Chapters, e.g. Appendix 1 
relates to Chapter 1. The exception is 
Appendix 4 which contains the procedures 
for using the three software packages from 
Chapters 2, 3 and 6.
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APPENDIX 1.1
EXAMPLE OF A COMMAND SEQUENCE FOR GENERATING FIG 1.1
150 56C150 46R-10 RTN 
B-30 RTN 
K
GYOB-120
RA30X100Y5
TClOO 5R-32.801 (Remarks: OBTAINED BY 132.801 - 100)
K4
RA-30X100Y5 
TO 0
TC15 lOR-15
BC20 42R17?Y (Remarks: hold Y dimension & radius during blend, adjust X)
10 50 (Remarks: DUMMY END FOR CIRCLE SELECT 'A^)
K
RVl
K
BC135 75R-23TY 
BClOO 45R22?Y 
BC70 75R-207Y
FR12C20 41.6069R-17 (Remarks: 41.6069 IS 'XI' VALUE)
'X3' 'Y3"
KT2
(Remarks: END OF COMMAND SEQUENCE)
For the convenience of the reader, Fig 1.1 is reproduced below as Fig Al.l.
Each line above represents a complete command which is submitted to the 
computer system by pressing the <RETURN> key. The computer executes the 
command after which the next line of commands may be keyed in.
150
135
100
70 22 R
12R
10 R20
+  -20 R
15 R 23 R
17 R .60"in-  +Q
1 0 0
FIGURE Al.l 
PROFILE WITH MANY 
ARC TO ARC BLENDS
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THE GEOMETRY DESCRIPTION FILE CREATED BY THE ABOVE COMMAND SEQUENCE IS 
FOLLOWS :
AS
3/NO DESCRIPTION X COORD. Y COORD. ARC RAD.
1 17.34375 24.81576
2 ARC 15.0 10.0 15.0
3 0.0 10.0
4 0.0 0.0
5 90.81539 -26.48886
6 ARC 100.0 5.0 32.801
7 128.4065 -11.4005
8 158.66025 41.0
9 ARC 150.0 46.0 10.0
10 145.45455 54.90724
11 ARC 135.0 75.39388 -23.0
12 117,11111 60,93747
13 ARC 100.0 47.10961 22.0
14 84.28571 62.5064
15 ARC 70.0 76.50349 -20.0
16 53.92684 64.60167
17 ARC 44.28294 57.46057 12.0
18 34.23483 50.90043
19 ARC 20.0 41.6069 -17.0
20 17.34375 24.81576
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APPENDIX 1.2
POSSIBLE KNOWLEDGE USED BY DESIGNER IN HUMAN PROCESSING OF DRAWINGS
1
This Appendix lists some of the likely "knowledge" that a designer applies 
for understanding an engineering drawing.
the pictorial language of cartesian and polar geometry. Within this, there 
are the concepts of datums, perpendicularity, properties of lines, arcs, 
quadrants, angles, parallel lines, etc;
the adoption ' of drawing standards which lay down the manner in which 
drawings ought to be presented and which gives meaning to the accepted 
symbols for radial, diametral and angular representations, dimensioning 
lines and text (abbreviated or otherwise), etc;
the concept that a dimension actually marks out a zonal set of line- 
regions as opposed to a point to point relationship (see Fig A1.2);
the concept of explicit naming or labelling to register corners, centres, 
etc as important locations;
the dynamic association of basic primitives like datums, points, centres 
to other primitives. Addition and subtraction within the sizes (both 
linear and polar) represented by these system of primitives makes this 
ability of association extremely powerful;
the ability to make assumptions concerning unspecified size of angles and 
perpendicularity. These assumptions are confirmed or disproved in the
1 "Knowledge" is defined as the cognitive resources used by a designer in 
order to create a design; the rules which embody those resources in a 
knowledge-base.
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course of the tour round the geometric circuit;
- the ability to backtrack or examine part or whole of the circuit in 
reverse order, or the ability to start from any point without losing track 
of what has already been deduced;
- the concept of sequence and line following.
It does appear that there is a set of simple rules which fires automatically 
in some serial or parallel fashion to give the geometric description file. 
Exactly what may be the whole set of "production rules" is, however, 
uncertain.
}C
joaal lifUA
 ^Jouai Unn^
THE DIMENSION "120" IN THE SKETCH ACTUALLY 
AFFECTS MORE THAN JUST POINTS 1 AND 4. THE 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN POINTS 5 AND 10 ARE 
LIKEWISE "120" UNITS APART. THERE IS A GOOD 
POSSIBILITY THAT THE MIND THINKS OF "ZONAL" 
LINES FOR DIMENSIONS.
FIGURE A1.2 ZONAL REGIONS DEFINED BY DIMENSION LINES
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APPENDIX 1.3
AN ABSTRACT OF SOME OF THE BASIC RESEARCH AT M.I.T. ON SKETCH RECOGNITION IN 
ARCHITECTURE.
Among one of the initial programs on sketch recognition written at M.I.T. is 
HUNCH. HUNCH tries to take into account aspects like the speed of drawing, 
pressure upon the pen, and the crookedness of lines. This is for the purpose 
of making those transformations necessary to pass from a drawing that is 
meaningful to the user (Fig A1.3) to an interpretation (Fig A1.4) which is 
both manageable by the machine and appropriate for first approximations, 
guesses and extrapolation.
H■
FIGURE A1.3 FIGURE A1.4
One of the tools for making the transformation is a program for handling 
overtracings, i.e. the sketching technique of using several lines for one. 
Overtracing is illustrated in Fig A1.5. The tool aims at reducing the 
quantity of data by making inferences about the user's intentions, turning
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several lines into one line. (See Fig A1.6), The program must distinguish 
between two carefully drawn parallel lines and one wide, overtraced line. 
The amount and style of overtracing may serve as a measure of a particular 
user's attitude towards the design with heavy overtracing indicating 
emphasis or reinforcement of selected areas.
FIGURE A1.5
A SKETCH CONSISTING 
OF OVER-TRACINGS 
OF LINES
FIGURE A1.6 
THE SAME SKETCH 
AFTER PROCESSING
A collection of other tools for processing of hand-drawings can be found in 
Herot [12]. They include those for latching and for correcting an 
approximately straight line into a straight line. Inference from line 
drawings, for instance deducing the third dimension of perspective drawings 
of blocks was also reported in Herot [12].
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APPENDIX 1.4
EXTRACT OF HOSAKA AND KIMÜRA'S WORK ON HAND-DRAWING INPUT SYSTEM
This Appendix is extracted from Hosaka and Kimura"s work in [13, 14] and 
features a) the designing of elementary bodies which can subsequently be 
used towards b) the creation of an internal computer model of an object,
a) Generation of The Elementary Bodies
When generating basic elementary objects from arcs and lines, a set of 
"function figures" attached to the digitizer tablet is used to create the 
planar shape of the object. An example of a "function figure" is given in 
Fig Al,7. The appropriate point on the function figure is selected with the 
pen and the length of the line or size of angle is handwritten near the line 
or arc element. This process is repeated till all the lines and arcs that 
make up the profile has been submitted. It seems that this procedure for 
defining new shapes utilizing the function figure is similar to that 
employed by many current CAD systems where options on a tablet menu can be 
selected. Once the shape is defined, it can then be given a depth thereby 
generating an engineering object or body.
P
V L
H L
P : p o in t
L : l i n e
VL : v e r t i c a l  l i n e  
HL : h o r i z o n t a l  l i n e  
C : c i r c l e  "  ‘
A : a n g le
D : d i r e c t io n
LN : le n g th  o f  a l i n e  
segm ent 
T : ta n g e n c y
FIGURE A1.7 FUNCTION FIGURE FOR GENERATING A 
TWO-AND-A-HALF DIMENSIONED BODY
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This defined body can then be moved, subjected to drilling and cutting 
operations and binary operations such as set union, difference and
intersection. Once the body has been defined, it may be stored for
subsequent use.
The next part of the Appendix shows Hosaka and Kimura's work where an object 
is formed through the union of two primitive objects of a block and a 
cylinder. The resultant object is then cut.
b) The Creation of An Internal Computer Model
As an example of model construction using a hand-written drawing (Fig A1.8), 
assume that an engineer wants to make an internal object whose external 
pictures are sho^ra in Fig A1.9. He may imagine his construction process as 
follows: a cube and an obliquely positioned cylinder are combined to produce 
the object shown in Fig Al,9a; it is then cut by a plane into the two pieces 
shown in Fig A1.9b. The corresponding input drawing is shown in Fig A1.8,
INPUT PROCESS. The input process consists of three phases: sheet
preparation, object definition, and display.
Sheet Preparation The first phase consist of four steps:
(1) A sheet of paper is put on a tablet surface, and the name of the sheet
is written in the upper left-hand corner.
(2) The sheet is divided into four sectors by drawing a vertical and a 
horizontal line.
(3) Coordinate directions and their origin points are defined in each
sector by drawing arrows with axis names and the origin mark 0 .  This
constitutes a default coordinate system named 1^.
(4) In the upper right sector, two tables are prepared for definition of
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Sh*o t najkc
CXAMPLE
Rotation angles which define 
coordinateayste* T1 Normal of the cutting plane
CODE NAME Coord  cope NAM  ^ x X Z,
p A
c 6 Tl
@ C
f t P T k t
kj Tl 5t
F
© D
E
R T l i Z
•
(1^: d e f a u l t  s p a c e  
c o o r d i n a t e )
O r i g i n  o f  c o o r d i n a t e  
s y s t e m s  it) a n d  T l
C o o r d i n a t e  s y s t e m
PIGÜRE Al,8 AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXÂÎÎPLE OF THE DRAWING INPUT PROCEDURE
FIGURE A1.9 OUTPUT DISPLAY OF THE OBJECTS DEFINED IN 
FIGURE A1.8; (a) OBJECT C; (b) OBJECT D 
and E GENERATED BY CUTTING OBJECT C
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geometric entities and coordinates.
Object Definition.Four processes constitute the second phase,
(1) A block is generated. It is registered in the first entry of the 
geometric entity table by writing the primitive's category symbol P, 
its name A, and the coordinate system T^, (Each primitive body has its 
own coordinate system attached to it. This writing action means that
the primitive body's coordinate system should coincide with the
coordinate system TlSt.)
(2) A coordinate system Tl is defined from the coordinate system T^ by 
writing rotation symbols and values of rotation angles in the freehand 
drawing of the object. Their order is specified in the coordinate 
table, in this case around the x axis first, then around the z axis,
(3) A cylinder primitive is generated, and its symbol C and its name B are 
registered in the geometric entity table with its coordinate system Tl. 
Its radius and height are written on the drawing sectors as shown,
(4) Union operation is applied to the block A and the cylinder B, The 
operation symbol @  and the body name C are written in the geometric 
entity table with the arrow symbols indicating the operand bodies A,B,
and the resultant body C, whose rough shape is drawn if it is needed as
memorandum. Otherwise, a CRT display will show it.
Display If the output of the shape of the resultant body C is required, a
virtual camera position and orientation is set, (This operation is the same
as coordinate definition.) Then an instruction for output display on a CRT
or terminal or a plotter could be issued. Usually default values are
automatically supplied by the system.
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If further geometric processing on the body C is required, the appropriate 
information can be given to the system on the same sheet. In Fig A1.8, for
example, a cut C with a plane F that passes through a point P and has the
normal in the direction of the cylinder axis is shown. First, the point P is 
defined in the projection drawing sectors, the normal vector N is defined 
from the z axis of coordinate system Tl, and P and N are registered in the 
geometric entity table. These values define a cutting plane F. The cutting 
operation is applied to C by indicating the operation symbol at the
appropriate location on the table entry, and the resulting separated bodies, 
D and E, are registered in the table. Pertinent annotations or commentary 
related to machine operations can be added to make the drawing more
understandable “ for example, "normal of the cutting plane" with a pointing
arrow, as shown in Fig A1.8.
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APPENDIX 2.1
DETAILS OF THE DIGITIZER SOFTWARE INTERFACE
This Appendix is divided into the following parts;
(a ) Overview of the basic interface software - data format, drawing and 
command area of tablet surface and general program flowchart.
(B) Details of individual sections:
(a) Programming the NEC PD7201 communications chip (in the host
computer).
(b) Setting up the digitizer.
(c) Implementing character separation on the recognizer.
(d) Summary of command section of digitizer,
(e) Storing information on diskette,
(A) OVERVIEW OF THE BASIC INTERFACE SOFTWARE
The Sirius microcomputer is linked through its Port A to the GTCO's tablet 
port JT6 via an RS232 interface. The choice of interface stems from the 
results of the survey of the different sizes of tablets which reveal that 
more tablets have an RS232 interface as standard than an IEEE 488 interface.
The surface of the tablet is divided physically into two regions as shown in 
Fig. 2.10. Only an 'A4' size area is utilised as it is envisaged that 
should the present tablet (belonging to the MEDUSA CAD laboratory) be no 
longer available, then the lowest cost tablet (an 'A4' size of the GTCO 
range) can be purchased. The data format for tablets of different sizes 
within the GTCO range are also compatible and should facilitate the simple 
incorporation of a smaller tablet without changing the software.
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Currently the host computer polls the input port for data. If there is 
data to receive then pin 1 is set and the routine can read the data and 
store it. The process is repeated until the input character is a line feed 
indicating that the last character of the sequence of data (xl x2 x3 x4 x5 
yl y2 y3 y4 y5 LF) is received. The x value of the position of the stylus 
pen on the tablet surface is determined by taking the value of the 
expression:
X%( ) = (xl X 10000) + (x2 X 1000) + (x3 X 100) + (x4 X 10) + (x5).
If the position lies within the drawing region, then the program loops back 
to obtain the next set of data. Otherwise the invoked command is executed. 
This polling action is depicted in the flowchart of Fig. A2.1,
(B) DETAILS ON PERTINENT SECTIONS ON ESTABLISHING THE INTERFACE
(a) PROGRAMMING THE NEC PD 7201 CHIP
The communications chip within the Sirius microcomputer is termed the 2
MPSC (abbreviation for Multiprotocol Serial Communications Controller). The
2
details of the MPSC chip are given in Appendix G of the Sirius technical 
manual). The chip must be programmed to:
(i) communicate through Port A.
(ii) communicate with matching number of stop bits received and read 
character bits, correct parity and communication rate to the tablet 
parameters.
These are carried out by using POKE statements from compiled BASIC or 
Assembly code. Since both Sirius ports have a small block of memory 
devoted to their operations, it is a simple matter of POKEing or PEEKing 
into this area to send or receive information. The part of this memory that
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is used for receiving and sending begins at &E004.
Within this block of memory, there are two bytes or locations that are of 
interest to the project for sending and receiving data to and from the 
tablet. The byte that governs the status of the port is &H0002. If bit 4 is 
set, the last byte put ready to send has not yet been transmitted. If bit 1 
is set, there is a character to receive, otherwise the port buffer is empty. 
A typical set of BASIC codes for receiving or sending through Port A is 
given in Fig A2,2. Note lines 40 & 50 which sets the host computer to 
communicate at a rate of 2400,
(b) SETTING-UP OF THE DIGITIZER TABLET
Having initialized the NEC PD7201 chip on the Sirius microcomputer, the
tablet switches are set to:
(i) send its co-ordinates to the host computer in the format
(xl x2 x3 x4 x5 yl y2 y3 y4 y5 LF).
This selected format requires the suppressing of PB (Pushbutton
code), SP (Space) and CR (Character Return),
(ii) enable the continuous incremental output mode to be used. This
commands the digitizer to initiate coordinate output when the stylus 
has moved further than a distance of 0,025mm (0.01 inch).
(iii) set the communications rate at 2400,
The exact settings of the switches on the underside of the tablet are as
follows: Baud Rate of 2400; Parity Enabled; Parity Odd; 1 Stop bit; 7 bit-
character; No Pushbutton Code; No Space; No Carriage Return; Include Line 
Feed; 5 digit ASCII; Serial Ports A & B; Audible Alarm Disabled; RS232; 
Incremental Output after 0,010 inch of change in x or y location of stylus 
pen; Continuous Mode; Stylus Pen; Inch Data; ASCII Data; All type 5 
controllable RS232 lines set active,
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4 DIM X%(1000), Y%(1000), X(IOO), X%(1000), Y%(1000)
6 AN%=0:BN%=0
25 REM SET BAUD RATE AND ENABLE PD7201 CHIP TO BE RESET ON RE-RUN
26 REM N.B. LATTER IS CARRIED OUT BY POKE 3,54 STATEMENT 
30 POKE 3,54
40 POKE 1,32: REM LINES 40 & 50 SETS THE BAUD RATE TO 2400 
50 POKE 1,0
60 DEE SEG=&HE004:REM POINTS TO MEMORY FOR RECEIVING AND SENDING 
100 GOSUB 170 
110 GOTO 100 
120 END
170 B%=PEEK (3): B%=B% AND 1 
180 IF B%=0 THEN 170 
190 B%=PEEK(1): B%=B% AND 127 
200 X(BN%)-B%:BN%=BN%+1
202 IF B%=10 THEN 206: REM CHECKS FOR A LINE FEED AS INDICATION OF
END OF THE RECEPTION OF X AND Y CO-ORDINATES
204 GOTO 170205 REM NEXT TWO LINES STORES X AND Y VALUE IN X%,Y% ARRAY
206 X%(AN%)=X(BN%-11)*10000 + X(BN%-10)*1000 + X(BN%-9)*100 + 
X(BN%-8)*10 + X(BN%-7)
207 X%(AN%)=X(BN%-6)*10000 + X(BN%-5)*1000 + X(BN%-4)*100 + X(BN%- 
3)*10 + X(BN%-2): AN%=AN%+1
208 PRINT X%(AN%-1),Y%(AN%-1): BN%=0 
210 RETURN
FIGURE A2.2: COMPUTER LISTING OF THE BASIC INTERFACE SOFTWARE
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(c) IMPLEMENTING TIME-OUT METHOD OF DETERMING CHARACTER/STROKE SEPARATION
This has been introduced in Section 2,3 of the main text. Fig 2.15 
summarises this with a flowchart for the determination of stroke separation 
in the profile acquisition program. The version for the determination of 
character separation in the character recognition section differs only in 
the program-flow after the separation. In the profile acquisition program, 
the program-flow returns to obtain more tablet coordinate data whereas in 
the character recognition program, the program continues into a section 
which determines the name of the character written before returning to 
acquire more data from the tablet.
(d) SUMMARY OF THE COMMAND SECTION OF THE TABLET
The command menus on the tablet occupies the region with x coordinates 
spanning between 16200 and 17000. The range of the y coordinates determine 
the command function as given in Fig A2.3 below:
Command No, Physical Position on Tablet
Button Description y coordinate
1 MAIN MENU 8220-9220
3 START DIMENSIONING
ROUTINE 6216-7216
2 - 7216-8218
4 UPDATE CONFUSED
RATE 5214-6214
5 ANGLE SELECTION 4212-5212
6 DELETE LAST ENTRY 3210-4210
7 END OF RUN 2208-3208
FIGURE A2.3: THE COMMAND OPTIONS FROM THE TABLET
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a p p e n d i x  2.2
PROGRAM LISTING FOR ACQUISITION SOFTWARE
This has been removed and bound separately
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APPENDIX 3.1
DETAILS OF ’’COLLINEAR" ROUTINE
Fig 3.6 has given an overview of the "COLLINEAR" program. This 
Appendix gives details on sections of Fig 3.6, namely:
a ) th e  use o f  n o r m a liz e d  maximum e r r o r  (NORMAX) to  d e c id e  i f
p o in ts  s h o u ld  be s e n t  to  th e  "A R C -F IT "  r o u t i n e s .
b ) th e  u se  o f  th e  num ber o f  s ig n  changes ( i n  v a r i a b l e  C) to
d e te rm in e  i f  p o in ts  a r e  m ore l i k e l y  t o  be a s t r a i g h t  l i n e .
N o te s : The a b s o lu te  maximum e r r o r  o f  a g ro up  o f  p o in t s  w i t h
r e s p e c t  to  th e  l i n e  jo i n i n g  th e  e n d -p o in ts  o f  th e  g roup  
i s  c o n ta in e d  in  th e  v a r i a b l e  T T T . The n o r m a liz e d  maximum  
e r r o r  f o r  any  g ro up  o f  p o in ts  is  s to r e d  in  th e  v a r i a b l e  
T T .
The maximum a llo w e d  v a lu e s  s e t  by th e  u s e r  o r  s e t  by th e  
p ro g ram  ( a t  d e f a u l t )  a r e  c o n ta in e d  i n  th e  v a r ia b le s  
EMAXVAL and NORMAX r e s p e c t i v e l y .
a )  USE OF NORMALIZED MAXIMUM ERROR TO DECIDE IF  POINTS  
SHOULD BE SENT TO THE "A R C -F IT "  ROUTINE.
iJKEM S/D RATIO > 1.5 (^ee 3 '6  on page S ’! )
BACK TO '^DRIVER
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b ) USE OF THE NUMBER OF S IGN CHANGES TO DETERMINE IF  A 
STRAIGHT L IN E  F IT  IS  FEASIBLE
See f=lG-.3s6 (j?agc 5 7 )U3HEN %  RATIO 
Is Between 1'1 &■ 1'2
INTO more test usiNe 
threshold onSIGN CHANGEST T T <  EMAXYAL
T T TTTT
PRINT 
\  El
ei+C< E2 + C ^ ^ H P W A L
BACK TO ^'PRIVBR
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APPEND IX 3 . 2  
FLOWCHART FOR "A R C -F IT "
RADIUS
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APPENDIX 3.3
FLOWCHART FOR "DRIVER"
This has been removed and bound separately,
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APPENDIX 3.4
RESULTS FROM THE PROFILE ANALYSIS PROGRMI
All profile analysis runs recorded in this appendix are carried out using 
the default settings specified in Section 3,6.7. The format of the report is 
as follows:
a) An original drawing used as a basis for hand-tracing.
b) The hand-drawing showing the captured data-point numbers against various 
parts of the profile.
c) The Reduced Data List holding the contents of the data structure returned 
by the analysis program.
d) Remarks
The numbers against (b) are deduced from studying the data-list of 
coordinate points for the profile. The numbers most generally marked on the 
hand-drawing are 20 points apart, and are derived from the on-screen plot of 
the captured profile. All data-points captured by the tablet of the 
individual shapes are available for examination on the diskette marked 
"COMPLETE.DATA."
The names of the profiles are:
Fig A3.1 - FAG
Fig A3.2 - P8.3
Fig A3.3 - FA5
Fig A3.4 - FA3
Fig A3.5 - F8-16
Fig A3.6 - FA2
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a) ORIGINAL DRAWING: Name - RA6
No. of segments: 14 lines & 
3 arcs.
S/N_ _ _ Ref. No._ _ __ X-COORD_ , -Y-COORD_ _ _ __Rad._
e 0 18483 4886 81 40 11464 4896 82 45 11464 4939 83 49 11471 5820 84 60 11672 5031 85 65 11680 4917 6
6 105 12387 4862 87 123 12381 5267 88 177 13778 5248 09 197 13789 4856 018 224 14313 4843 011 259 14758 5516 012 277 14742 5916 013 288 14609 5945 814 325 14584 6604 815 8 14259 6657 24716 348 14383 6896 817 447 11556 6951 818 0 11487 6297 65819 478 11023 6788 020 499 10677 6451 821 0 10944 6132 41822 515 10531 6123 823 562 10455 4898 824 0 10483 4886 0
b) HAND-DRAWN PROFILE AT TABLET
Captured as 563 data-points with 
average distance between points 
of 0.0231 inch &
Max. & Min. distance of
0.1172 & 0.005 inch,
respectively.
c) REDUCED DATA LIST PRODUCED 
BY PROFILE ANALYSIS PROGRAM
Analysis Time - 55 seconds
After processing, the number of segments returned are 18 lines 
and 3 arcs.
d) REMARK
The arc of radius 8 in the original 
drawing a) is missed by the package
FIGURE A3.1 RESULTS OF ANALYSIS PROGRAM ON PROFILE "FA6"
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a) ORIGINAL DRAWING: Name - P8.3
No. of segments: 6 lines 
& 1 arc
'22P
IC
4-0 Co go
b) HAND-DRAWN PROFILE AT TABLET
Captured as 259 data-points 
with average distance between 
data-points of 0.034 inch 
and max. & min. distance 
between data-points of 
0.145 & 0.007 inch 
respectively.
S/N ____ Ref. No.__ X-GOORD . Y-COORD_
8 8 11536 7076 0
1 48 11530 5396 0 c ) REDUCED DATA L IS T  PRODUCED
2 112 14374 5339 0 BY PROFILE ANALYSIS PROGRAM
3 141 14354 5987 8
4 0 13963 6662 390 A n a ly s is  T im e -  15 seconds
5 152 14324 6210 0
6 178 13069 6242 0 A f t e r  p r o c e s s in g , th e  num ber1 6 12904 6713 -489 o f  segm ents r e tu r n e d  a r e :
8 200 12559 6385 8
9 258 11584 7123 0 6 l i n e s  and 2 a r c s .18 8 11536 7676 0
d) REMARK
The arc of radius 1.0 in the 
original drawing is returned 
as 2 smaller arcs with a 
short straight line between 
them.
FIGURE A3.2. RESULTS OF ANALYSIS PROGRAM ON PROFILE "P8.3"
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a) ORIGINAL DRAWING: Name - FA5 
No. of segments: 7 lines & 
3 arcs.
b) HAND-DRAWN PROFILE AT TABLET
Captured as 789 data-points with 
average distance between points 
of 0.0233 inch &
Max, & Min. distance of 0,1120 
& 0.005 inch, respectively.
SÆ -- Ref, No.____ X-COORD__ Y-COORD -Rad__
8 8 11522 7884 01 19 11687 8099 8 c) REDUCED DATA LIST PRODUCED2 8 12160 7707 -688 BY PROFILE ANALYSIS PROGRAM3 63 12401 8275 04 134 14085 8246 8 Analysis Time - 40 seconds5 167 14042 7581 8
6 8 14597 7375 588 After processing, the number of
1 206 14255 6922 8 segments returned are 17 lines8 236 14716 6844 8 & 3 arcs.9 375 14732 3248 818 8 14808 3123 -71611 435 14100 2392 8 d) REMARK12 574 10787 2468 813 759 11255 7167 8 The arc (as marked in b)) is not14 788 11487 7766 8 detected by the program.15 0 11522 7884 0
FIGURE A3.3 RESULTS OF ANALYSIS PROGRAM ON PROFILE "FA5"
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a) ORIGINAL DRAWING : Name - FA3
No. of segments: 9 lines & 
2 arcs
S/N -Ref. No. _ _X-COORD_-____ Y-COORD___ __ Rad..
6 8 11928 5768 8
1 54 11866 4418 6
2 97 12359 3897 8
3 135 12791 3885 8
4 139 12814 3916 8
5 0 13240 4871 -445
6 150 12804 4121 8
7 0 13339 4825 -558
8 214 13492 4562 8
9 232 13755 4586 8
Ifl 261 13778 5844 0
11 291 13336 5861 0
12 8 13350 5323 -266
13 327 13086 5354 0
14 357 13854 5741 0
15 418 11986 5767 8
16 8 11928 5768 0
b) HAND-DRAWN PROFILE AT TABLET
Captured as 419 data-points 
with average distance 
between data-points of 
0.016 inch and Max. &
Min. distance between 
data-points of 0.074 
and 0.0073 inch 
respectively.
c) REDUCED DATA LIST PRODUCED 
BY PROFILE ANALYSIS PROGRAM
Analysis Time - 25 seconds
After processing, the number 
of segments returned are:
9 lines and 3 arcs
d) REMARK
Detected the arc of radius 
20 (in the original drawing as 2 arcs instead of one.
FIGURE A3.4 RESULTS OF ANALYSIS PROGRAM ON PROFILE "FA3"
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a) ORIGINAL DRAWING; Name - F8-16
No. of segments: 3 lines &
1 arc
S/N ____ Ref. No. __  __X-COORD Y-COORD__ . Rad.
8 8 12198 5534 0
1 68 11499 3318 0
2 !73 14041 3829 8
3 0 13894 4288 413
4 208 14308 4181 0
5 8 13767 4167 550
é 243 13886 4719 8
7 326 12284 5531 0 ,
8 0 12198 5534 8
b) HAND-DRAWN PROFILE AT TABLET
Captured as 327 data-points 
with average distance between 
data-points of 0,023 and max. & min. distance between 
data-points of 0.149 & 0.007 
inch respectively.
c) REDUCED DATA LIST PRODUCED BY 
PROFILE ANALYSIS PROGRAM
Analysis Time - 15 seconds
After processing, the number of 
segments returned are:
4 lines and 2 arcs
d) REMARK
The arc of radius 1.125 in the original drawing is detected by the 
analysis program as 2 arcs.
FIGURE A3,5 RESULTS OF ANALYSIS PROGRAM ON PROFILE "F8-16"
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a )  ORIG INAL DRAWING; Name -  FA2
N o. o f  seg m en ts : 3 l i n e s  & 
3 a rc s
b )  HAND-DRAWN PROFILE AT TABLET
C a p tu re d  as 461 d a t a - p o in t s  
w i t h  a v e ra g e  d is ta n c e  
b e tw e e n  p o in ts  -  0 .0 1 7 9  
in c h  & M ax . and M in .  
d is ta n c e  b e tw e e n  p o in ts  
o f  0 .0 8 4 1  & 0 .0 0 1  in c h  
r e s p e c t i v e ly .
S/N______ . Ref, No. __X-COORD .. Y-COORD — Rad.
c )  REDUCED DATA L IS T  PRODUCED
8 8 11897 4651 8 BY PROFILE ANALYSIS PROGRAM
1 98 13992 4634 8
2 216 14628 6951 8 A n a ly s is  T im e  -  27 seconds
3 251 13658 6895 8
4 278 13275 6687 8 A f t e r  p r o c e s s in g , th e  num ber
5 8 13561 6294 416 o f  segm ents r e tu r n e d  a r e :
6 293 13142 6378 8
7 343 12931 5657 8 8 l i n e s  and 3 a rc s
8 8 12477 5828 -472
9 398 12482 5356 8
18 482 12248 5326 8
11 8 12388 4844 517 d ) REMARK
12 453 11858 4742 8 1
13 468 11866 4655 8 D e te c te d  th e  c o r r e c t  num ber
14 8 11897 4651 8 o f  a rc s  th o u g h  th e  e x te n ts
o f  th e  a rc s  w e re  n o t  
a c c u r a te .
FIGURE A 3 . 6  RESULTS OF ANALYSIS PROGRAM ON PROFILE "FA 2"
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APPENDIX 3.5
PROGRAM LISTING FOR PROFILE ANALYSIS SOFTWARE
This has been removed and bound separately
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a p p e n d ix  3 .6
DATA -PO INTS L IS T  FOR PROFILE "S TR A IT"
8 11115 5989 75 11766 3898 150 12933 4592 225 14683 6613 308 12959 64561 11113 5982 76 11790 3907 151 12936 4634 226 14634 6632 301 12927 64482 11113 5978 77 11811 3904 152 12943 4688 227 14652 6648 382 12896 64453 11109 5937 78 11842 3897 153 12948 4720 228 14672 6674 303 12868 64424 11111 5987 79 11862 3896 154 12944 4759 229 14697 6692 384 12827 64375 11112 5887 88 11888 3886 155 12948 4796 230 14725 6787 385 12794 6434
6 11188 5843 81 11911 3886 156 12938 4836 231 14743 6719 386 12768 64287 11109 5810 82 11937 3892 157 12945 4872 232 14764 6734 387 12743 64298 11106 5766 83 11953 3891 158 12945 4914 233 14794 6758 308 12711 64229 11113 5707 84 11977 3889 159 12941 4954 234 14887 6771 389 12686 6413IB 11114 5665 85 12009 3883 160 12958 4993 235 14827 6789 310 12656 641211 line 5627 86 12840 3878 161 12947 5817 236 14840 6797 311 12626 648112 11111 5590 87 12068 3874 162 12952 5858 237 14867 6821 312 12585 639913 11184 5539 88 12894 3872 163 12950 5089 238 14880 6828 313 12563 638614 11103 5483 89 12110 3869 164 12957 5113 239 14898 6837 314 12528 636815 11110 5421 90 12124 3867 165 12957 5155 240 14898 6841 315 12497 636616 11185 5365 91 12144 3867 166 12959 5188 241 I4B45 6858 316 12463 635617 11899 5311 92 12173 3870 167 12953 5199 242 14837 6859 317 12426 635218 11118 5254 93 12196 3860 168 12989 5244 243 14827 6854 316 12386 634819 11184 5191 94 12216 3866 169 12999 5248 244 14797 6853 319 12356 633328 11893 5144 95 12241 3866 178 12995 5257 245 14778 6853 320 12318 632521 11895 5094 96 12255 3862 171 13885 5262 246 14757 6834 321 12294 632022 11092 5026 97 12267 3857 172 13835 5286 247 14735 6834 322 12266 632823 11888 4968 98 12291 3856 173 13849 5386 248 14786 6828 323 12238 638724 11887 4909 99 12323 3843 174 13861 5321 249 14669 6321 324 12213 629725 11080 4844 188 12351 3838 175 13100 5351 250 14638 6816 325 12190 629326 11078 4777 181 12375 3845 176 13132 5388 251 14584 6811 326 12159 628927 11873 4707 182 12395 3844 177 13168 5392 252 14543 6884 327 12138 628128 11878 4654 183 12402 3837 178 13174 5411 253 14504 6798 328 12123 627529 11864 4595 184 12411 3844 179 13286 5443 254 14463 6781 329 12181 626938 11855 4532 185 12489 3834 180 13232 5468 255 14425 6774 338 12078 626331 11859 4477 106 12500 3834 181 13257 5490 256 14397 6777 331 12056 625332 11056 4424 187 12519 3830 182 13274 5583 257 14371 6769 332 12835 624233 11853 4364 188 12531 3838 183 13388 5526 258 14352 6765 333 12805 624834 11856 4290 109 12544 3838 184 13329 5552 259 14317 6758 334 11992 623535 11853 4234 118 12552 3833 185 13358 5576 268 14289 6751 335 11971 622736 11854 4177 ill 12566 3839 186 13373 5596 261 14268 6747 336 11945 621637 11055 4138 112 12587 3837 187 13391 5620 262 14224 6736 337 11928 621338 11058 4098 113 12601 3834 188 13418 5656 263 14186 6730 330 11982 620139 11849 4855 114 12613 3830 189 13448 5676 264 14138 6713 339 11877 619640 11051 4882 115 12636 3838 198 13473 5693 265 14898 6788 340 11848 618341 11858 3973 116 12659 3821 191 13499 5712 266 14062 6697 341 11827 618342 11043 3949 117 12671 3828 192 13534 5745 267 14828 6687 342 11884 617943 11058 3925 118 12683 3821 193 13572 5775 268 13991 6680 343 11765 617244 11042 3913 119 12695 3822 194 13685 5818 269 13963 6669 344 11739 617145 11051 3918 120 12712 3820 195 13638 5828 270 13930 6660 345 11718 617346 11867 3923 121 12733 3829 196 13668 5876 271 13891 6659 346 11699 616647 11892 3914 122 12746 3838 197 13708 5905 272 13858 6658 347 11686 616148 11125 3926 123 12761 3837 198 13737 5927 273 13819 6642 348 11663 615949 11157 3927 124 12792 3838 199 13762 5958 274 13774 6637 349 11643 614958 11191 3928 125 12807 3839 200 13801 5983 275 13748 6634 358 11683 613851 11231 3938 126 12820 3842 281 13820 6880 276 13788 6633 351 11571 613252 11261 3938 , 127 12836 3844 202 13851 6022 277 13662 6624 352 11547 613253 11279 3932 128 12871 3842 283 13887 6845 278 13636 6617 353 11518 612854 11294 3933 129 12906 3849 204 13914 6869 279 13687 6615 354 11495 611655 11386 3928 130 12915 3852 285 13947 6891 288 13578 6611 355 11472 611556 11321 3926 131 12917 3842 286 13968 6115 281 13556 6686 356 11444 618757 11397 3916 132 12918 3853 207 14889 6142 282 13521 6598 357 11430 618658 11413 3916 133 12910 3885 208 14038 6173 283 13498 6593 358 11410 689959 11421 3910 134 12919 3913 209 14879 6282 284 13453 6582 359 11388 608860 11438 3988 135 12923 3932 218 14112 6234 285 13424 6573 368 11348 687861 11452 3987 136 12915 3962 211 14149 6253 286 13395 6572 361 11337 607262 11486 3903 137 12923 4010 212 14165 6269 287 13371 6578 362 11327 687163 11582 3984 138 12918 4852 213 14187 6288 288 13338 6559 363 11311 607164 11521 3983 139 12922 4899 214 14228 6386 289 13309 6545 364 11291 686565 11541 3898 140 12926 4143 215 14241 6325 290 13276 6548 365 11265 685766 11563 3981 141 12920 4202 216 14290 6359 291 13243 6533 366 11249 685167 11592 3903 142 12923 4235 217 14313 6383 292 13216 6529 367 11235 605168 11618 3986 143 12921 4293 218 14338 6405 293 13188 6518 368 11218 684869 11636 3905 144 12924 4335 219 14372 6436 294 13160 6513 369 11193 683570 11669 3983 145 12928 4368 220 14413 6473 295 13123 6496 378 16438 871 11684 3906 146 12928 4427 221 14444 6588 296 13085 649372 11708 3910 147 12932 4473 222 14487 6525 297 13849 648473 11725 3909 148 12927 4583 223 14538 6560 298 13821 647274 11745 3985 149 12933 4548 224 14569 6592 299 12987 6466
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APPENDIX 4 
PROCEDURE FOR USING SOFTWARE
INTRODUCTION
The three programs :
DIGPR.0 - for acquisition of the profile,
PROANALY - for profile analysis,
C1IAR_REC - for character and symbol recognition,
reside on a diskette named "SYSTEM DISK". They can be invoked individually
by typing their names at the keyboard in response to a ">" prompt of the MS- 
DOS operating system. They can also be controlled by a separate batch file, 
named "TECK.BAT" which also resides on the "SYSTEM DISK". The latter takes 
the designer through the profile digitizing through to the dimensioning 
system in sequence and is normally sufficient for a session of design at the 
tablet. The contents of this batch file are as follows:
DIGPRO.EXE
CHAR_REC.EXE
PROANALY.EXE
In other words, the batch file invokes automatically the sequence of 
programs beginning with the profile acquisition program, followed by the 
character recognition software to capture the dimensioning symbols and 
texts, and finally ending with the analysis the captured profile acquired 
for a topological list of arcs and straight lines.
This batch file is invoked by putting the "SYSTEM" diskette in drive A, i.e. 
the left drive on the Sirius microcomputer, (The "SYSTEM" diskette is always
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placed in Drive A). In response to a ">" prompt from the operating system, 
the name "TSCK" or "TECK.BAT" is typed. The batch program loads "DIGPRO" and 
the details of activities will be covered in Appendix 4.1. On completion of 
digitizing the profile, the program "DIGPRO" exits back to the operating 
system and this automatically calls up the next program in the batch file 
and takes the designer into the dimensioning procedures (covered in Appendix 
4.2). Exit from the dimensioning procedures will take the designer back to 
the operating system and into the next program "PROANALY" in the batch file 
(covered in Appendix 4.3).
In any event of an error at any stage, the system will exit to the operating 
system and the next program in the batch file will be loaded. This can be 
stopped by typing "ALT C" at the keyboard which will give an opportunity to 
formally exit from the batch program without upsetting system parameters. 
The program which was not run to completion can then be manually called up 
by typing it"s name in response to the ">" prompt. Thereafter, because the 
batch file is no longer operative, the loading of the next program (if any) 
will have to be done manually by typing it's name at the keyboard.
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APPENDIX 4.1
PROCEDURE FOR USING PROFILE ACQUISITION SOFTWARE
Ensure that the tablet, host computer, graphics processor and printer are
hooked up correctly using the various equipment instruction manuals. Load
the "SYSTEM" diskette into drive A (left-hand side) and the data-diskette 
into drive B. The system will load the Micro-Soft's operating system 
followed by a request for the user to enter the date and time of the 
session, A ">" prompt then comes on the host computer's screen indicating 
that it is now ready for running any software.
Fasten a blank piece of A5 sized paper on top of the plastic overlay on the 
tablet's surface such that the paper lies within the "DRAWING REGION" on the 
tablet. (For position of drawing region, see Fig 2.10 in the main text of 
Chapter 2.) If an original drawing is available for tracing on top of, then
fasten the original drawing on the plastic overlay and fasten a blank
translucent piece of tracing paper on top of the original drawing.
If an original drawing is not available, use a dark and soft pencil to sketch 
the profile on the paper now fastened on top of the digitizer tablet's 
drawing region. This will act as an original drawing to guide digitizing.
When either the pencil sketch or the original drawing is ready, load the 
batch file "TECK.BAT" into the computer by typing it's name into the system.
When the program is loaded properly, the printer will firstly print the date 
and time followed by screen displaying two options: (1) Digitizing Section,
(2) Analysis of Profile. In order to enter a new profile into the system,
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select option (1), Option (2) is selected only when the profile has already 
been captured at a previous session and when analysis of the profile is 
intended. Option (2) will immediately load the "PROANALY" package for 
profile analysis and is covered in Appendix 4.3.
On selecting option (1), the program will ask if the graphics screen needs 
clearing. This manual clearing allows for the cases when it is desirable to 
study the superimposition of more than one profile on the graphics screen. 
The normal response is to select "Y" to clear the screen. The screen 
clearing comes with a complete initializing of the graphics processor. If 
"N" is selected, the graphics screen is not changed.
The program then enters the profile acquisition section and the designer can 
begin to digitize the profile into the system in response to the screen 
prompt ;
in PROFILE ACQUISITION section, 
KINDLY START DIGITIZING."
The command area marked 1,2 and 7 are now active. See lower section of Fig 
2,10 on the digitizer's layout to find these positions on the right edge of 
the tablet. Change of default values are available through area 1, i.e. the 
area for selecting "MENU", We shall assume the use of the default values for 
the rest of the discussion.
The hand-drawing area is likewise active and awaits inputs from the 
designer. The designer may pick up the digitizer's stylus pen and hand-draw 
the first stroke of the profile into the computer. It is important to ensure 
that the stylus pen is pressed down sufficiently to activate the flow of 
data from the tablet to the computer. The designer has to ensure that the
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hand-drawing is done within the drawing region of the tablet. When the 
stroke is completed, the pen should be lifted off the surface of the tablet. 
The computer detects the pen-lift and displays:
"END OF STROKE 1 assumed 
DIGITIZE NEXT STROKE PLEASE"
A screen trace of the stroke just digitized is displayed on the graphics 
screen as a feedback to the user on the work he has completed. A beep is 
sounded to inform the designer that he may now enter the next stroke. The 
designer can draw the next stroke of the profile after which the computer 
will detect the end of stroke 2 and so on.
On completion of hand-drawing the whole profile, the designer selects with 
the stylus pen either the "LOAD DIMENSIONING SOFTWARE" or the "END of Run" 
sections on the command area. (See Fig 2.10 for the position of this on the 
tablet's surface). The program will process the data by reshuffling the 
order of the strokes to give a continuous coordinate list as elaborated in 
Section 2,4 of the main text before showing a yellow graphics screen trace 
of the reshuffled coordinate points. The user is requested for a filename 
under which the continuous coordinate list may be stored. After storing the 
data, a facility to obtain a paper copy of the coordinate list is available.
The program then exits into the operating system and loads the character 
recognition software for capturing dimensioning information.
While digitizing during the profile acquisition phase, care must be taken to 
ensure that the profile strokes are not over-drawn (see Fig 2.20). It is 
also observed that better results are returned when the first stroke entered 
is adjacent to a straight line.
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APPENDIX 4.2
PROCEDURE FOR USING THE CHARACTER RECOGNITION SOFTWARE
Put the "SYSTEM" diskette in drive A of the host computer and the "DATA"
diskette in drive B. The character recognition software (program named
"CHAR_REG" can either be loaded by the batch file or by the designer, (it is 
preferable that the batch file is used, as otherwise, the graphics screen 
may not be properly initialized.) On loading up "CHAR_REC", the program:
a) prints the date and time of the session on both the screen and on the 
printer,
b) loads "DICTFIN" from drive B
c) initializes the tablet, and
d) prints the message,
"IN DIMENSIONING SECTION 
 KINDLY START DIGITIZING"
indicating that control has been passed to the tablet. Like in Appendix
4.1, the two regions on the tablet, namely the command area and the
drawing area becomes active.
Write a character, eg. the numeral "3" within the drawing area of the 
tablet. For best results, the sequence of strokes must be in accordance with 
the recommended sequence depicted in Fig 5,1. Fig 5.1 also shows the range 
of characters that the system will respond to in a predictable manner.
For each character input, lifting the pen off the tablet's surface for about 
1 second will signal to the program that the end of character is reached. On 
detecting this end of character, the following screen output is seen:
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end of char input assumed 
WORKING OUT SCALE 
Size is (h)- , (w)- inches
WORKING OUT SCALE
Size is (h) - .335 by (w) - .312 inches DIR. Code is .... 
compressed code is fedcbdcbah 
NO MATCH FOUND at level 1 
Symbol is 3
Time taken is 00:00:01
PRINT OF DIMENSIONAL INFORMATION DEDUCED FROM CHARACTER RECOGNIZER
DIM TYPE______ CO-ORD_____ CO-ORD______ CO-ORD_____ CO-ORD
3 11699 3412 0 0
Present Dimension is
last compressed code is ....
Result Rates - 0, 0, 1
(the computer sounds a electronic bell indicating 
that it is ready for the next character input)
IN DIMENSIONING SECTION 
 KINDLY START DIGITIZING
In the screen output above, the values of size, compressed codes and other 
details vary with each entry and the designer could verify this for himself 
during a session on the computer.
It is important to note that the entry of dimensions has always to be 
proceeded by the electronic bell. This means that the program is ready for 
the next character input. If handwriting is submitted before the bell, the
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effects are unpredictable.
Next enter a horizontal dimension symbol at the drawing area of the tablet. 
The dimensional information file is now increased by an item and now looks 
like :
PRINT OF DIMENSIONAL INFORMATION DEDUCED FROM CHARACTER RECOGNIZER 
DIM TYPE______ CO-ORD____ CO-ORD______ CO-ORD CO-ORD
3 11699 3412 0 0
HOR-DIM 11271 6291 13361 6531
11271 5409 13300 5427
Present Dimension is HOR-DIM 
last compressed code is ....
Result Rates - 0, 0, 2
The dimensional information file will generally show up to 6 lines of the 
most recent recognitions. In the two dimensional information files above, 
the coordinate positions will change according to the position of the 
symbols on the tablet's surface. For information regarding the 
interpretation of the coordinate information. Table 5.1 on page 110 of the 
main text gives a summary of the way the various symbols are defined. The 
example of Section 6.3 will also give all the relevant information regarding 
the dimensional information file.
The designer is encouraged to write all the legal symbols a few times over 
just to get feel of the recognizer. He may write different size symbols and 
try changes to the default parameters with the help of Section 6.1.7.
The use of "ANGLE" at the moment requires an explicit signal from the 
designer and he has to probe the correct command area on the right side of 
the tablet before drawing the angle symbol.
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When the designer has completed a session and wishes to exit, he may do so 
by selecting the "END of Run" part on the command area. The program will 
present an option for obtaining a paper copy of the dimensional information 
file. The program will then display:
SAVING updated DICTIONARY to diskette 
okay to continue?
to which the designer must at the moment answer in the negative. The next 
screen prompts will then guide the saving of the dimensional information 
file onto the diskette in drive B before exit to the Micro-Soft operating 
system. If a batch file is operative, the next program "PROANALY" will be 
loaded and run.
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APPENDIX 4.3
PROCEDURE FOR USING PROFILE ANALYSIS SOFTWARE
On loading up the profile analysis software (name: PROANALY), the program
displays:
IN PROFILE ANALYSIS SECTION 
Section : DEFAULT SETTINGS
Program set presently to detect both arcs & straight lines 
Do you wish to switch to deal with STRAIGHT line profiles only?
If the profile to be analysed consists of straight line portions only, then
answer "Y", otherwise answer "N". On answering "Y" the screen displays:
Present values :
Printer mode (0 - 'OFF':! - 'ON':2 - 'SOME') is 0
Max./min. radii are 1500, 200 
 1000 units = 1 inch (2.54 cm) on digitizer
Do you wish to change the defaults (Y/N)?
If the profile consist of straight lines only, the second part on setting 
maximum and minimum radii will not be displayed as the program will 
automatically set these values. The printer mode is normally left at the 
default of 0 so that the designer can work with minimum noise. The maximum 
and minimum radii are set according to the parameters of the profile, i.e.
the size of the maximum and minimum likely that will be encountered. This
setting saves the program the effort of working outside the range.
Having decided on the defaults, the program reads from a file in drive B and
generates the screen message:
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,Name of profile is FA6 
,the next disk read is from drive B
If you wish to use a different profile, please hit <Y> key.
If "N" is keyed in, the program loads the displayed file FA6. Otherwise, it 
provides a directory listing of all files in drive B and gives the prompt;
SPECIFY FILE NAME WHERE DATA IS TO BE RETRIEVED 
& IS FILE IN OLD C$() FORMAT (Y/N)
The answer must be the name of the profile to be used (which must reside in 
drive B) followed by a comma (,) and then a "N". The second parameter must 
be in the negative.
The specified profile list will be read. The program next finds the maximum 
and minimum extents of coordinates in the profile for the purpose of 
plotting on the graphics screen. The next display allows the designer to 
superimpose the present profile on a previous diagram which is currently 
displayed on the screen (i.e. from the preceding program run);
okay to clear PLUTO's screen/lNITIALISE?
The profile analysis then begins with requests for setting the values for
the variables used in the analysis, i.e. values of k , EMAXVAL, ARCEXT%,
0and NORMAX. The setting of these values are covered in Section 3.6. As a 
first time attempt, use the default values.
The profile analysis 'split and merge' algorithm then takes over and returns 
the results in a form shown in part c) of Appendix 3.4. The interpretation
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of the list produced is elaborated in Section 3.7 of the main text.
On completion of the analysis, the program displays the value of the last 
point in the profile just analysed and provides a directory listing of all 
files in drive B, and then requests for:
NAME OF FILE REDUCED DATA LIST IS TO BE STORED UNDER (DRIVE B) 
please include file extension < ,RDL>?
The filenames are then printed on paper to give a record of the files used 
in the drawing session.
Once again, the designer is asked to explore the various options by using 
different variable settings so as to obtain an appreciation (with the help 
of Chapter 3 of the main text) of how they interact to produce the resultant 
listing.
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APPENDIX 5.1
PREAMBLE
This appendix consists of two parts. PART 1 lists the implemented
transformation and rewriting rules in the following order:
(a) for "6"
(b) for the sub-string "bed"
(c) for the sub-string "deb"
(d) for "8".
PART 2 gives the results of applying the transformation and rewriting rules 
separately to members of 'DICT2nd', listing them in the same order as for 
the first part. The suffixes "BR" and "AR" on the end of the dictionary 
names tell whether the results are those from Before Rewriting or After 
Rewriting respectively.
The use of upper and lower cased letters in this appendix is significant.
The first eight lower-case letters of the English alphabet (i.e. from "a" to
"h") correspond to the directional zones of the coding diagram of Fig 5.6. 
The use of the lower-case letters from "i" through to "k" is not intended. 
However, the usage of the upper-case letters of the alphabet to exhaustion 
necessitates the use of the lower-case letters from "i" to "k" as 
continuation of the upper-case series.
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PART 1
The complete list of transformation and rewriting rules have 
been removed and bound separately.
Pages 231 & 232
PART 2
The following 8 pages contain the results of applying the various 
transformtion and rewriting rules to individual members of "DICT2nd" (see 
Section 5.7.4 of main text). The importance of the results lies in that they 
enabled the fine-tuning of the transformation and rewriting rules design as 
well as guided the use of the design (see Section 5.8).
Other notes for this part are given under PART 2 of the PREAMBLE to Appendix 
5.1. The list of contents following are;-
Dictionary for: 6BR - After use of transformation rules for "6"
6AR - After rewriting for "6"
BCDBR - After use of transformation rules for "bed"
BCDAR - After rewriting for "bed"
DCBBR - After use of transformation rules for "deb"
DCBAR - After rewriting for "deb"
8BR - After use of transformation rules for "8"
8AR - After rewriting for "8"
The word dictionary is used to mean a record containing information from the 
application of either the transformation rules of a particular type or both 
the transformation and rewriting rules of a particular type.
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f d b . d b * b t h c b c - f e c a h f  • b c d a f g h a b cf  d b a ' e b a h b » f g h c c b a d b a f t a b c d a f g h bf . b e d b a h b c d e h c c a c c a h f e b c d a f g a bf c c b e d b h c b a h c c d a d b a f • b c d a f g h bf d b t c a b e h c f c f d c a h f t b c d a f g h a bf d b e c a h b a f g h c c b r d a h f e b c d a f g b
e c b c d b h c f e d b a f a b c d a f g h bf d b e d b h c d s h c c d a c a h f a b c d a f g a b cf  d b e c a h e c d e f g h c c b a c a h f e b c d a f g h bf e b a . c b a c d a f g h c c d a d a f # b c d a f g af d o f d b a c d e f g h c f c d c c a h g e b c d a f g h b c df c b a . c b h c d a f g h c f b c d a f g h af c b e b a c d e h c c d a d a h g e b c d a f g h b■ f d b f d b h ' b c d c f g h c c d a c a f g e b c d a f g h a bf e c b e c a c d t f g h c f c f c c b a f « b c d a f g a bf # b f d b h f b f  a - f g h c c d t c b h f a a b c d a f g h b■f d b e d b h f c b e f g h c c b e d b a h f e b c d a f g h b af d b c c a h f ■ c b a a f g h c b a d b a g f a a b c d a f g a bf e b a d b h c f e f g h c c d a d b h f e b c d a f g a b fh f c c a a d b a c d a d a h f a a b c d a f g bf e c a c d b a c f d b a g a b c d a f g af d b c d b a c d a d b a g a b c d a f g h b aa d b e c a h b c d a f g h b c
f d b a * b a c b a d a g a b c d a f . g a b
f d b e d a h c d a d b a h g a b c d a f g h a b
f e c b a a c b h c d a d a g a b c d a f g a
f e c b r c b a c d e c a h f a b c d a f g h a
f c d b a e d b a C b a d b a g e b e d a f g h b c
f d b a a c b h c b f d b a g a b c d a f g b
f e d b f e c a h c d e c a g e b c d a f g h b c
f e c a a d b a h c f d b a f a b c d e f g a b cf e b a e d b h f c b a d b a f g e b e d a f g h a bf e c b e d b a h c d a d c a h f a a b c d a f g h a b
T d b c d a c b h b c d a f g h bf e c a e d c a h b c d a f g a bf e d b a e d b a h a b c d a f g a bf d b e d b a h b c d a f g a b ff e d b a d b a h c d a f g h a bf e c b f e c b h b c d a f g h b- f e c a a d b h f b c d a f g h a b
f e c b e d c a h b c d a f g h a b
f e c b e d b a h f b c d a f g h bf e b c d c b h b c d a f g b
f e d b f c d b a h a b c d a f g a bf e b a d b a a b c d a f g a bf d b a a c b h f
f e d b f a c b a h
f e b a d b h
b c d » f g « f c  
b c d v f g b g c  
b c d r f g h b g c  
b c d e f g h b f c  
b c d . f g h g c  
b c d e - f g a g c  
b c d e f g b f c  
b c f g h g c  
b c d e f g h . f c  
c d » - f  g h « - f c  
b c d e f g h a g c  
b c d . f  g h f  c  
b c d e f g h g c g  
b c d r f g b f c  
b c d e f g b f c  
« b c d c T g . g c  
b c d e f g h a f c  
b c d . - F g h g c
f b c■fc
f d c
f d b c d e  
f  r c b c ' d *  
f « c b «  
f c c b c f e
-f d b t  
f * b e  
g c d b e  f«bf*
f d b c d o  
f d b u e  
f  d b » f  
- f . d b f  e  
■ f . c b - f e  
g f  d b r  
f e d b c d e  
f « c b c d e
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4CQV g a b c d b g f h b c d a f c c g a f g c c g f c b c d ‘
h b c d a c a f g h a h b c d a f  g c . b c f g a f g c c g f d b c d g
g a b c d c a f g h a h b c f g c f b c g a f g c c g a c a a d g
g a b c d b h f g h b c d a f g c b c g t f g c c g f b a d
g a b c d c a f h b c d a f g c f c g a a f g c c g f c a d g
a f d c b h a g a b c d b a f g a b c d a f g c c f g a f g c c g a c a d g
h a b c d b h f g a h b c d a f c f c g a f g c f c g f d b c d
g a b c d a g f g a h b c d a f g c f c g d e f g c g c g e c b c d
a f  d c f  g h a g a b c d a c a g f g h g a b c d a f g c c f g a f g c b c g f c b c d a f
a b c g a h a b c d c a f g h g a b c d a f g c c h g a f a f g c g c g a c b a d g
a c f g h a h a d b h f g g a b c d a f b e c g f d b a d
a b c f g h a g a b c d e c a f g h g b c d a f g c c g f d b a d g
a e b c f  g e g a b c d e d a g f g g b c d a f c c g a b a d
h b c d b h f g a h b c f g c c g f c b c d g
g a b c d b h f g a g a b a f c c f g f c b e d
a b c f g h a h b c d b a f g h g a b c d a f c c g a c b a d
e c f g h a e h a b c d c a f g h g h b c d e f g c c g f c b e d
a c g h a h b c d c a f g a g a b c d a f c c f g f d b a d
e b c d e h a h b c d b h f g h a h b c d a f c c f g f d b f d
e b f g h a h b c d b g f g h g b c d a f c c f g f d b a d
h b c d a b h f g a h a b c d e f g c c g f d b f d
h b c d b g f g h b . g b c d a f c c g f a b a a d
h b c d b h f g h g h b c d a f c c f g f d b a d a f
h b c d b g f g h g a d a f c c d g e c b a d
g a b c d c a f g h . f g h a b c d a f c c g f d b a d a
h b c d b h f g h a c g f d b a d a f
h b c d b a f g h a c g e d b f d g
h b c d e c a g f g h c d g f d b f d
h b c d b h f g c f g f d b a d a f
a b c d a g f g a c g f c b a d e
a b a d b h f g a c d g f d b a d
h b c d c a f g h c g f d b f d a f
h a b c d c a h f g h c g a d b f d
h b c d b h f g h c g f c b a d e fkbecA-fgha 
h a d b h f g ’a  
h a b c d c c a g f g h  
h a b c d c a g f g  
a b c d c a f g h  
h b c d a g f g h  
a b c d a g f g  
h b c d b h f g b  
a b c d b h f g h  
« b c d c a f g h «  
g a b c d c a g f  g  
h b c d b g f g  
a b c d b h f  g h  
h b c d b g f g *
8
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8
F f c
k b g c
F b g c
F b f c
F g c
F g c
k b f c
b c f g h g c
F a q c
F f c
F g c  9
k b f q
k b f c
F g c
F a f c
F g c
f b cTc
f d c
f d b i  
• f a c b j  
f e c b e  
f e c b c f e  
f e b j  
f  d b e  
f  e b e  
g e d b e
f e b j
fdbj 
-f d b a e  
f  d b e f  
■f e d b T o  f e c b f e  
g - f d b e  
f  e d b j  
■ f e c b j
3 4 5
f d b a d b a b e h c b c f t c a h f t F a b cf d b a e b a h b e f g h c c b e d b a f e F bf 6 b e d b a h b j h c c a e c a h f e F bf e c b a d b h c b e h c J d b a f e F bf d b e c a b e h c f c f d c a h f ef d b e c a h b e f g h c c b e d a h f e K ba c b c d b h J h c f c f e d b a f e F bf d b a d b h J h c J c a h f e F b cf d b e c a h e G h c c b e c a h f e F bf e b a e c b a G h c J d a f e Ff d b f d b a Q h c f F b c df e b a e c b h Q h c f J c l f f F af c b c b a J h c F bf d b f d b h F c J c a f  g e F a bG h c f c f e c b a f e F bf e b f d b h f . b f e f g h c J c b h f e F bf d b e d b h f c b e f g h c c b e d b a h f e F b ef d b e c a h f c b a e f g h c b e d b a g f e F bf . e b a d b h c f e f g h c J d b h f e F b fh f a c a e d b a J d a h f * k bf e c a e d b a c f d b a g e Ff d b c d b a J d b a g e F b e« d b e c a h c f e c a h f e F b cf d b a e b a c b e d a g * F bf d b e d a h J d b a h g e F a bf e c b a e c b h J d a g e Ff e c b e c b a ■ J c a h f  e F af e d b a e d b a c b e d b a g e F b cf d b a e c b h c b f d b a g e k bf v d b f e c a h J c a g e F b ef e c a e d b a h c f d b a f e F b cf e b a e d b h f c b e d b a f g e F a bf e c b e d b a h J d c a h f c F a bf d b j c b h F bf e c a e d c a h F bf e d b a e d b a h F bf d b e d b a h F b ff e d b e d b a h G h a bf e c b f e c b h
f e c a e d b h f F a bf e c b e d c a h
f e c b e d b a h f F bf e b e d c b h k bf e d b f e d b a h F bf e b e d b a F bf  d b a e c b h f
f e d b f e c b a h
f e b e d b h
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h b j  f  c c g e f g c c g f c b c dh k c • ■  b c f g e f g c c g f d b c d gh b c f g c f b c g e f g c c g e c a e d gh k c b c g e f g c c g f b a dh k c f c g a e f g c c g f c a d gg k c c f g e f g c c g e c a d gh b j f c f c g e f g c f c g f d b c dh k c f c g d e f g c g c g e c b c d  ,g k c c f g e f g c b c g f c b j fg k c c h g e f e f g c g c g e c b e d gg a b j  f b e c g f d b e dg k c c g f d b e d gg b j f c
h b c f g c c g f c b c d gg a b e f c c f g f c b e dg a b j f c c g r c b e dg h k c c g f c b e dg a b j f c c f g f d b e dh b j f c c f g f d b f dg b J f c c f g f d b a dh k c c g f d b f dg b j f c c g f c b a e dg h b j f c c f g f d b a d e fg a d e f c c d g e c b e df g h a b j f c c g f d b e d e  
c g f d b a d e f  
c g e d b f d g  
c d g f d b f d  
c f g f d b e d e f  
c g f c b e d e  
c d g f d b e d  
c g f d b f d e f  
c g e d b f d  
c g f c b e d e f
e b c b h c
e f d c b h c  
e b c g h e
e f d c f g h e  
e b c f g h *
e b c f g h e  ecfghae
e b f g h e
g a b c d b g f  
h b j c a f g h a  
g a b c d c a f g h a  
g a b c d b h f g  
g a b c d c a f  
g a b c d b a f  
h a b c d b h f g a  
g a b c d a g f g a  
g a b j c a g f g ' h  
h a b c d c a f g b  
h a d b h f g  
g a b j c a f  g h  
g a b j d a g f g  
h b c d b h f g a  
g a b c d b h f g a  
h b c d b a f g h  
h a b c d c a f g h  
h b c d c a f g a  
h b c d b h f g h a  
h b c d b g f g h  
h b j b h f g a  
h b c d b g f g h b  
h b c d b h f g h  
h b c d b g f g h  
g a b c d c a f g h  
h b c d b h f g h a  
h b c d b a f g h a  
h b j c a g f g h  
h b c d b h f g  
a b c d a g f g a  
a b a d b h f g a  
h b c d c a f g h  
h a b c d c a h f g h  
h b c d b h f g h  
a b a c a f g h a  
h a d b h f g a  
h a b j c a g f  g h  
h a b c d c a g f g  
a b c d c a f g h  
h b c d a g f g h  
a b c d a g f g  
h b c d b h f g b  
a b c d b h f g h  
a b c d c a f g h a  
g a b c d c a g f g  
h b c d b g f g  
a b c d b h f g h  
h b c d b g f g a
a
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b c d e g a f c f b c f d b c d e f d b c d e d b a b c d e h c ' b c d e f e c a h f e b c d e f h a b c
b c d e g b g c f c f e c b c d e f d b a e b a h b c d e g h c c b c d e d b a f e a b c d e f h b
b c d e f h b g c f d c f c c b c d e f e b c d e d b a h b c d e h c c a e c a h f e b c d e g a b
b c d e f h b f c f e c b c d e f e f e c b c d e d b h c b c d e h c c d e d b a f  e b c d e f h b
b c d e f h g c f e b c d e f d b c d e c a b c d e h c d e f c d e f d c a h f e b c d e f a b
b c d e g a g c f d b c d e f d b c d e c a h b c d e f h c c b c d e d a h f e  . b c d e g b
b c d e f g b f c e e b c d b h c d e h c d e f c d e f e d b a f e b c d e f h b
b c d e f h g c g e d b c d e f d b c d e d b h c d c h c c d e c a h f  e b c d e g a b c
b c d e f a f c f  e b f  e f d b c d e c a h e c d e f h e c b c d c c a h f e b c d e f h b
c d e f  a f c f e b c d e f e b a e c b a c d e g h c b c d e f g a
b c d e f a g e g e c b c d e f d b f d b a c d e g h c d e f c d e c a h g e b c d e f h b c d
b c d e f h f c e d b c d e f e b a e c b h c d e f h c d e f b c d e f h a
b c d e f h g c g f c b c d e b a c d e d a h g e b e d e f g h b
b c d e g b f  c f  d b a e f d b f d b h b c d e g h c c d e c a f g e b c d e f h a b
b c d e g b f c f d b e d e f f e c b c d e c a c d e g h c d e f c d e f e c b a f e b c d e g a b
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b c d f h a b
b d e g a b
a b d f h b
b c e f h b e
a b c e g a b
b d f g a b f
a b d f g b
b c d f g a
b d e g h b e
b d e f h b c
b c d f g a b
b e d e f h a b
b d e g a
b c d e f h a
b c d e g h b c
b c d f g b
b c d e f h b c
b c d f g a c
b c e g h a b
a b c e f h a b
b d e f h b
b d f g a b
a b d e g a b
b c d f g a b f
b c d e f h b  
b d e g h a b  
b e e f h a b  
b d e g h b  
b d f  g b  
a b d f g a b  
a b c d f g a b
7 8 9 H O R - O I M  V E R - D I M R A D - R
e d c g e g a b S g f h b c e f e d c c g e g c c g S d
S e h b d S f a h b d f g c b c f g e f g c c g S d g
S c b a h e g a c S f a h b c f g c f b c g e g c c g S e d g
S c b a h e g a c S f g h b c e g c b c g e f g c c g f b a d
e f b c g e g a c S f h b c e g c f c g a e g c c g S d g
e S e g a b S f g a c e g c c g S d g
S c  g h e h a b S f g a h b d f e d c f - c g S d
S e g a c S g f g a h b c e f g c f . c g d e g c g c g S d
e f e d c f h e g a c S g f g h g a b d e g c c f g e f g c b c g S d f
S c g e . h a c S f h . g a b d f g c c b a h g e f e f g c g c g S e d g
h a S f g g a b d f b c c g S e d
S c f  h a g a c S f h c g S e d g
a S c f g e g a C S g f g g b c e f e d c c g S d
S c b a h a e h b S f g a h b c f g c c g S d g
e f  b c b a h e g a b S f g a g a b e f e d c c f g S e d
h b S f h g a c e f e d c c g S e d
e d c f  h a e h a b S f h g h b d f g c c g S c d
h b S f g a g a b d f e d c
h b S f a h b d f e d c c f g S f e d
S f h e h b S g f h g b d f e d c c f g S d
h b d S f g a h a c e g c c g S f e d
S c g e h b S g f h b g b c d f e d c c g S e d
h b S f h g h b d f e d c c f g S d f
h b S g f g h g a d f e d c c d g S e d
g a c S f h f a b d f e d c c g S e d e
h b S f h a c g S d f
h b S f h a c g S f e d g
h b c S g f h c d g S f e d
h b S f  g c f  g S e d f
a b S g f g a c g S e d e
a b S f g a c d g S e d
h b S f  h c g S f e d f
c g S f  e d
h b S f g h c g S e d f
a b S f  a  
h a S f g a  
h a c S g f  g h  
h a c S g f g  
a b S f  h  
h b S g f h  
a b S g f g  
h b S f  g b  
a b S f g h  
a c S f  a  
g a b S g f g  
h b S g f g  
a b S f h  
h b S g f g a
8
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CONTENTS OF DICTIONARY SBR
b c d e g a h g f c  
b c d e g b a h g c  
b c d e d f h b a h g c  
b c d e d f h b f c  
b c d e d f h g c  
b c d e d e g a h g c  
b c d e d f g b f d  
b c f h g c  - 
b c d e d f a h g f c  
c d f a h g f c  
b c d e d f a h g c  
b c d e d f h f c  
b c d e d f h g c g  
b c d e g b f c  
b c d e d e g b f c  
a b c d e g a h g c  
b c d e f a h g f c  
b c d e f h g c
f d c b c d e  
f e d c b e d e  
f e d c b e d e  
f e d c b c f e  
f  e b c d e d e  
f d c b c d e  
f e b c d e  
g e d c b c d e  
f  e b f  e  
f e b c d e  
g e d c b c d e  
e d c b e d e  
f d c b c d e d e  
f d c b a e  
f d c b c d e f  
f  e d c b f  e  ; 
f e d c b f e  
g f d c b c d e  
f e d c b e d e  
f e d c b c d e d e
f d c b c d e d c b a  
f d c b a e b a h  
f e b c d e d c b a h  
f e d c b c d e d c b a h  
f d c b c d e d c b a  
f d C b c d e d c b a h  
e d c b c d e d c b a h  
f d c b c d e d c b a h  
f  d c b c d e d c b a h e  
f e b a e d c b a  
f d c b f d c b a  
f « b a e  d c b a h  
f c b c d e b a  
f d c b f d c b a h  
f  e ’d c b c d e d c b a  
f  e l b f d c b a h f  
f  d c b c d e d c b a t \ f  
f d c b c d e d c b a h f  
f e b a d c b a h  
h f e d c b a e d c b a  
f e d c b a e d c b a  
f d c b c d e d c b a  
e d c b c d e d c b a h  
f d c b a e b a  
f d p b c d e d c b a h  
f e d c b a e d c b a h  
f e d c b c d e d c b a  
f e d c b a e d c b a  
f d c b a e d c b a h  
f e d c b f e d c b a h  
f e d c b a e d c b a h  
f e b a e d c b a h f  
f e d c b c d e d c b a h  
f d c b c d e d e d c b a h  
f e d c b a e d c b a h  
f e d c b a e d c b a h  
f d c b c d e d c b a h  
f e d c b c d e d c b a h  
f e d c b f e d c b a h  
f e d c b a e d c b a h f  
f e d c b c d e d c b a h  
f e d c b c d e d e b a h f  
f e b c d e d c b a h  
f e d c b f e d c b a h  
f e b c d e d c b a  
f d c b a e d c b a h f  
f e d c b f e d c b a h  
f e b c d e d c b a h
b c f e d c b a h f e b c d e d f h a b c
b c d e g h c c b c d e d c b a h g f e a b c d f h b
b c d e h c c b a e d c b a h f e b c d e g a b
c b c d e h c c d e d c b a h g f e b c d e d f  h b
b c d e h c f c f d c b a h f e b c d f a b
b c d e f h c c b c d e d c b a h f e b c d e g b
c d e h c f c f e d c b a h g f e b c d e f h b
c d e h c c d e d c b a h f e b c d e g a b c
c d e f h e c b c d e d c b a h f e b c d f h b
c d e g h c c d e d c b a h g f e b c d e d f g a
c d e g h c f c d e d c b a h g e b c d f h b c d e d
c d e f h c f c d e d c b a h g f e b c d e d f h a
c d e h c c d e d c b a h g e b c d f g h b
b c d e d e g h c c d e d c b a h g f g e b c d f h a b
c d e g h c f c f e d c b a h g f e b c d e d e g a b
b f e f h c c d e d c b a h f e a b c d e d f h b
c b c d e f h c c b c d e d c b a h f e b c d e f h b c d e
c b a e f h c b c d e d c b a h g f e a b c d e g a b ^
c f e f h e c d e d c b a h f e b c d e d f g a b f
c d e d c b a h f e a b c d e d f g b
c f d c b a h g e b c d f g a
c d e d c b a h g e b c d e d e g h b c d e
c f e d c b a h f e b c d e d e f h b c
c b c d e d c b a h g e b c d f g a b
c d e d c b a h g e b c d e f h a b
c d e d c b a h g e b c d e d e g a
c d e d c b a h f e b c d e f h a
c b c d e d c b a h g e b c d e g h b c
e b f d c b a h g e b c d f g b
c d e d c b a h g e b c d e f h b c
c f d c b a h g f e b c d f g a b c
c b c d e d c b a h g f g e b c d e g h a b
c d e d c b a h f e a b c d e f h a b  
b c d e d e f h b  
b c d e d f g a b  
a b c d e d e g a b  
b c d f g a b f  
c d e f h a b  
b c d e f h b  
b c d e d e g h a b  
b c d e f h a b  
b c d e d e g h b  
b c d e d f g b  
a b c d e d f g a b  
a b c d f g a b
0 0 e
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e d c g e g a b c d e d c b a h g f  h b c d e f c c g e g c c g f c b c d e dh b c d e d e d c b a h g f a h b c d e d f g c b c f g o f g c c g f d c b c d e d ge b c b a h e g a b c d c b a h g f a  h b c f g c f c g e d c b a e d gg a b c d c b a h f g  : h b c d e g c b c g e f g c c g f b a dg a b c d c b a h g f ' h b c d e g c f c g f c b a d ge f d c b a h e g a b c d e d c b a h g f  g a b c d e g c c g e d c b a d ge b c g h e h a b c d e d c b a h f g a  h b c d e d f c f c g e g c f c g f  d c b c d e  de d c b a h e g a b c d c b a h g f g a  h b c d e f g c f c g d e g c g c g e d c b c d e de f d c f h e g a b c d e d c b a h g f g h g a b c d e d e g c c f g e f g c b c g f c b c d e d fh a b c d c b a h g f h  g a b c d e d f g c c h g e f e f g c g c g e d c b c d e d gh a d c b a h f g  g a b c d e d f b c c g f d c b c d e dg a b c d e d c b a h g f h  g b c d e g c c g f d c b c d e d ga e b c f g e g a b c d e d c b a h g f g  g b c d e f c c g e b a de b c h a e h b c d e d c b a h f g a  h b c f g c c g f c b c d e d gg a b c d e d c b a h f g a  g a b c d e f c c f g f c b c d e dh b c d e d c b a h g f h  g a b c d e f c c g e d c b c d e de d c f  h a e h a b c d e d c b a h g f h  g h b c d e d f g c : c g f c b c d e de d c g h e h b c d e d c b a h g f g a  g a b c d e d f c c f g f d c b c d e de b c d e h e h b c d e d c b a h f a  h b c d e d f c c f g f d c b f dh b c d e d c b a h g f h  g b c d e d f c c f g f d c b a de d c b c h e h b c d c d e b a h f g a  h a b c d e g c c g f d c b f de d c b c g e h b c d e d c b a h g f h b  g b c d f c c g f e b a e dh b c d e d c b a h f h  g h b c d e d f c c f g f d c b a d fh b c d e d c b a h g f g h  g a d f c c d g e d c b c d e dg a b c d c b a h g f h  f a b c d e d f c c g f d c b c d e d eh b c d e d c b a h f h a c g f d c b a d f
h b c d e d c b a h g f  h a c g e d c b f d gh b c d e d c b a h g f h c d g f d c b f dh b c d e d c b a h f g c f g f d c b c d e d fa b j c d e d c b a h g f  g a c g f c b c d e d ea b c d e d c b a h f g a c d g f d c b c d e dh b c d e d c b a h g f h e g f d c b f d fh a b c d c b a h f h c g e d c b f dh b c d e d c b a h f g h c g f c b c d e d fa b c d e d c b a h g f  a
h a d c b a h f g a
h a b c d e d c b a h g f g h
h a b c d c b a h g f g
a b c d e d c b a h g f  h
h b c d e d c b a h g f h
a b c d e d c b a h g f g
h b c d e d c b a h f g b
a b c d e d c b a h f g h
a b c d c b a h g f a
g a b c d e d c b a h g f g
h b c d e d c b a h g f g
a b c d e d c b a h f h
h b c d e d c b a h g f g a
T o t a l 0 0 a e e 0 e
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CONTENTS OF DICTIONARY BAR
8 3 4 5 *
f d c U J h c b c f  N e J d f h a b c
f A a e b a h J g h c c N e a b c d f h b
f e N J h c J g a b
f  e d c N c  J h c N e J d f h b
f d c U J h c f c f A a T e b c d f a b
f d c N J f h c J g b
J h c f c f N e J f  h b
f d c N N e
f  d c N e J f h c c N e b c d f h b
f e b a U J g h c N e J d f g a
f A f A a J g h c f N e b c d f J d
f e b a N J f h c f N e J d f  h a
f  c J b a J h c N e b c d f g h b
f A f A a h J d e g h c N g e b c d f h a b
f  e d c U J g h c f c f N e J d e g a b
f  e b f A a T b f e f h c N e J d f h b
f d c N c  J f  h e c N e J f  j
f d c N c b a e f h c N e J g a b
f e N c f e f h e N e J d f g a b f
T U U N e J d f g b
. f U U c f A a h g e b c d f g a
f d c U N e J d e g J
e d c N C f N e J d e f h b c
c N e b c d f g a b
f d c N N e J f h a b
f U N N e J d e g a
f e d c U N e J f h a
f U U c N e J g h b c
f A a N c b f  A a h g e b c d f g b
f Z f N N e J f  h b c
f U N  ■ C f A a T e b c d f g a b c
f e b a N c N g e J g h a b
f  e d c N N e J f h a b
f d c N J d e f h b
f U N J d f g a b
f U N J d e g a b
. f d c N b c d f g a b f
f  e d c N J f h a b
f Z f N J f  h b
f U N J d e g h a b
f  e d c N J f h a b
f  e d c N J d e g h b
f e N J d f g b
f  Z f N J d f g a b
f c U a b c d f g a b
f A a N
f Z f N
f e N
0 0 ° 0
J g a T c  
J g b a h g c  
J d f h b a h g c  
J d f  h b f  c  
J d f  h g c  
J d e g a h g r  
J d f g b f c  
b c f h g c  
J d f a T c  
c d f  a T c  
J d f a h g c  
J d f T c  
J d f h g c g  
J g b f c  
J d e g b f c  
J g a h g c  
J f a T c  
J f h g c
f b c f d c J  
f e d c J  
f  c d c j  
f Z c f e
f d c J
f e J
g e d c J
f e J
f d c J d e  
f A a c  
f d c J f  
f Z f e  
f Z f e  
g f  d c j  
f  e d c J  
f e d c J d e
H O R - D I M R A D - R V E R - R A D - R
e d c g e g N J f c
N a J d f g c
e b c b a h e g a N a h b c f g c f
g a N g J g c
g a N J g c f
q n g j g ce b c g h e h N g a J d f  c f
N e g a N g a J f g c f
e f d c f h e g N g h g J d e g c
h a N h g J d f g c
N g g J d f b c
g N h g j g e
a e b c f  g e g N g g j f  c
N g a h b c f g c
e f b c h e g N g a g j f c
e b c f h e N h g J f  c
e d c f  h a e h N h g J d f g c
N g a g J d f  c
N a J d f c
e b f h e N h g J d f c
Z c h e J d e b a T g a h J g c
Z c g e N h b g b c d f c
N h g J d f  c
N g h g a d f c
g a N h
N h a
N h a
N h
N g
N g a
N g a
N h
h a N h
N g h
N a
N g a
h N g h
h a N g
N h
N h
N g
N g b
f  J d f  c
N g h
g N g
N g
N h
N g a
0 8 e
b c f g e f g c
b c g e f g c
c g a e g c
c f g e g c
c g d e g c g  
c f g e f g c b  
c h g e f e f g c g
c g f c J d
c g f d c J d g
c g U e d g
c g f c b a d g  
c g U d g  
c g f  d c  J d  
c g e d c J d  
c g f c J d f  
c g e d c J d g  
c g f d c J d  
c g f d c J d g
c g f c J d g  
c f g f c J d  
c g e d c J d  
c g f c J d  
c f g f d c J d  
c f g f A f d  
c f g f A a d  
c g f A f d  
c g f e b a e d  
c f g f A a d f  
c d g e d c J d  
c g f d c J d e  
c g f A a d f  
c g Z f d g  
c d g f A f d  
c f g f d c J d f  
c g f c J d e  
c d g f d c J d  
c g f A f d f  
c g Z f d  
c g f c J d f
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APPENDIX 5.2
FURTHER DISCUSSIONS ON DESIGNING OF TRANSFORMATION AND REWRITING RULES
The discussion in the main text of Section 5.7.4 centred on the numeral "6". 
A different set of transformation and rewriting rules can likewise be 
designed to aid the identification and/or classification of all the other 
numerals from "0" to "9". Thereafter, additional test(s) based on patterns 
in the rewritten string and based on geometrical properties may be used to 
confirm if a string of codes represents a particular symbol.
1. Design for Classification/Identification
Like the family of "6","0" and "4" discussed in the main text, very similar 
sets of test are used for detecting "2", "3", "5" and "7" and "R" since the
latter family possessed a common clockwise feature of an arc that opened on
the left side (represented by the code-string "deb”). The usage of the
transformation and rewriting rules to reveal a family or class of symbols 
with a common symbol rather than to identify an individual symbol is simply 
a matter of choice rather than of necessity or efficiency.
In theory, it is possible to design a separate set of transformation and 
rewriting rules for identifying each symbol individually. This is done in 
the current design for the symbol "8" and requires thirteen transformation 
and twenty-three rewriting rules to effect. It is also possible to apply a 
scheme whereby the rules are first used to classify and then a further set 
of slightly different rules are applied to identify a smaller sub-set of 
the classified symbols. It is even possible to merge both sets of
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transformation and rewriting rules into a single set of rules. However, this 
further refinement is beyond the scope of the present study.
The sets of transformation and rewriting rules implemented are fully listed 
in PART 1 of Appendix 5.1. The results of applying the transformation and 
rewriting rules to all the members of "DICT2nd" are shown in PART 2 of the 
same Appendix. The last two letters in the name of the dictionaries shows if 
the entries have been obtained before rewriting (suffix "BR') or after 
rewriting (suffix 'AR').
2, Order of Application of Rules
The design of the individual sets of transformation and rewriting rules is 
also dependent on the order in which the algorithm applies them. In the 
implemented version, the following order is selected:
(1) Begin by testing for the complex symbol "8".
(2) Test for the "bed" code-string and identify "3", "3" is 
easily identified because it contains two "bed" strings.
(3) Use the results of the transformation and rewriting in (2) 
for checking for "R", followed by checks for "2" and then 
"7" respectively.
(4) Test the code-string for "cdefg" thus checking for "6", 
followed by testing for "0".
(5) Test for "9",
The rationale for conducting the test for "8" before the others stems from 
the fact that "8" contains two prime sub-strings, "deb" and "bed". It is 
therefore able to turn both the test for "bed" and "deb" positive. Thus, if 
the current symbol were an "8", then by testing for, identifying and
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eliminating it at an early stage, would prevent it from turning the 
following "bed" and "deb" tests positive. It must be emphasized that the 
test for "8" has to be very reliable so that subsequent sections for "bed" 
and "deb" will not require additional tests to weed out the "8" code­
strings. For the reason of ensuring this reliability, the set of 
transformation and rewriting rules for "8" is double in size that for "6".
The test for "3" is applied next for the reason that a highly reliable but 
simple test (without need of auxiliary tests) is available through testing 
for two "deb" strings in the code string.
The test for the "deb" string also leads naturally into the associated tests 
for "2", "5", "7" and "R", where instead of testing for two "deb" strings,
only one "deb" string is sought.
3. Additional Points to Note
The order listed above also illustrated two other important points. 
Firstly, the absence of the numerals "1" and "4" from the list is due to the 
sufficiency the simpler scheme of exact dictionary matching which can be
used to identify them. It is pertinent to make the point that generally, the
transformation and rewriting technique are more indispensable when a 
character or symbol contains curved segments. Numerals like "1" and "4", for 
example, can be usually recognised by the exact dictionary matching 
technique. However, transformation and rewriting rules can also be written 
for them.
The dictionary used for the exact matching of "1" and "4" and other symbols 
is named "DICTfin" ("fin" for final). (See Appendix 5.3) It is observed that
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the dictionary is basically empty with the main entries under "1", "4", and
"7" . The lack of entries can be credited to the efficiency of the
transformation and rewriting technique since its efficiency made the exact 
matching operation unnecessary.
Secondly, just as there is a wide variety of designs for each set of 
transformation and rewriting rules, there are numerous ways of arranging 
the order of these tests. An alternative order would be to search for "8" 
last. This would require that the test for "6","deb" and "bed" included test 
to ensure that "8" is not trapped in its routines and would generally be 
less efficient than the test implemented.
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APPENDIX 5.5 '
CONTENTS OP DICTIONARY "DICTfin"
1) Entries in this dictionary are for exact matching. (Referenced from Section 5.18).
2) The characters with curved portions are more efficiently managed by the transformation & rewriting rules.
3) This leaves the characters with straight line portions (1 ,4,7,‘CENTRE-PT) for exact matching.
4) HOR-DIM, VER-DIM, RLINE, POINT & ANGLE are recognized by other means (See Sections 5.18.1, 5.18.2).
SYMBOL DIAMETER-D ANGLE CENTRE-PT 8 1 2
ehcf cdfafc fbc febeeohc bdfqabfc fc ofdbc8f
ehc abdefhafc fdc ofecbceehbcf bcdfqafc efbc gfdcbce
efhc abdfhbfc fbcfbdefhafc
total 8
SYMBOL 4 1-DIM
total 28
behc cefhab ecge hbdbgfoh hbcefebeqhc eche ghbdfgcbcehc ebcbhe ghbdfccbehc ebche
behcf efbcgebefhc efdcbhe
cehcf ebcghecehc ecbhecdefhc efdcfheceghc ebcgeceghcf ecfhecefhcf ebcfhacdehc aebcfgebdeghc ebchaecdeghcf efbche
bfefhc ebcfhecbefhc ecfhaecbaefhc ecghecfefhc ebcehebahc ebfhebehcd ecbchebaehc ecbcge
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APPENDIX 6.1
DETAILS OF THE FIRST AND SECOND LEVEL RECOGNIZER
Notes:
1) Raw data refers to the data which has been read from the tablet before
it is processed to remove serifs and short internal segments.
2) The processed data refers to the data after the removal of the serifs
and short internal segments when the directions of the segments can be
encoded using the non-uniform quantization diagram of Fig 5.6.
3) The string of codes from this process of encoding before the removal of 
repetitive codes is referred to as the uncompressed and processed 
string-code.
4) When this uncompressed, processed string code has its repetitive codes 
removed, what remains is the compressed string-code.
5) YEXTENT refers to the vertical height of the bounding rectangle for the 
symbol or character.
6) Auxiliary tests are always carried out on the encoded but uncompressed 
processed data,
7) The transformation and rewriting rules are always carried out on the 
encoded but compressed string-code.
8) The line numbers in parenthesis besides the various TEST headings are 
program line numbers
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TESTS FOR "1", "4", "7", "CENTRE-PT":
First Level Recognizer
These are achieved by exact dictionary matching operation in the first-level 
of the recognizer. Back-up procedures are available for "7" in the second- 
level recognizer. These procedures are explained later in this appendix. 
Currently,there are no back-up procedures for "1", "4" and "CENTRE-PT" in
case of a failure to match exactly against any member of "DICTfin".
TEST FOR "2": (line no. 62362 - 62374, called from 62206 - 62209 and 62380) 
Second Level Recognizer Only 1
(A) Apply transformation and rewriting rules for "deb" . Check that there is 
one "S" only in the rewritten string.
(B) Work on the non-compressed processed code: first character must not "b"
or "c" or "d" (eliminating R).
(C) Auxiliary test: check that last point must be on the lower 1/4 of
character's vertical extent.
(D) Work on compressed codes: ensure that "1" is eliminated by checking for
extent of "b" or "c" or "d". If the extent of the vertical stroke is
greater than 0.9 YEXTENT and less than 1.1 YEXTENT, then it is not "2".
Footnotes: 1 Further cross-reference: Dictionary "2AR" in Appendix 5.1
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TEST FOR "9": (62356 -62361, called from 62202 and 62203) 
Second Level Recognizer Only 2
(A) Apply transformation & rewriting rules for "bed" :
Length of resultant string must be >3 characters long. 
Check for P in first two positions,
(B) Work on actual compressed code:
Check for "c" in last three positions.
3
(C) Apply transformation & rewriting rules for "6" :
The resulting string must not begin with "c", "F", "k", "G" or "b"
TEST FOR "5": (62311 - 62322, called from 62198)
Second Level Recognizer Only
4
(A) Apply transformation and rewriting rules for "deb" .
There must be 1 "S" but "S" must not occur at the first character.
"e" must not follow "S".
The first character can only be either "b" or "c" or "d".
"f" or "g" or "h" must not be second letter (this distinguishes it 
from "RAD-R").
(B) Auxiliary test :
Check that last point lies in top 1/3 of letter.
Footnotes :
2 Further cross-reference: Dictionary "BCDAR" in PART 2 of Appendix 5.1
3 Further cross-reference: Dictionary "6AR" in PART 2 of Appendix 5.1
4 Further cross-reference: Dictionary "DCBAR" in PART 2 of Appendix 5.1
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TEST FOR "6": (Sub-routine 62322 - 62341, called from line 62199)
Second Level Recognizer Only
5
(A) Apply transformation & rewriting rules for "6"
Search for first "F" or "G" (there must be at least one of them).
"F" or "G", however, must not be the last character in string.
Character to right of "F"/ "G" must be on an "a" or "b" or "c" or "h".
Check if consecutive characters on right of "F" or "G" are rotating 
counter-clockwise and increasing in the same direction. However, 
each increase must not be more than three octal positions from the 
previous code.
(B) Auxiliary test:
To ensure that .code-string is not a "0", "4" or "9", check that the
extent of the last stroke with values ("b" or "c" or "d")<1/3 
(total YEXTENT).
TEST FOR "7": (62362 - 62374, called from 62206 - 62209) 
Second Level Recognizer Only
6(A) Apply transformation & rewriting rules for "deb" 
Check that there is only one "S".
Footnotes :
5 Further cross-reference: Dictionary "6AR" in PART 2 of Appendix 5.1
6 Further cross-reference: Dictionary "DCBAR" in PART 2 of Appendix 5.1
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(B) Auxiliary test:
With reference to Fig. (a) below, ensure that 
the last stroke must be written lower than 
YHDREG% but higher than YREG%,
Use same result for above test for "deb".
Test to ensure that last character is "d" or ^
"e" or "f".
TEST FOR "R": (62301 -62310, called from 62197)
Second Level Recognizer Only
7
(A) Apply transformation & rewriting rules for "deb" .
Search for "S" (there should be only one "S").
Ensure first character in code is "b" or "c" or "d".
(B) Check original compressed code for second character value of "b" or "c"
or "d" or "f" or "g" or "h".
If second character is "b" or "c" or "d", then third character must be 
"f" or "g" or "h".
(C) Auxiliary test: ensure that position of end-point is in lower half of
character.
TEST FOR "0": (62344 - 62355, called from 62200 and 62201)
Second Level Recognizer Only
8
(A) Apply transformation & rewriting rules for "6" .
Ensure that "F" is present.
(B) Auxiliary test:
Ensure that the extent of the last "b" or "c" or "d" stroke extends 
for >0.9 YEXTENT.
Footnotes :
7
Cross-reference: Dictionary "DCBAR" in PART 2 of Appendix 5.1
8
Cross-reference: Dictionary "6AR" in PART 2 of Appendix 5.1.
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TEST FOR "3" : by transformation & rewriting rules alone* 
Second Level Recognizer Only
(A) Apply transformation and rewriting rules for "deb". 
There must be 2 "S" in the rewritten string.
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APPENDIX 6,2
DEFAULT SETTINGS
Change of default settings are available for the following functions:
(a) Threshold time for character separation
This function allows the writing of large characters which require multi­
strokes actions to complete. The nominal value is 7000. The range allowed 
is 1 to 32,000.
(b) Tablet prompt wait
This factor is a delay loop counter which gives time for the tablet to reset 
its own output port before the host computer reads more data from it.
(c) Thinning factor
This factor reduces the number of segments used to represent each character. 
The nominal value is 150.
(d) Maximum internal segment length factor
This is set at 12, i.e, the maximum internal segment length allowed is 1/12 
the maximum length or width of the bounding rectangle for the symbol/ 
recognizer.
(e) Line-printer and graphics screen mode
(i) Line-printer mode: This can be either "0" or "1". The normal
setting is "0" which represents the mode for no printing.
(ii) Graphics Screen Drawing Mode: This can be either "0" or "1". The
normal setting is at full-screen mode of "1". Selecting "0"
allows a close-up view of the trace of the character.
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APPENDIX 6.3
PROGRAM LISTING FOR CHARACTER RECOGNITION SOFTWARE
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